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generally derived from stylised handwriting. The tight grid, however, would have been of
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skilled hand of Philippe Grandjean, who spent half a century honing Romain du Roi, has
altered and arguably improved its now only partially grid-determined shape. Type cutters
already knew what Science and Technology Studies scholars have since established: that
carving out scientifically precise inscriptions requires situated work, which is why lettershapes are not easily captured solely by the material-semiotic net of a grid. Knowing this
does not require a critical analyst. The committee announced publicly that ‘experience
has shown us that it is in the harmony of parts that an agreeable letter consists, and that
often enough it depends on an indefinable quality… that can be felt rather than defined’.
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MO D ES OF KNOWIN G :
RES O URCES F ROM THE
B ARO QUE
John Law

I n t ro d u c t i o n
By dint of quartering the subjective, the cognitive, the objective and the
collective, how can we say the right word and live a happy life? The analysis
that unties these four components comes from the hate that divides. What
love will reunite them? That’s the project of a thought, the program of a
language, the hope of a life (Michel Serres 2012: 75).
I do not want to fix or represent the self as self, but to recognize the existence
of the self in relationship with otherness and perceive the world in a place
where such a relationship exists (Lee Ufan 2011: 121–22).
The Two Boys began playing at the Kantju waterhole, mixing the water with
the surrounding earth. They piled the mud up, getting bigger and bigger,
until it was the size that Uluru is now. Then they started playing on it. They
sat on the top, and slid down the south side of their mud pile on their bellies, dragging their fingers through the mud in long channels. The channels
hardened into stone and now form the many gullies on the southern side of
Uluru (Tommy Manta, reprinted in Anne Kerle 1995: 18).
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The soul is suspended in such a way that it seems to be completely outside
itself. The will loves; the memory, I think, is almost lost; while the understanding, I believe, though it is not lost, does not reason – I mean that it
does not work, but is amazed at the extent of all it can understand; for God
wills it to realize that it understands nothing of what His Majesty represents
to it (Teresa of Àvila 1964: 68).

How should we know the world? That is the question.
Michel Serres (2012), philosopher and historian of science, is a wordsmith.
But he’s writing in a way that isn’t really philosophy any more. The citation comes
from a book that reveals its learning, but is also personal and poetic. It is excessive
to analysis, too: he’s resisting what he calls ‘quartering’ and he’s telling us that
we need to love the world and give up on control if we are to stop destroying it.
Instead we need to tell stories that work with emotions and avoid the divisions
common in Western ways of knowing. For the book is a declaration of love for
a world on the verge of destruction.
Lee Ufan (2011), a Korean artist-philosopher, creates texts and minimalist
artworks. Like Serres, he’s interested in relations and he’s critical of Western
boundedness and separation. For him, selves are in patterns of relations that
extend ever so far and take different materially heterogeneous forms. His sculptures absorb the viewer into a field, cultivating a sense of otherness, of that which
is not present, of incompleteness. Bodies, then, and sensibilities to absence and
relationality – these are crucial to his mode of knowing.
Tommy Manta was from the Pitjantjatjara nation of Central Australia.1 His
story is a small excerpt from a longer ‘dreamtime’ story about ancestral beings
and the creation of the world. The ‘dreamtime’ happened in the past, but it is also
done and redone in continuing narratives and rituals by particular guardians at
particular sites. This is a world of radical performativity. If the rituals stop, then
the world gets hollowed out. It stops being realised. And the stories and the
rituals are site-specific, belonging to particular groups. So his story isn’t just ‘a
story’ but rather the redoing of events that materialise the world, its geographical
features, its animals and plants, its weather, and its people.
18
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Santa Teresa d’Ávila (1964) was a sixteenth-century Spanish Carmelite nun
and mystic. Her memoirs offer techniques for dissolving the self and embracing – being embraced by – the grace of God. These demand the disciplines of
prayer and penitence in which knowing is corporeal and may lead to ecstatic
communion with God. There is little that is analytical here. This is a mode of
knowing that is embodied, goes out to seek and to experience that which is
invisible – the fire of the Christian Holy Spirit – and to be swallowed up in it.
So here we have four different ways of knowing the world. And in what follows
we’re going to look at a fifth – the baroque. For this is the starting point: there
are many ways of knowing and knowing well, and academic styles for doing so
might be revitalised by looking beyond their current boundaries.

K n ow i n g P r a c t i c e s
Social Science and its Others
Like other human activities, knowing is embedded in practices (Latour 2013).
In varied ways knowledge practices seek to make sense of the world.2 They find
significance in the flux of experience by filtering, relating, deleting, and discovering regularities. But neither can we think about knowing without attending
to institutions. The world needed for – and enacted by – Lee Ufan’s art is quite
unlike Tony Manta’s mode of knowing. Similarly, Saint Teresa’s ecstasy is far
distant from the world inhabited by Michel Serres. None, however, with the
possible exception of Serres, begins to fit with academic ways of knowing. The
implication is that notwithstanding their strengths, academic ways of knowing
bracket, forget, and conceal much. And if we focus more particularly on the
social sciences we can ask: what do their modes of knowing have most difficulty
with? Here are some possible responses.
Passion. How does feeling link with social science knowing? No doubt it
affects our choice of topics, and some have written about their passions,3 but
more often in social science we hide our loves (or hates). We may know through
love, but unlike Serres we do not talk about it. Or we may know through spiritual experience (Saint Teresa), but then, like Karl Jung, we hide this reality too.
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Perhaps, then, as Mattijs van de Port argues in his chapter, passions constitute
the way we know, but more usually they are othered.
Bodies. The idea that the body might be part of method is difficult. Science
and Technology Studies (STS) talks of tacit knowledge (Polanyi 1958) and of
care as embodied relationality (Mol, Moser, and Pols 2010). Disability studies
knows well that knowing is embodied (Barton 1996), as do many feminists
(Despret 2004). But despite the exceptions, social science modes of knowing
depend on but also tend to other the methodologically salient body.
Material heterogeneity. STS tells us that knowing is materially heterogeneous, but the ‘methods and materials’ sections of academic papers are
a pale and rationalised reflection of the messy heterogeneity of social science
in practice (Latour and Woolgar 1986). And academic use of other forms of
material communication – sculpture, performance, pilgrimage – is limited. There
are growing exceptions4 – see the piece by Evelyn Ruppert in this volume – but
mostly the material heterogeneities of knowing are denied.
Excess. Academics write about ecstasy, eroticism, or religious enthusiasm,
but as forms of social science method these would be unusual. The idea that
love or ecstasy might count as method doesn’t sit easily with what the methods
guidelines lay out. Perhaps (unlike passion, bodies, and material heterogeneity)
excess isn’t allowed in at all. Or perhaps it powers academic knowing, and then
it is repressed. At any rate, social science realities are made to be austere and
moderate. They other excess.
Specificity. Academic modes of knowing are usually universalist and assume
that valid findings may safely be moved from place to place. But STS tells us that
knowing is situated (Haraway 1991b). Can you move that knowing elsewhere?
The answer is unclear. Perhaps knowing is not a matter of accumulation but
of apprehension on a journey, or of site and person-specific practices (Verran
2001). So despite the STS warning, the universalism of purportedly generalisable knowledge tends to overwrite situated knowing.
Formlessness. In the academy researchers mostly look for regular forms: in
the Western tradition it is usually assumed that the cosmos has an underlying
order (an assumption that does not hold in the dominant traditions of Chinese
philosophy (Hall and Ames 1995; Lin and Law 2014)). There are important
20
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exceptions,5 but social science modes of knowing mostly search out structures
behind the confusion of the empirical. The idea that we might open ourselves
up to the possibility that there is no form, or that we could not catch those forms
(Santa Teresa), makes little sense.
Performativity. In recent decades it has become easier to argue in social
science that knowing practices are performative.6 This is also, of course, what
the story about Tommy Manta is all about: knowing as enacting. But I add
performativity to the list because it suggests that alternatives to social science
modes of knowing might generate alternative realities. Opening ourselves to
the possibility of what is may be a form of ontological politics.7

Knowing Continuities
Blind spots and forms of othering: all modes of knowing work to exclude; they
have no choice. Necessarily they work by pushing experience through a screen
of presuppositions to produce workable forms of knowledge or experience.
As a part of this, they distinguish the probable from the improbable, and the
possible from the impossible (Foucault 1979). But as I noted above, knowing
is also institutional. Serres works in a particular Parisian intellectual space that
is not simply academic in a standard disciplinary sense. His audience – catered
for by publishers and media – is broader than that of most English-language
philosophers. Lee Ufan is painting and sculpting in an international art-world
space with its museums, patrons, and collectors. Tommy Manta is reporting from
a place in which knowing resides in particular ceremonial forms of particular
privileged elders. And Saint Teresa lived, wrote, and worshipped as a Carmelite
nun. It is such conditions of institutional possibility that allows for their modes
of knowing and makes them resilient. You cannot know differently without
tackling the institutional and material correlates that go with the normative
modes of knowing. Failure to do this leads to silence or expulsion.8
This begs the question as to what the spaces of academic knowing afford and
allow. There are many differences and discontinuities, but there are also continuities. A large story might start by saying that the Greeks organised high-status
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knowing in the agora, where it was debated between free men who distinguished
bodies from minds and privileged reason in a search for pattern lying behind
complexity.9 It might be added that significant elements of this configuration
were reproduced in the Judaeo-Christian tradition and especially the Catholic
Church. Schismatic and diverse though this was, it took it for granted that the
world was endowed by a structure given by its maker; it stipulated appropriate
ways of knowing the agency of that maker, his creation, and the regularities
behind the confusions of the world; and it reproduced all this thanks to appropriate material and institutional forms. The story would continue with the birth
of modern empirical experimental science in the seventeenth century.10 The
natural philosophy established in the Royal Society of London created a basis
for a continuing investigation of God’s enduring reality, now transformed into
an experimental mode. Matters of fact about nature were distinguished from
speculation, and institutional as well as literary arrangements to sustain this
distinction were put in place. In the nineteenth century these morphed into
disciplinarily organised universities with their specialist audiences and their
‘modest witness’ modes of textual representation.
Perhaps things are changing.11 Nevertheless, this oversimplified story suggests
why there might be continuities in – and family resemblances between – different modes of academic knowing. In content, academic disciplines are different,
but at least until recently they have all been lodged within similar institutional
structures (academic, or academically structured institutions), have implied
particular economic arrangements (state and/or private sector funding), life
course patterns (salaried bureaucratic posts with career paths), and modes of
circulation (academic publications with appropriate forms of modest witnessing). These are modes of knowing in which there has been little space for unruly
passions, messy materials and bodies, excesses, the idea that knowing might be
situated, the possibility of formlessness, or performativity. This is a settlement
that has, to be sure, been highly productive. At the same time it has systematically
produced and reproduced forms of otherness. Perhaps it is time to move on.
So how might we think differently? This book is an attempt to respond to this
question. Its contributors are all interested in non-standard modes of knowing.
They are all more or less uneasy with the restrictions or the agendas implied by
22
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academic modes of knowing, and they have chosen to do this by working with,
through, or against one important Western alternative – that of the baroque.
Why the baroque? One answer is that the baroque made space for and
fostered many of the forms of otherness listed above. It knew things differently.
It knew about different things. It knew extravagantly and excessively, it knew
in materially heterogeneous ways, and it apprehended that which is other and
could not be caught in a cognitive or symbolic net. It also knew in ways that did
not gather to a single point, and knew itself to be performative. A part of a great
Western division between rationalist and non-rationalist modes of knowing,
the baroque is therefore a possible resource for creating ways of knowing differently, a storehouse of possible alternative techniques. To say this is not to say
that it is the right mode of knowing. The book’s authors do not seek to create
a ‘baroque social science’, whatever that might be, and they also work in very
different ways. But before moving on to an overview of what they are after, it
will be useful to ask: what is, or was, the baroque?

Fig. 1.1 Bernini, Ecstasy of Santa Teresa d’Ávila12
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T h e B a ro q u e
Otherness and the Baroque
The first answer is that it was many things. But I want to make it real and sensuous, so I set off in a specific place with a particular work of art. This is a sculpture
by Gian Lorenzo Bernini created around 1647. It is the Ecstasy of Santa Teresa
d’Ávila in the church of Santa Maria della Vittoria in Rome. As I noted earlier,
Santa Teresa was a Spanish Carmelite and a visionary mystic. Canonised in
1622, she was an inspirational figure for the Catholic Counter Reformation.
Highly literate, in the memoirs cited above she famously describes how she
was visited by an angel:
‘He was not tall, but short, and very beautiful’, and added that his face was
‘all afire’.
‘In his hands’, she continued, ‘I saw a long golden spear and at the end
of the iron tip I seemed to see a point of fire’.
‘With this he seemed to pierce my heart several times so that it penetrated
to my entrails. When he drew it out, I thought he was drawing them out with
it and he left me completely afire with a great love for God’.
‘The pain [from the angel’s spear] was so sharp that it made me utter
several moans; and so excessive was the sweetness caused me by this intense
pain that one can never wish to lose it, nor will one’s soul be content with
anything less than God’. (Teresa of Ávila 1964: 164)

In Bernini’s sculpture the angel has just withdrawn his spear. He is looking down
on Santa Teresa with the love and affection that a parent might show for a child
or the Christian God might feel for his children. At the same time she is in a
place of ecstasy, ‘afire’, as she puts it, with his love.
Here we have entered the world of the baroque. Bernini’s ‘Ecstasy of Santa
Teresa’ was created in Rome in the middle years of the seventeenth century,
and the term ‘baroque’ was a label retrospectively pinned onto artworks such
as this. The label is iffy because it implies a chronology and teleology, but it
has been conventional in art history to talk of work in Rome at this time as the
24

Fig. 1.2 Bernini, Ecstasy of Santa Teresa d’Ávila, Angel (detail)13

Fig. 1.3 Bernini, Ecstasy of Santa Teresa d’Ávila, Spear (detail)14
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‘High Baroque’. The sculpture itself is canonical. It exemplifies a style of Italian
art which flowered with extraordinary energy in a particular ‘space of knowing’,
enjoying and celebrating the patronage of popes, princes, and cardinals in Italy
in the middle fifty years of the seventeenth century. But what is the statue doing?
How does it differ from how we might otherwise go about knowing? And most
important, what do we want to learn and take from the baroque – or not – as
we think about bodies, affects, excesses, and the elusive now? Here are three
preliminary reflections.15
First there is the issue of subject matter. In academic social science we are
sometimes inspired by spiritual concerns, and may be interested in the techniques
for representing religious ecstasy, but we rarely set out to write texts intended to
induce ecstasy – or loss of self in any form – in the reader. Academic knowing
does not have much to do with unbounding the person, spiritually or otherwise.
The knowing subject is much more self-contained. In this respect it is far removed
from the baroque – though the latter wasn’t necessarily religious, so Bernini
worked with classical mythological subjects too and endlessly mixed with patronage and political power. Below, for instance (Fig. 1.4), is his bust of Louis XIV.
But that said, in one way or another, baroque work was very often about
transcending the person. So there are several points here.
• Straightforwardly, the baroque recognised different kinds of realities.
• Those realities often had to do with the spiritual life.
• They belonged to a world that was extra-ordinary and only partially fitted
with mundanity.

In short, the baroque offers a way of acknowledging otherness and unrepresentable absences and gaps.
Second, the baroque mobilises particular subjectivities: the argument of the
Santa Teresa sculpture is emotional, not reasonable. Below (Fig. 1.5) is another
Bernini sculpture, also from Rome.
This is of the nun Ludovica Albertoni, on her deathbed in pain and in ecstasy.
Is the latter sexual? Many say so. Do we share whatever it is she is depicted as
feeling and resonate with it, or is it idolatrous? Again, many say yes to the last
of these questions. But whatever our response, it is in part emotional. So here’s a
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Fig. 1.4 Bernini, Bust of Louis XIV16

Fig. 1.5 Bernini, Ludovica Albertoni on her Deathbed17
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second possibility. The baroque might be a resource for reflecting on emotional
modes of knowing and learning.
One: otherness. Two: emotions. And three? Straight away, we are moved to
embodiment. Baroque ways of knowing or experiencing have to do with pleasure,
and pain, and the flesh, often in ways that are transgressive.
Look, for instance, at Caravaggio’s Doubting Thomas (Fig. 1.6). Here Thomas
doesn’t just doubt. He doubts so much that (and seemingly at Christ’s invitation) he presses his finger into the gaping wound left by the centurion’s lance.
The picture has been understood in many ways, for instance as an expression
of homoeroticism, but a more straightforward reading is that it is only the flesh
that can vanquish Thomas’ doubts – and our doubts too.
So what’s at issue is sensuousness, bodily but also and more generally materially. For if baroque forms of experience are about bodies, they are about textures
in other material forms as well. In the baroque, experience comes in forms of
bodily sensibility that are far removed from those of Protestant asceticism. This
is a place where mind-body dualisms don’t work. Cogito, ergo sum? Not at all:

Fig. 1.6 Caravaggio, Doubting Thomas18
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there are no seats of consciousness removed from the flesh. So that’s the third
issue: being a body and knowing go together.
I have made a small list here. I am engaged in a version of Serres’ quartering.
And I will shortly characterise the baroque as a mode of knowing in terms of
a longer list of attributes too. This means that I am working very much within
a standard social science mode, burdened by its restrictions as much as reacting to these. I am trapped. But I hope that this does not mean that the exercise
is entirely self-defeating. For the three points about otherness, emotion, and
embodiment all interfere with academic social science modes of knowing in
ways that resonate with concerns shared by many among us. And not only are
these substantive concerns potentially inspiring, but they also have implications
for the methods, or more broadly the techniques of knowing.
To think about this I draw on art history and read Bernini’s sculpture as a
mode of knowing that indeed works through a set of techniques.

S i x T e c h n i q u e s o f t h e B a ro q u e
Theatricality
The baroque works as theatre.
This seventeenth-century painting (Fig. 1.7, overleaf) shows us the whole
chapel around the sculpture of Santa Teresa, and it reveals that this is a space
that has been set out like a stage.20 In the middle you can see the saint and the
angel. They are being brightly lit from above by a hidden source of light. They
are inside a pediment with columns on either side set at the back of a shallow
chapel. In front there is an altar and a low balustrade. And then on either side
of the chapel there are onlookers in prie dieux that look uncannily like theatre
boxes. All in all it is like a stage in a theatre. So this is the first and perhaps the
most fundamental point about Bernini’s baroque technique – and the baroque
more generally. Its effects, its dialogues, its scenery, and the multiplication of
its artifices are theatrical. Indeed, the artifice is self-conscious, which works to
highlight the limits of human modes of representation, and, in a church setting,
the not-knowing we confront when we face the divine.
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Fig. 1.7 Bernini, Cappella Cornaro in Santa Maria della Vittoria, Rome19
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Boundlessness
Second, and as a part of this, baroque artworks undo boundaries. Think about the
division between inside and outside. The painting above appears in most of the
commentaries on the sculpture precisely because it is more or less impossible
to get a photographic overview of the chapel: you can’t get far enough away
to see it as a whole, let alone photograph it (Wittkower 1997 [1955]: 158).
In practice, then, to see it at all, you are forced to step inside the theatre. But
then the question is: where does the spectacle end? Who or what is inside, and
who or what is not? The answer is that the boundaries of the spectacle aren’t
clear – or perhaps it does not end at all. Rudolf Wittkower, historian of Italian
baroque art and architecture, argued this is far removed from Renaissance
appreciations of art. Rather, the baroque strives for ‘the elimination of different
spheres for statue and spectator’
(Wittkower 1997 [1955]: 15; my
emphasis). The same point is made
by Genevieve Warwick who notes
that baroque theatre deliberately
sought to destabilise the distinction between audience and actor
(Warwick 2012: 18ff), a description that fits Bernini’s chapel,
which overflows in multiple and
material forms.
First, Santa Teresa’s bare foot
hangs below the marble clouds on
which she is lying.21 It escapes the
frame.
Second, the golden rays of
light behind her burst out from
heaven above to illuminate the
divine grace being endowed on
Fig. 1.8 Bernini, Ecstasy of
the saint in her moment of holy but
Santa Teresa d’Ávila22
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transient irradiation.23 Third, the pillars and pediment framing the sculpture
look as if they are in the process of being blown open by the force of that
grace. Look at the ceiling, number four, and the illusion is extended. Up
above, and reaching down in a trompe l’oeil from far beyond the roof of the
chapel, a dove – the Holy Spirit – bursts through billowing clouds that are
being blown aside by angels, and (another artifice of boundlessness) those
clouds also extend beyond the vault into the nave of the church. And, number
five (more boundlessness), the marble spectators in the prie dieux are looking in different directions. On the one hand they are part of the spectacle,
and on the other hand they are not, since they also seem to be looking at it.

Fig. 1.9 Bernini, Cappella Cornaro in Santa Maria della Vittoria (detail)24

And then, six, since one of these spectators is looking out at the visitor, she,
the visitor, isn’t just looking on from outside either. She’s part of the spectacle,
too close to detach herself, and is being included in the exchange of gazes the
spectacle affords. And finally, seventh, in the floor of the chapel the skeletons
of the dead are looking up and gesticulating in hope of the Resurrection. The
theatre of the chapel overflows into the groundlings of the underworld as well.
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So this is a second stylistic technique of baroque artwork. Its artifices elide the
division between inside and outside. They resist the perspectival picture framings
of the Renaissance and include the subject. You never stand outside and watch.
If you engage with them at all, you are drawn inside. You cannot do what feminist Donna Haraway calls ‘the God trick’ of pretending that you can see it all
from nowhere in particular. Instead you are entangled. You are asked to; you’re
required to submit and to participate.25

Heterogeneity
Baroque artworks are heterogeneous. They multiply their media. Bernini, we are
told, ‘gave a public opera wherein he painted the scenes, cut the statues, invented
the engines, composed the music, writ the comedy, and built the theatre’.26 In
other contexts Bernini also organised fireworks, and designed carnival floats,
squares, and fountains such as the Fontana dei Quattro Fiumi in the Piazza
Navona, again in Rome.

Fig. 1.10 Bernini, Fontana dei Quattro Fiumi, Rome27
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No doubt he was exceptional, but the baroque pushes towards overlapping
art-media – and indeed towards universal art (Deleuze 1993: 123). These media
do not collapse into a single art form, but architecture, sculpture, painting, and
urban design are all joined together. ‘What is the group’, asked Wittkower, ‘of St
Teresa and the Angel? Is it sculpture in the round or is it a relief?’ (Wittkower 1999
[1958]: 14). His point was that the question cannot be answered in that form.
This expresses itself in material practice in the Santa Teresa chapel. The pillars
and the walls are made of rich marbles of different colours. Then there is the
highly polished white marble of the statue itself. The ceiling is made of stucco,
and is painted, as we have seen, as a trompe l’oeil. There are flat reliefs, again made
of stucco, at the back of the prie dieux, perspectival renderings that meld into and
appear to extend the architecture of the church itself (Wittkower 1997 [1955]:
158). The frame for the sculpture is architectural in form. So three-dimensional
sculptural work melds into bas relief, which in turn melds into two-dimensional
perspectivalism, which is then interwoven with architecture. If we were to go
hunting for a contemporary and analogous mode of knowing, we might think
of museums, or son et lumière, or the digital, or clubbing. We would not be
thinking of texts such as the one you are reading now. The challenge, then, is
whether we can shift academic media to know and to handle the excessive and
the non-coherent – and how we might do this.

Folding: Both One and Two
The question of how to think about boundlessness leads us to a fourth baroque
technique: that of the fold. For the unboundedness of baroque artwork is not
just a matter of the absence of boundaries. Rather it works by pleating insides
and outsides together. Think of audiences and actors. On the one hand they are
still separate, the outside and in, but on the other hand they are not separate at
all.28 We are in the world of the Möbius strip. The inside becomes the outside,
and the outside becomes the inside. Or they are both at the same time.
Look at the folds of Santa Teresa’s gown. Yes, in the most obvious way it
covers her. We cannot see her body. There is scarcely a hint of its shape. But
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in another and more important respect it doesn’t cover
her at all, for the grace of the
Christian God stands outside
her in angelic form but is also
within her, in the form of her
ecstasy. We are witnessing
spiritual transcendence and
immanence, two aspects of the
same overwhelming force. But –
here is the question – how does
Bernini represent that simultaneous separation and unity?
One answer – it comes from
Deleuze – is that he does this
in the folds of her gown. Like
a Möbius band the gown has
two sides, but at the same time
Fig. 1.11 Bernini, Ecstasy of
Santa Teresa d’Ávila29
only one. The fold expresses the
single and double grace of the
Christian Holy Spirit.30
Similar artifices are at work elsewhere. Consider again the figures in the
boxes. Are they outside? The answer is yes. After all, they are (or perhaps are
not) looking on. At any rate they are apart from Santa Teresa and the angel. But
at the same time they are not separate, for they are also a part of the theatre.
And we, the spectators, are in a similar position. We are looking on, so we are
outside. At the same time we are also being folded in. Such, at any rate, is the
conclusion we might draw if we attend to the figure lurking at the back of the
prie dieu on the right who is watching not only the figure turned away from us
(who seems to be talking to him) but (as we have seen) is also looking at us as
well. So we are being included too, pleated into the mixture.
This is the fourth part of Bernini’s technique. In this baroque mode of
knowing, the artifice of the fold separates inside and outside, but undoes that
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separation too. It is like a screen, a fabric with two sides that are only one side.31
To put it differently, it is an artifice that works through tension or, perhaps
better, displacement, between within and without. Within baroque artwork, to
experience is to be outside and to be inside at the same time.
How might this work in contemporary modes of knowing?32 The answer is
complicated, for in this way of thinking knowing necessarily folds the outside
in. So as I write this introduction I am folding in artwork from Rome, commentaries on that artwork, plus a dose of social theory. The issue, then, is not
so much that there is a need to fold but rather what we make of the continuity
between inside and outside once we start to acknowledge it.

Distribution, Movement and Self-Consciousness
And this moves us to a fifth set of artifices, to do with distribution and movement.
In the artworks of the baroque in Rome, understanding is located in different
places. Knowing is a matter of moving. So the sculpture of the saint and the angel
lie in the spatial centre of the chapel, but for the onlookers it is more complicated.
In the prie dieux there are conversations (see Fig. 1.12). Someone is reading a
text (Santa Teresa’s Life?) and even those who seem to be looking at her cannot
really see her because Teresa is invisible from where these sculptured viewers
stand. So what is happening is a multiplication of viewpoints. What to make of this?
One message is that there is more than one way of knowing the grace of
God or the ecstasy of Santa Teresa. There is vision; there are even visions in the
plural. But such knowing also grows out of the study of texts. Through piety and
prayer. We can see that knowing arises in discussion. It may come in the form
of sculpture and artwork. In all cases the assumption is that human beings are
limited. Only God can see the whole truth, while how human beings know is
partial, more or less confused.34 The lesson is that experience is distributed, but
also that it is important to work at different ways of appreciating or understanding, and to try to hold onto them at the same time. Necessarily what we know is
partial, but it is also multiple, allegorical, and mediated. In rejecting the humanist
optimism of the Renaissance, the mode of knowing in the baroque rests upon
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Fig. 1.12 Bernini, Cappella Cornaro in Santa Maria della Vittoria (detail)33

multiplication. To experience as best we can is to proliferate media, perspectives,
and processes, it is to juxtapose these, and then it is to acknowledge that they
cannot be pulled into a humanly coherent whole; to recognise that there is, as
it were, an unknowable hole in the middle.35
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This tells us that baroque artworks are also about movement, to be understood as a process. The artifices of the baroque are like literal or metaphorical
Stations of the Cross; or Teresa’s four stages in the ascent of the soul;36 or indeed
the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius Loyola.37 But as we’ve just seen, we
are being moved between modes of experiencing within the Cornaro chapel
too. So, here is a final twist: as I noted above, knowing in the baroque is also a
matter of self-consciousness. Its artifices know that they are just another form of
recognising – though there is nothing ironic or postmodern about this. It is just
that that any particular form of experience appreciates that since it is limited it
will always be important to move on to another; and then another. All within a
particular spiritual or theological hierarchy, a hierarchy exemplified, for instance,
by the ceiling by Andra Pozzo in the Jesuit Sant’Ignazio church in Rome, with
St Ignatius in the middle on the left, receiving the light from Jesus, and from
God the Father in the middle.38

Fig. 1.13 Ceiling by Andra Pozzo, Sant’Ignazio, Rome39

These baroque artworks thus cultivate a form of self-consciousness that is also
modest because it is inserted low down in a hierarchy of spiritual experience.40
This is a mode of knowing that is contexted – this is the modesty part – but at
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the same time is also about the possibility of moving through or rising in that
hierarchy. Modesty and a kind of grand ambition are combined together in
recognition that the journey to the next Station of the Cross is beckoning and
that it may lead to somewhere better through the various worldly intermediaries offered by prayer, study, and devotion. So there is one way in which what
is known is almost less important than the processes of knowing itself. As intellectual historian Chunglin Kwa observes, disembodied abstraction is foreign
to the baroque (Kwa 2002).

Mediation
Finally, I want to say that the baroque knowing becomes sensible to otherness – or the absence of otherness – by working through mediation.41 If
understanding is about being seized and transported somewhere else that
we cannot really know, then this is how Bernini’s Santa Teresa works in a
powerful upward movement from mundanity to spiritual mystery. Wittkower
proposes three levels. There is the human: you, me, and the Cornaros in their
boxes, where we are more or less in the dark, both literally and figuratively.
Then there is Santa Teresa, in her ecstasy, pierced by the love of God. She is
the brilliantly lit mediator, human but transported beyond the human. So she
is the second level. Then, third, and high above us, there is the transcendent
God in the form of the trompe l’oeil ceiling where we gaze, to quote Wittkower,
at ‘the unfathomable infinity of the empyrean’ (Wittkower (1997 [1955]:
158). ‘If ’, writes Wittkower, ‘[the viewer] yields entirely to the ingenious and
elaborate directions given by the artist, he will step beyond the narrow limits
of his own existence and be entranced within the causality of an enchanted
world’ (1997 [1955]: 158).
So what if we are interested in ways of knowing excess within the contemporary academy? Of recognising the whole that is, at the same time, a hole in
our artefacts of knowing or experiencing?42 The implication is that we need to
imagine particular machineries of transport and mediation.43
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A da p t i n g t h e B a ro q u e
Politics
Now I need to call a halt and deal with the fact that the baroque has often been
the object of a bad press. Indeed, the word ‘baroque’ started life in the eighteenth century as a pejorative term to describe the supposedly misshapen and
inappropriate exuberance of art of the Catholic Counter Reformation (Maravall
1986: 208). Its politics have always been controversial, for, as Protestants well
recognised, it was part of an elaborate and well-developed strategy of power. To
engage with its artworks was to engage spiritually, emotionally, and physically
with a Roman Catholic version of the Christian God. It was also to be embedded
in the set of institutions – the papacy, including the worldly power and wealth
of popes – that went with Roman Catholicism.44 So there is a power strategy
embedded in the chapel and more generally in the High Baroque. A reaction to
the Enlightenment, it is a mode of knowing intended to shock, to awe, to move,
to demand participation, and to dominate.
Perhaps, then, to be interpolated is to collude. José Antonio Maravall shows
how the Spanish seventeenth-century baroque was an absolutist response to
the multiplication of the economic, social, and military crises of that century.
The issue was how control might be maintained in a precarious urban world
of embryonic mass culture in which material certainties were under threat, but
the nascent enquiring individualism and freedoms of the Renaissance could
not be pushed back into their box. The answer was the creation of the ‘guided
culture’ of the baroque (Maravall 1986: 73). He argues (we have seen this in
the Cornaro chapel) that it worked by turning spectators into accomplices by
incorporating them into unfinished scenes and working on their emotions. The
lesson here is clear. Unless we’re committed to hierarchical social control we
need to be cautious of this mode of knowing.
But sometimes the baroque, although potentially authoritarian, does not
work out that way. Mario Blaser shows in his chapter in this volume that in many
Latin American contexts baroque architecture and art were part of the colonising Spanish culture. Alongside military and political repression, the monarchy
and Catholicism moved to metaphorical seduction in the form of elaborate
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ceremonies, expansive town squares, and ornate baroque churches.45 But as he
also suggests, the techniques of power imported by the Spanish were suborned.
They were turned into modes of resistance. The demands for conformity were
converted into a resource for other exuberant and non-conformist but equally
baroque modes of knowing and being. Bolivar Echeverria draws on that theorist
of excess, Georges Bataille, to argue that it was the repression in Latin America
that made transgression possible:
[I]n its theatrical use of the indisputable formal canon, baroque art found
the opportunity to animate all its petrified gestures and to revitalize the situation in which it was constituted as a negation and sacrifice of the Other.46

In this reading, division and resistance turned around an opposition between
formal and informal, and in particular between the rational calculations of the
quantitative and the vital energy of the qualitative. To put it simply, the baroque
was a culture in tension. It was indeed repressive but it also invited the transgressions of lively excess by ‘obeying without fulfilling’ (Echeverria 2005).
So the baroque isn’t necessarily conservative. Walter Benjamin (1985b)
suggested this in his rejected Habilitation thesis on German tragic drama that
foreshadowed his later concern with the possibility of redemption through attention to fragmentation. The simple stories of history and necessity, ‘myths’ he
called them, are fragmented in the desolation and hopelessness of seventeenthcentury tragic baroque drama. And the tool is allegory. ‘Allegories are’, he
famously insisted, ‘in the realm of thought what ruins are in the realm of things’
(Benjamin 1985b). Broken and incomplete, set alongside one another they do
not hold together, and offer the basis for resisting the smoothing stories of history that otherwise work to paper over the cracks. They work as mute witnesses
to the alternatives that have been written out of the record. This means that it
is a task of the baroque scholar to find ways of giving them voice.47 Benjamin’s
fragmented – and ambitious – story is thus a parable about the importance of
cultivating a baroque sensibility to the alternatives, indeed the ruins, and to the
Others that have been lost (Buci-Glucksmann 1994). Allegory becomes a tool
for arresting history and recuperating that which has been erased by the storm
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of progress.48 And, indeed, this is a sensibility integral to the modern world in
its earliest manifestation – the baroque.

Performativity
This brief detour into the politics of the baroque tells us that to experiment with
the artifices of the baroque is not necessarily to embrace authoritarianism or
conservatism. We do not have to embrace analogues of the hierarchical world
of the Counter-Reformation along with the techniques of baroque knowing.
But the larger lesson is that such techniques are deliberately interventionary.
They describe or represent the world, while at the same time they seek to make
a difference. Representation and intervention are wilfully bound together. To
put it differently, baroque artifices are explicit about their own performativity.
They seek to shape the world, to operate upon it, formatting it one way or
another. In baroque modes of knowing, descriptions are never idle. They are
self-consciously normative.49
All of which begs the question as to what we should make of the elasticity of
the category. As I have noted, art historians remind us that ‘the baroque’ appears
in different modes in different parts of the world at different times,50 and that the
label was pasted onto what it describes long after the event. They add that this
labelling may itself have had performative effects (Caygill 2011). And indeed
the commonalities between (say) Bernini, Caravaggio, Rembrandt, and Rubens
(not to mention the eighteenth-century baroque architecture of Latin America)
sometimes become hard to discern (DaCosta Kaufmann 2011). But then the
meaning of the term has shifted too.51 As I have just noted, it started as a term of
retrospective disapprobation, pinned to artwork that was taken to be misshapen,
excessive, and exuberant. Then it turned into a period of artistic production, one
that supposedly followed the Renaissance (perhaps as the Renaissance ‘gone
wrong’) but preceded the constraints of Neo-Classicism. And then it appeared
in a third incarnation as an artistic style. So Wölfflin treated the baroque as a
‘complex of symptoms’ (Wölfflin 1984: 17): it was ‘painterly’, suggesting displacement and movement by attending to vague forms, for instance in the form of
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light and shadow; it was massive, amorphous, and intimidating, rendering matter
supple and turning corners into curves; and then, finally, it worked through the
movement – especially upward movement – of curves, rhythmic sequences, dissonances, and incompletenesses in which form dissolved fleetingly into light.52
So its history covers denunciation, period, and style. And the term is still
on the move. More recently the baroque has transformed itself into a set of
identifiable operating principles, though the character of these principles depends
upon who you happen to read. Indeed we’ve come across such principles in two
versions already. Benjamin’s move to freeze allegorical ruins and their redemptive juxtapositions is one. And Deleuze’s quite different insistence on folds and
pleats is a second. ‘[W]e all’, concludes the latter in Le Pli, ‘remain Leibnizian
because what always matters is folding, unfolding, refolding’ (Deleuze 1993:
137). And if we are listing operating principles, we need to add Foucault’s
archaeological analysis of the classical episteme. Here the baroque becomes a
table of representations, a linguistic grid preoccupied with the endlessly uncertain classifications and taxonomic orderings of signs, a grid with an absence at
its centre (Foucault 1972).53
No doubt the list might be further extended. Indeed, to treat ‘the baroque’
as a mode of knowing is to move the significance of the term yet again. It suggests the need to find ways of thinking about representations, subjectivities,
known realities, imaginaries, metaphysical assumptions, im/possibilities, modes
of othering, and normativities, simultaneously with architectural and spatial
arrangements, institutional forms, economic structures, modes of circulation,
and life courses for knowing subjects.

E m p i r i c a l Way s o f K n ow i n g
The contributions to this book reflect on the baroque, on how it works, and
how it might be used in a range of different ways. Some more or less implicitly
also experiment with the baroque. The book chapters fall into two sections.
Part 1, Reflecting on the Baroque, starts with Mario Blaser, who considers the
baroque from a Latin American perspective. Focussing on excess, he explores
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the ambivalent South American power-saturated history of the baroque that I
briefly discussed above, and uses this as a springboard to think about the character of excess in a postcolonial encounter. His focus is that exemplary tool for
social and economic development, the community participatory workshop. At
stake is a territory, in the past belonging to indigenous Yshiro, which has been
substantially deforested and used for ranching, and which is now a designated
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. The Yshiro, under pressure from both the clearing and UNESCO’s conservation, participate in this workshop with a range of
agendas, but few fit with its ostensible purpose. Some are excessive because
they are transgressive: the Yshiro are using the workshop for other political
or economic ends: they ‘obey without fulfilling’. Others, more ‘traditional’ in
orientation, are excessive in a more radical way: ‘territory’ implies place-based
performative relations with earth-beings, while nature/culture/supernatural
divisions have little meaning. To use Viveiros de Castro’s language, dialogue takes
the form of uncontrolled equivocation. But what is excess? Blaser argues that
this is generated in a diffraction between different ways of being which generate
what he calls an ‘illuminating shadow’. For those involved in development, this
is a horror of the unknown. For those embedded in Yshiro performativity, quite
differently, it is what might be known-and-done differently. Can the baroque
help us to think this? Blaser leaves the question open.
In the next chapter, Antoine Hennion revisits the baroque revival in music
and asks about the distinction between the authentic and the fake. In painting
this is a distinction that makes some sense, but in musical performance it is much
less obvious. Music is performed, so what counts as authentic and what as fake?
Exploring this for the revival of ancient and baroque music, Hennion shows that
what counts as ‘authentic’ has changed radically, between the nineteenth-century
rediscovery of (say) the music of J. S. Bach and the present day. Rediscovered
or at least reinserted into the concert repertoire in the nineteenth century, this
music achieved success because it resonated with the expectations and tastes of a
nineteenth-century musically ‘romantic’ public. This double creation of a public
and ‘the baroque’ laid the ground for the contemporary taste for ‘authentic’ early
music – itself a re-creation that tells us more about contemporary taste, aesthetic
preferences, programmes, and desires than about the seventeenth century, and
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creates a vantage point from which what was performed in the nineteenth century and much of the twentieth century as baroque music is now taken to be
irredeemably romantic. Hennion’s argument is that the notion of the baroque in
music has been performative and has led to new and relatively pluralistic modes
of empirical sensibility. Rather than there being an authentic and an inauthentic
baroque, we are instead in the presence of different versions of what counts as
truth. ‘Performance’, as Hennion puts it, ‘is more relevant to music than truth.
It is how music is played – and re-played – that is crucial’. Perhaps this is the
lesson that we need to carry with us as we think about ‘the baroque’.
In the chapter after Hennion's, Adrian Mackenzie notes that big data analytics like those used in President Obama’s 2012 re-election campaign focus on
individuals rather than populations. But individuals are understood as joint
probability distributions within different intersecting populations. But what is
a probability? There are two conventional answers. Probabilities may be objective or ‘aleatory’ frequencies, or they may be Bayesian subjective or ‘epistemic’
degrees of belief. Created at the time of the historical baroque, these two versions of probability have usually been held apart. However, this separation no
longer works. Rather, both are entangled, baroque-like, in what Mackenzie calls
a particular contemporary ‘mode of computational machinery’ which makes it
possible to treat individuals as probability distributions. This baroque-inflected
machinery includes Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation algorithms for computing multi-dimensional data spaces, in which what is taken as exact has been
simulated. In what MacKenzie calls a ‘neo-baroque’ mode of knowing, objective
numbers are being treated as subjective probability distributions. That is, they
are folded together. As with Leibniz’s monads (as understood by Deleuze),
the entire world is being folded inside. The consequence is that truth becomes
variation or distributive number and simulation simultaneously builds and
maps a distribution. In this distribution (and again following Deleuze) curves
become causes. In short, numbers are coming from the world, the subject, and
also from places between these two: individuals have become ways of including
the world. This, then, is the neo-baroque world of big data.
Evelyn Ruppert reflects on a domain of growing importance, that of sensory
sociology, and attends again to ‘big data’. Reviewing the state of art in sensory
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sociology, she argues that this reveals four sensibilities: first, a sensitivity to the
specificities of different media; second, a concern with liveliness, the fleeting,
ways of knowing that are distributed, multiple, complex, sensory, emotional,
and kinaesthetic; third, an appreciation of their own performativity; and finally
an openness to inventiveness and what (following Lury and Wakeford) she calls
answerability to that inventiveness – that is, a concern to detect and explore the
social worlds implied and enacted in methods. With this survey as a context,
Ruppert turns to ‘big data’ and explores the performative and political consequences of network diagrams. These, she argues, work by reduction to make
excessive data perceptible in ways that are relatively stable, stereotyped, and
numbing. But she concludes her chapter by exploring an alternative: Agnes
Chavez’s (x)trees project. This is a quite different way of re-presenting relations
in which those who are researched may become part of what they observe, while
it is also inventive, answerable, performative, fleeting. Here data is being made
lively, and becomes an encounter that is multiple and in which the self is made
active, composed, and recomposed in relation to others.
What happens if we experiment with baroque ways of knowing? This question informs all the contributions, but is foregrounded in Part Two of the book.
Mattijs van de Port is concerned with a particular disjunction: the observation
that the fieldwork realities of anthropologists (or indeed our personally disruptive experiences) do not begin to fit the smooth narrations that we are required
to produce as competent academics in seminar rooms or texts. He argues that
we frequently experience a world that is in excess of what we make it to be
when we bring it home and domesticate it for our audiences. Van de Port finds
this disturbing. There must, he believes, be a better way of recognising these
excessive realities. With this thought in mind, he turns to the baroque. This,
he suggests, seems to be a mode of knowing that appreciates the limits of our
representational capacities, and is willing to highlight a radical Otherness – what
he calls ‘the-rest-of-what-is’. But, he adds, there is a danger. If we subject the
baroque to the orderly aesthetics of academia then this may threaten its powers
of disruption. No longer a matter of experiencing the sense of being lost, the
risk is that it might be domesticated. Perhaps if we ask instead what a baroque
register does this might help. Taking the baroque of Salvador da Bahia, Brazil, as
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an empirical starting point, Van de Port takes us into its churches and explores
how this aesthetic enters into experience to disrupt the ways in which we usually go about knowing as academics. His object is to thus prepare the ground
for a ‘baroque anthropology’. This would be a mode of knowing that better
recognised the ineradicable tension that underlies all representational practices.
Helen Verran and Brit Ross Winthereik move us to Denmark to compare
two visualising devices. Forced into the textual format of a book chapter, they
ask the reader to treat this in a baroque ‘now you see it, now you don’t’ mode
by imagining their chapter as a performance. The first device comes from the
Danish Partnership of Wave Energy and represents five stages of technological
innovation as a smooth and single path from an orderly past to an ideal future,
even though the participants know reality is more complicated. The other is a
1585 Danish baldachin, or tapestry throne canopy, that visualises and contributes to seventeenth-century innovation in a baroque mode. The authors treat
both as visual rhetorics or diagrams in tension with related written texts. Each
figures in a collective aspiration to innovate, representing and disciplining a
messy present and relating it to an ideal version of the future. But they also
work in the excessive here and now as forms of way-finding or pilotage, and
Verran and Winthereik argue that they work quite differently. The technoscience wave-energy diagrams enforce non-equivocation and non-contradiction,
and render it difficult to manage ambiguities and ambivalences. By contrast, the
baroque baldachin offers ways of thinking and living that might make it possible
to go on together in difference. The authors argue that learning how to inscribe
visualising devices in order to recognise them as offering both representation
and pilotage – navigation through the seas of complication without necessarily
falling into line – is to nurture a baroque sensibility.
Hugh Raffles tells about the London Stone. What is this? What is its significance? Where does it come from? His chapter is by turns personal (he hunts the
stone down in pouring rain on a grey Thatcherite November day to a run-down
building near Canon Street); historical (he tells about the building of Roman
London, about the revolt of Jack Cade in 1450 against Henry VI); geographical
and antiquarian (in William Camden’s 1580s encyclopaedia it becomes a rather
uninteresting Roman milestone); mythical (a location or a site for Richard
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William’s nineteenth-century Celtic revival); and geological (an oolitic limestone
laid down in the warm Iapetus Ocean around 150 million years ago). So there
are different stories, and different times juxtaposed, washing round the London
stone, this Ur-stone, lapping up against it, generating it in their different ways:
daily minutes and hours, different versions of historical, mythical, symbolic,
religious, and geological times. As he tells of this, Raffles cites Walter Benjamin:
origin becomes a whirlpool, movement making momentary stability. So there
is no priority between the stories. Science, fiction, history, and myth: they are
all intertwined. But then, says Raffles, ‘One man’s hocus pocus is another’s
religion. One person’s religion is another’s occult paranoia’. And how are we to
judge them? And the baroque? The term itself does not appear in his chapter,
except perhaps obliquely via Benjamin. But then again, if we wanted to we could
claim the piece for ‘the baroque’. Juxtaposition, displacement, incompleteness,
multiplication, interruption, a refusal of abstraction, in this experiment all of
these are hard at work.
In the final chapter Annemarie Mol talks about clafoutis. Her interest
is in using this dish as a way of talking theory and asking questions about
coherence, baroque coherence. Her question is: what it is to hang together
in the presence of tensions and changes? One part of the answer is composition. A clafoutis is composed of ingredients with different provenances
and histories: combining these is an achievement. So agricultural worlds are
being combined with techniques, forms of cuisine, the ideas and practices of
nutrition, and the sensuous world of taste. As this composition implies a set
of tensions and incommensurabilites, the coherence that ensues is baroque.
This, however, does not mean that any random composition will do. This
needs to be felicitous, to coagulate in a particular way, filled with contrasts
internally, but also over time, indeed historically. So, for instance, the way
the worlds of agriculture and cuisine came together in nineteenth-century
France turned clafoutis into a felicitous possibility. By the mid-twentieth
century the dish had spread but also altered and become ‘healthy’ (less sweet
than the alternatives). Whether the worlds of clafoutis will hold together is
contingent. Agricultures, modes of eating and cooking, criteria for health,
all of these and more may change. And as the conditions of possibility for
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clafoutis disappear, the composition may fall apart. The lesson – and the fact
that we digest clafoutis and excrete the remnants merely underlines this – is
that baroque coherence is temporary. To last, a composite has to be done
again and again – if necessary in different variants that combine different
worlds together in novel ways.
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O N EXCEEDING B A RO QUE
EXC ES S: AN EX PLOR ATI O N
THRO UGH A PARTIC IPATO RY
CO M MUNITY WOR KSHO P
Mario Blaser

‘To put it simply, the baroque was a culture in tension. It was
indeed repressive but it was also (and therefore) about the transgressions of
lively excess, about “obeying without fulfilling”’. This thought (which I take
from John Law’s introduction to this volume) is attractive because it is, or so
we have been told, constitutive of a mythical place I feel I belong to – that of
Latin America. Walter Mignolo has argued that Latin America is an idea that
emerged ‘in the process of the transformation of the colonial Creole baroque
ethos into the postcolonial Creole “Latin ethos”’ (2005: 65).
The short version of the story goes like this: in Europe the baroque emerged
as a response to the Protestant reformation; when it came to the Spanish colonies
the baroque took two different forms. On the one hand, there was a version of the
baroque that expressed the distinct aesthetics of the peninsulares (the expatriate
European elites at the top of the colonial administration), but it also operated
as an instrument of empire geared to awe the Indians. On the other hand, there
was a ‘civil society’ form that expressed the emerging ‘critical consciousness’ of
the Creoles of Spanish descent, who were socially and economically subordinate
to those European expatriates.
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Mignolo bases his notion of a ‘civil society’ baroque on Bolivar Echevarria,
from whom he translates the following passage:
There were the Creoles from low social levels, the Indian and Afro-Mestizos,
those whom, without knowing it, would end up doing what Bernini did
with the classical canon of painting: these mixed groups of lower social
strata endeavored to reestablish the most viable civilization, which was
the dominant one, the European. They intended to wake it up and then to
restore its original vitality. In doing so, in invigorating the European code
over the ruins of the pre-Spanish code (and with the remainders of the
African slaves’ codes brought by force into the picture), they would find
themselves building something different from their original intention;
they would find themselves raising up a Europe that never existed before
them, a different Europe, a ‘Latin American’ Europe (Bolivar Echevarria,
in Mignolo 2005: 63).

Commenting on this passage, Mignolo points out that not only is ‘Latin America’
an anachronism (this entity would not exist until the nineteenth century) but
also that ‘this political project in practice as well as in consciousness was still
defined by the Spanish and Portuguese Creole elites, who kept their backs to
the Indian and African populations co-existing among them’ (2005: 63). In
effect, after the independence wars in the nineteenth century, these Creole elites
displaced the peninsular elites and set themselves the task of building polities
that had Europe as model and vector. Though the identity of the postcolonial
nation was imagined on the basis of the Creole baroque (that is, a hybrid Latin
America), the project was about ‘the restoration of the most viable civilization
(said Echevarría) – the European, and not the Indigenous or African’ (Mignolo
2005: 64).
Mignolo’s take on the Creole baroque and its relation to Latin America
foregrounds two points I engage with in this chapter. The first is that a baroque
sensibility is inherently neither dominatory nor transgressive. Which of these
forms it takes depends on specifically situated relations. In Europe, and in relation to the Reformation, the baroque was intended to sustain the status quo. In
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the New World, but only in the relations between creoles and ‘peninsulares’, the
baroque exceeded and transgressed its original conservative intent, becoming a
vehicle that articulated the aspirations of the former. The second and connected
point is that transgressive excess can also be exceeded. The realisation of the
Creoles’ aspirations implied a shift in, but not an end to, the subordinate positions of Indigenous and Afro-descendants, whose aspirations exceeded what
was articulated through the Creole baroque.
This suggests the potential fruitfulness of exploring the character of excess
carefully and empirically to see how it gets composed as transgressive or otherwise. What I seek to do in this chapter is recount a ‘community participatory
workshop’ that took place in an Yshiro Indigenous community in Paraguay.1 In
what follows I do not experiment with style. I do not seek to perform a baroque
way of knowing. Rather, and like some of the other contributors to this volume,
my concern is with excess – and the uses of excess. Nonetheless, at the end of
the chapter I hope that I have something to say about the baroque or at least
that I have raised some questions which may be pertinent to our understanding of its uses.

S e t t i n g t h e S ta g e
Over the last two decades or so, the geographical area where the Yshiro live has
endured an aggressive advance of cattle-ranching enterprises that have clear-cut
forests and built fences that parcel up the land. The process has been rather dramatic. Indeed, the region is close to the top in the world’s ranking of forest loss
(Coca and Reymondin 2012). As a consequence, the region has also become
the target of a range of public and private initiatives aimed at curbing the loss
of ‘biodiversity’ associated with this process. The main initiative has been the
establishment of a Biosphere Reserve that, under the umbrella of UNESCO’s
Man and Biosphere Programme, encompasses over 7 million hectares. Over 1
million hectares of this Reserve are in protected areas designated as National
Parks (UNESCO 2006). One of these, the Rio Negro National Park, is located
right in Yshiro traditional territory.
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On the ground, the existence of these programmes and initiatives translates in
a range of ways which include restrictions on access to the natural resources still
available. Being directly or indirectly dependent on the forest, the Yshiro have
found themselves caught between a staggeringly fast process of deforestation
and increasing restrictions on access to whatever is left. By 2005 it had become
evident to them that their future capacity to live in and from their territory was
under severe threat.2 This triggered a series of discussions among the Yshiro
leadership in search of a joint response. In my role as an advisor and researcher
with Unión de las Comunidades Indígenas de la Nación Yshir (UCINY) – the
organisation that federates the Yshiro leaders – I was tasked with setting up
and garnering resources for a process of internal discussion and consultation
within the communities.
I had been working with the Yshiro communities since 1991, and in 1999 I
collaborated with them in the creation of UCINY as part of a very similar process
to the one the Yshiro leaders were seeking in this case. This meant that I was
not surprised to find the work arduous, as the creation of a common strategy
had to overcome important internal differences of a kind that I had experienced
before (see Blaser 2010). Indeed, the Yshiro communities are far from being
homogeneous. Thus, though this is simplistic, to get the idea across quickly,
one way of talking about this is in terms of a continuum between traditionalists
and non-traditionalists. The terms are variably used by the Yshiro themselves
and point to a cluster of characteristics which tend to be associated – although
not as consistently as the labels would make it appear. Thus, traditionalists are
likely to be illiterate, know little or no Spanish, be heavily dependent on direct
use of natural resources for subsistence, and participate in practices that involve
earth-beings. In the present context it will suffice to say that this term seeks to
capture two main points: the existence of entities that do not fit modern distinctions between cultural, natural, and super-natural domains; and the degree
to which these entities are thoroughly imbricated with particular places.3 Nontraditionalists, in contrast, would more likely have some degree of literacy, be
relatively more fluent in Spanish, more likely to be in some form of permanent or
seasonal wage-labour, and either be committed Christians who reject anything
associated with ‘cultura’ (a term that glosses relations with earth-beings), or at
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least be quite sceptical with regard to the validity of traditionalists’ values and
understandings.
These differences suggest that what went under the label of ‘territory’ was not
exactly the same for different groups in the communities. Consequently, different people conceived the processes affecting this entity – and how to respond
to them – in different and not necessarily compatible ways. For example, at one
end of the spectrum there were a few non-traditionalists for whom ‘territory’
meant little more than having a little bit of land to build up an economic base
for family-based farming mixed with waged jobs. For these people the key solution to the threat posed by a disappearing forest was to secure jobs. At other
end of the spectrum there were knowledgeable traditionalists for whom access
to the entire territory was crucial not only for the Yshiro’s ‘economic’ survival,
but also to avert the ongoing disappearance of the yrmo. For the moment, let
me just indicate that the yrmo connotes a localised symbiopoietic tangle of
relations in which practices such as hunting, visiting places, initiation rituals,
and careful protocols in relation to earth-beings are crucial.4 In this sense, while
in some contexts the term yrmo can be legitimately understood as equivalent
to ‘traditional territory’, this would only be a superficial rendering of it. I will
return to the point later. For the moment I focus on the community discussions.
Since most people expressed views that fell somewhere between the two
ends of the spectrum described above, it became evident that for the majority, securing the territory was a basic condition for their survival, regardless
of whether one conceived of this in its extensive or restricted meaning. Thus,
the result of the process of community discussions was a simple yet ambitious
mandate for the Yshiro leaders and UCINY: to recover and secure control of
the Yshiro traditional territory by any possible means.
After considering several options, the leaders finally decided that the best
initial strategy was to attack the Paraguayan government’s lack of consultation in
setting up conservation programmes in the area, and to see if UCINY could win
a ‘seat’ among the partners running the conservation programmes. From that
position, the leaders anticipated, UCINY could pursue several lines of action,
such as persuading the government to buy and/or expropriate private ranches
and restore the property to the Yshiro; enticing environmental NGOs that had
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been promoting carbon-offset programmes to partner with UCINY to buy
lands in a consortium; and progressively gaining de facto if not de jure control
over the management of the Rio Negro National Park that was the nucleus of
the protected area in Yshiro territory. The strategy gravitated around the fact
that institutions like the Global Environmental Facility (GEF) and the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) were financing several conservation
projects in the protected areas. These institutions require project proponents
(in this case the Paraguayan government) to consult with the local peoples
affected by the projects they finance. In 2007, the Yshiro leaders sent a letter to
the Paraguayan Secretariat of the Environment making clear that they would
tell the funders that the agency had lied when it asserted that the National Park
was being established with the agreement of the local population, and that in
fact the local population still had no participation in what was taking place in
their traditional territories. The participatory workshop I discuss here was part
of the Paraguayan government’s response to the Yshiro claim.5
The stated aim of the workshop was to ‘harmonise’ the ‘development’ needs
of the Yshiro with the conservation plans underway in the area. Between 45 and
50 people attended, including a team of technicians from an NGO carrying out
the exercise (including a participatory methods facilitator), male and female
leaders from the various Yshiro communities, a large group of community
members who had heeded the call to participate in the participatory workshop,
and me in my role as advisor to the leaders. The reader should bear in mind
that at least a third of the participants had little to no knowledge of Spanish
(the language used by the facilitator), for another additional third many of the
words and concepts being used were rather foreign, and the Yshiro assistant in
charge of translating himself struggled to find appropriate words in Yshiro to
convey what the facilitator intended.

C r e at i n g A c c o m p l i c e s
Participatory methods like those deployed in the workshop are fundamentally
instruments of planning. What distinguishes them is that they are staged in such
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a way as to evoke a feeling of involvement in the ‘target population’; or such,
at least, is the expectation. In fact, many ‘practitioner manuals’ stress the ludic,
aesthetic, and theatrical aspects of the methodology as crucial to attracting participants and developing in them a sense of ownership of the results (Steyaert
and Lisoir 2005; Chevalier and Buckles 2011). In contrast with the austere setting of a pedagogical (or top-down) intervention, where people usually play the
role of audience to an expert, the participatory workshop is full of movement as
people group and regroup, conversational circles are formed, furniture is moved
around, role-play is enacted, floors and walls are used as drawing boards, and
colourful sticky notes are fixed all over the place.
The workshop followed this pattern. The activities took place in the school of
the largest and (for outsiders) most accessible Yshiro community. We occupied
a large room and formed a series of concentric semicircles facing a wall where
graphics, large sheets of paper, and sticky notes were progressively pinned up as
the activities advanced. During the day and a half of the workshop, the facilitator
deployed at least six different ‘techniques’ displaying an abundance of forms
and elements. The workshop began with the facilitator pinning a large white
card on the wall with the words ‘desired scenarios’ written in red and inviting
participants to think collectively about it. He explained what he meant by this:
‘think for a moment what you would need for the community to be satisfied
and happy’. Then he explained how the exercise would proceed: people would
form groups of four individuals that would discuss the topic and designate a
spokesperson who would report verbally to the rest of the groups after ten or
fifteen minutes.
I approached one of the groups to listen in on the discussion. The four people
in the group very quickly started talking about the mandate the communities had
given to UCINY, that is, the recovery of territory. Something similar may have
happened in the other groups, for when other spokespersons reported back to
the whole meeting the message was quite consistent: what was important was
access and free movement within an extended territory.6 The facilitator wrote
the words ‘general goal = recovery of territory’ on a large sheet of paper. And
with this he started another exercise aimed at answering the question ‘why is
territory important?’ Again participants were divided, but this time into pairs.
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The aim was to pair someone who could write and speak Spanish with someone
who could not, since the result of the discussion had to be written on a card.
Each pair had to discuss and note down five reasons why territory was important, and each reason should be expressed in no more than a brief line. When
they read from their cards each pair would have an opportunity to expand on
what they had written.
Once everyone was ready the facilitator started to invite spokespersons to
present and discuss the reasons they had come up with, and as people were
talking he wrote new labels on the large sheet of paper. At the end, three labels
(‘economic’, ‘cultural’, and ‘environmental’) ended up as the main reasons for
‘why is territory important?’ Although at this point we took a break, through
subsequent exercises the labels were used as domains containing ‘specific problems’ and their potential solutions expressed as goals. In the rest of the workshop,
exercises further subdivided these specific goals into smaller objectives to be
achieved through specific tasks.
In each instance, the same pattern was repeated. The facilitator would pose an
‘issue’. He would provide a specific procedure to think about that issue (e.g. think
of an individual response, discuss in a small group, open general discussion); a
specific form to express the thought (verbally, written, or drawn); and a specific
form to inscribe it (cards, large sheets of paper, or inserted into pre-formatted
graphics). These inscriptions would then be ‘summarised’ as labels or bullet
points at the end of each exercise, and they would in turn, provide the starting
point for the next exercise. In this way the workshop moved sequentially from
establishing a set of ‘desired scenarios’ for the communities, to breaking down
the scenarios into a number of domains within which specific objectives had to
be established, to a definition of conditions needed and obstacles to be sorted
to achieve the objectives, and finally to drafting a road map of actions (including the distribution of individual or institutional tasks and responsibilities).
At first sight this might look like a simple movement from the general to
the specific, but on a closer look it is clear that at each step, through translation and inscription, the desires, visions, and values of participants were being
guided in specific directions. For instance, during the exercise to define the
reasons that made territory important, participants expressed concern about
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increasing obstacles to hunting and fishing as a way of subsistence. Translated
into a ‘problem’, the concern ended up within the domain of economics. The
corresponding solution/objective teased out of the discussion was (again)
inscribed as a written label that read as ‘generating economic alternatives’. The
subsequent exercises in this ‘domain’ were geared to breaking down this ‘large
objective’ into smaller ones that could be tackled through specific tasks. In a
similar way, concerns with access to places of ‘ritual’ importance were translated
and inscribed as another large objective: ‘protecting cultural heritage’ and its
associated smaller objectives and tasks. And again the same happened with
concerns expressed by some Yshiro as ‘the animals are being left without a
house’, that were translated and inscribed into the objective ‘protecting natural
resources’. I will return later to what was ‘lost in translation’ through this process.
First, however, I would like to point out a few resonances I find between the
workshop as an artefact and the baroque.
For a casual observer not familiar with the Yshiro communities and their
language, the workshop would have seemed highly successful, at least in engaging
participants. And indeed, the abundance of forms and elements in the staging
of the workshop did facilitate participants’ engagement. Almost everybody
actively took part and the atmosphere was largely relaxed and fun, in part because
participatory techniques are designed in a game-like fashion, but also because
for many Yshiro the prompts from the facilitator were somehow perplexing or
confusing, which led to much teasing among them (in their own language). In
any case, people’s participation lent plausibility to the facilitator’s claim that
the workshop had helped to generate a plan based on the community’s desires,
visions, and values, even though the process of translating and inscribing what
participants expressed also implied guiding them in specific directions. This
recalls Maravall’s comment, mentioned in the introduction to this volume, that
the baroque was in part a ‘guided culture’ created in the face of an enquiring
individualism and its freedoms, which responded not by simply imposing silence
but also by guiding and turning spectators into accomplices.
But, if the baroque was intended to control and guide an emerging culture
of individualism and freedom, what was this workshop trying to guide as it harnessed participation? And why, in this case, did guidance require participation?
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Commanding without Repelling
The history and the value of ‘participation in development’ planning are large
and contested topics (see Cooke and Kothari 2001; Hickey and Mohan 2004).
The practices associated with the concept have many roots, and the paths that
led to its mainstreaming as a tool of governance are also multiple. However, in
relation to indigenous peoples, it is clear that ‘participation’ did not become a
central concern for governmental and other agents of ‘development’ until the
mid-1980s when these groups’ political mobilisation and increasing visibility
on the international stage began to render moot the expectation that they were
either ‘absent’ (i.e. extinct as viable societies) or on the way to becoming so (see
Blaser 2010). Here there were peoples with relatively increasing political clout
claiming the right to self-determination and to being different. What could possibly be the content of such claim of difference? And what implications could
it have for the political economy of the nation state?
At this point the concept of ‘ethnodevelopment’ came to do several forms of
conceptual work. First, it indexed the end of the assumption that ‘Indians’ were
an absence (actual or future) embedded in more or less tempered Rostownian
notions of development as modernisation (i.e. the unilinear trajectory to be followed by everyone and leading to the status of ‘developed’ society). Secondly,
it provided a workable placeholder for the ‘unknown’ inherent in indigenous
peoples’ claims to self-determination. In the mid-1980s, Rodolfo Stavenhagen
(1986), one of the earlier proponents of the concept, pointed out that claims
to self-determination, and more generally claims articulated in terms of ethnic
identity, certainly implied demands for a better life. However, the argument
followed that these demands could not be simply equated to a claim for development understood as economic growth and modernisation. Rather, they implied
a diversity of visions as to what a good life would consist of and how to achieve
it (Stavenhagen 1986). Thus, ethnodevelopment was proposed as a term to
account for this diversity and as a practice to be fostered in contradistinction
to the ethnocidal practices implied by development as modernisation.
Ethnodevelopment went on to have a successful career in development
circles, particularly as it eventually found comfortable accommodation within
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the panoply of neoliberal reforms being rolled out across the world after the
collapse of the Soviet bloc (see Andolina, Laurie, and Radcliffe 2009). In this
space, ethnodevelopment and participatory methods quickly became entangled.
In effect, participatory methodologies promised to turn the ‘unknown’ content
of notions of a good life implicit in indigenous claims for self-determination into
something knowable and amenable to governmental intervention. It is precisely
at this point that the idea of ethnodevelopment showed its workability; as long
as it required governmental intervention for its realisation, a door remained
open for participatory methodologies to guide the ‘unknown’ into acceptable
forms. This does not imply a malevolent intent. Quite the contrary – in many
cases guidance was and is conceived as helping indigenous communities and
organisations to gain a ‘realistic understanding’ of the context in which their
impetus for self-determination, or whatever demands they have, must unfold.
Significantly, however, this ‘guidance’ moves away from open coercion, and
thus from repelling those being guided, by folding the coercive character of
the enterprise into a sort of external and mute ‘reality’ – or ‘reality principle’. In
other words, there is an implicit claim that the direction given by those ‘guiding’
participation is not an arbitrary imposition but a response to ‘reality’. All of this
was quite evident in the Yshiro workshop.
The NGO that ran it was tasked with helping the Yshiro come out with a
‘development’ plan that would be in synergy with the ongoing conservation
projects and policies promoted in the area. As is usually the case, the NGO’s
mandate had a number of unspoken constraints. These were ‘issues’ that, while
central to the topic of the workshop, had to remain out of bounds. For instance,
it went without saying that an expanding cattle-ranching industry was an unshakable fact and would remain such. Similarly, it went without saying that different
governmental schemes for the protection of natural resources were there to stay.
Neither of these issues was up for discussion. Thus whatever came out of the
workshop had to be something that could stand between these two ‘elephants
in the room’. It is not that the NGO staff running the workshop or the Yshiro
participants could not see how central these issues were to the whole discussion. The point is that as soon as there was any sign that these issues might be
brought to the fore, their scope and their assumed ‘scale’ pulled them into the
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background again. When a few Yshiro started to vent their frustration as to
why the government was just creating protected areas instead of stopping cattle
ranchers from clear-cutting the forest in their properties, the facilitator pulled
the discussion back ‘on track’.
Guys, guys, let’s keep on topic. Yes, it is true the ranchers keep cutting down
trees, but we cannot do anything about this here in this workshop. You
have to petition the government, speak with the diputados [parliamentary
representatives] to modify the laws. In the meantime we have to be realistic
and work with what we have.

The magnitude of the work required to ‘tame the elephants in the room’ was
used to indicate that the ‘site’ to address such issues was elsewhere and not in the
workshop. By pleading the need to keep on topic the facilitator was implicitly
imparting a command to the workshop participants: ‘help us stage a credible
participatory process from which “we” (you and us) can draft a realistic development plan’. It does not take much to see how in one event a participatory
workshop mimics the overall form of engagement that is commanded from
indigenous peoples in a liberal multicultural society: express your vision/difference in a way that we can work with, or, to use Povinelli’s words, make yourself
doable for us (Povinelli 2001). But as has been noted before, the baroque makes
it possible to obey without fulfilling, so let us explore how participants in our
workshop did this.

Obeying without Fulfilling: Transgressions,
D i g r e s s i o n s , a n d E q u i vo c at i o n s
The community mandate to recover control over the territory was important
for leaders and community members engaged in the participatory workshop,
but many were also clearly aware of the bounded kind of ‘participation’ that the
event would offer. Indeed, participatory methods have been deployed regularly
in the Yshiro communities at least since the late 1990s (see Blaser 2010). Thus,
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some of the participants – especially former and current leaders – engaged
in the theatrics of the process not primarily for the overt aim of generating a
development plan, but as a way of gaining a foothold to pursue more ambitious
goals. Insofar as these goals run counter to the mandate to remain ‘realistic’
(i.e. not seeking to counter the double process of destruction and protection
of ‘natural resources’), a transgressive element was present in the staging of the
participation.
But alongside transgression, there were also digressions. Thus without running directly against the grain of the workshop, many were involved as a way
of positioning themselves to better tap into the material resources that would
likely be made available through an ethnodevelopment plan. So for those for
whom a lot of what was being done in the workshop made little sense or for
those who were sceptical about the lofty, if reduced, goals that the plan might
actually achieve, it was still worthwhile helping to stage ‘participation’. Later they
could demand reciprocity from the NGO and the leaders, for example through
temporary paid jobs on ‘the project’. And again, in some cases digressions were
also part of the transgressions. For example, as with other projects, the leaders
were expecting to use travel expenses paid for by this project to meet lawyers
who would help them make their land claims.
Interestingly, neither the transgressions nor the digressions went undetected by the NGO team, although they dealt with them in different ways.
The primary importance that the control of territory had for the Yshiro was
openly expressed in the first exercise, where people were invited to imagine
the best possible future scenario for the communities. As we have seen, the
facilitator managed the potential for transgression implicit in this ‘vision’ by
progressively translating this desired scenario into (apparently) more specific
objectives, all the while guiding the translation into conformity with a ‘reality’
that was not up for discussion. The NGO team was also not oblivious to the
‘narrow interests’ (i.e. digressions) that drove many to participate. Apart from
the facilitator, the rest of the team consisted of veterans of ‘development work’
in the countryside. One was quite candid about his scepticism, commenting
privately about the number of participatory projects he had seen to come to
a halt as soon as resources to keep people interested were withdrawn. As an
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example, he mentioned a ‘herbal medicine garden project’ he had run years
before in one of the Yshiro communities:
We supported a few families with food and equipment for a while so they
could dedicate themselves to the task. But as soon as the aid was finished,
they left the crops to die. Pulled out the wires in the fences and sold them.
Supposedly they were interested in doing it for themselves, but I now realise
that they were only interested in the food and equipment we gave them.

For seasoned development workers such as the team members, it was obvious that these kinds of interests were driving a good proportion of the nonleadership participants. Yet they had no other choice but to turn a blind eye to
it, for otherwise they would not have the participatory process and plan that
was expected up the chain of command by the Paraguayan government and
financial institutions. In short, there was a convergence of interests on both
sides to keep staging participation.
‘Commanding without repelling’ and ‘obeying without fulfilling’ were possible because almost everyone understood what the game was about. Ironically,
the few Yshiro that participated without intending to transgress or digress were
those that could not understand the game, and were thus ‘unworkable’, not only
because what they said could not be translated into a ‘realistic plan’, but also
because it just did not make sense.
There were a couple of traditionalist elders who had felt quite mobilised by
the months of discussions about recovering control of the territory and who
eagerly participated in the workshop. It is very common that from the perspective of non-indigenous peoples, a traditionalist elder appears as the epitome of
‘cultural difference’. A sense of reverence and awe is displayed in the face of their
utterances. It was no different in the workshop. Every time one of these elders
intervened the NGO team paid full attention, took notes, and filmed, following
the translation as if they had received ultimate words of wisdom, even if they
could make little sense of what was being said! Let us take a look at one of these
interventions during the exercise I mentioned above, when the facilitator had
asked why it was important to have a territory.
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As I noted above, the facilitator had invited people to form pairs, matching
a person who could not write with one who could. The card of a pair formed by
a traditionalist elder and a young man read: ‘Cannot sing; el monte (the bush)
is being destroyed; cannot hunt, no food’. The pair was invited to explain. The
young man said he could not explain. He had just jotted down a translation of
what the elder had said, but he did not understand what he meant very well.
The elder, Don Ramon Zeballos Bibi, started to speak, and the young fellow
translated:
I am a shaman. All those animals that are there are my children. I am their
child as well. If I sing, those animals come out [come into being]. If I do not
sing there are no animals. When I was a child I ate pitino [anteater]. I was not
supposed to eat it. Prohibited!! But I ate anyway. I was hard-headed. Then
I got sick. And that guy came. The owner of the pitino. ‘You are very hardheaded, you will not withstand my power. You will die now’. But I spoke to
him. That guy has a daughter, she was fat, beautiful girl. I spoke to that guy
to let me marry his daughter. Then I married her […]

At this point one of the leaders, an individual fitting the ‘non-traditionalist’
description mentioned earlier, interjected with ‘this is not the place for monexne
[traditional stories]’. Don Ramon gave him a mean look as he continued,
Then, that pitino owner let me go. Now he is my father-in-law. He gives me his
song, to bring about the pitino. If I don’t sing, there are no more [anteaters].
Nobody will eat pitino. Nobody will be able to hunt it. Then that owner gets
mad. There, around nepurich [a place within the Yshiro territory] I have to go.
But now there is a patron [cattle rancher] that does not allow anyone to pass
[through his property]. He is destroying the yrmo [the word was translated
into Spanish as monte (bush) by the young fellow]. I have nothing for [i.e.
materials to make] peyta [maracas]. How can I sing? All those animals are
not coming out any more, they no longer have their house, because nobody
take cares of the yrmo [monte].
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For a brief moment after the elder finished, the facilitator looked disconcerted,
glancing at his Yshiro assistant as if expecting an explanation. But none was
forthcoming. Then he picked up the card that the young fellow had written
and his face looked as if he had found a life raft in the middle of the ocean. He
started to talk as he moved towards the large sheet paper with the heading ‘Why
is territory important?’ ‘So, what Don Ramon is reminding us is how important
the cultural traditions of the Yshiro are, and how this will get lost if the forest is
destroyed. So it is not only the food that gets lost’, he said as he underlined the
words ‘economic reasons’ that had been written before, ‘but also the culture’, and
below the previous label he wrote ‘cultural reasons’. He turned around, smiling,
and called the next pair of participants to discuss their card.
I will return to the leader’s comment shortly, but now, and in order to illustrate
the magnitude of what got lost in this translation, I want to offer an alternative, a
translation as ‘controlled equivocation’ – that is, a translation that is keenly aware
that we are mostly forcing Yshiro concepts into the straightjacket of our own
conceptual toolbox even as we try to make the latter hospitable to the former
(see Viveriros de Castro 2004).7 The key terms on which my translation hinges
upon are the words yrmo and monte. When Don Ramon spoke he used the word
yrmo, which the young man translated into Spanish as monte, and I translate into
English as bush. Bush and monte share a similar semantic cloud. But this is not
the case with yrmo. When used to indicate the thick of the forest in contrast with
the edge of the river, the term means something like the Spanish and English
words. But that is as far as equivalence goes; for, as I earlier noted, the yrmo
more precisely refers to the symbiopoietic tangle of relations and practices that
constitute the Yshiro world. In effect, Don Ramon first speaks of a relation that
carries with it obligations (to sing) so that pitino (anteaters) come into being and
people can eat them. Then he says that he can no longer go to a place where he
can get the material to make maracas to play along with his singing because the
patron (cattle rancher) doesn’t let him pass. So he cannot sing any longer, and
the animals are not coming out. And it is precisely because the cattle rancher is
interrupting these yrmo-making practices that he is destroying it.
The translation of Don Ramon’s intervention into ‘cultural reasons’ was
certainly crude and partly obeyed the need for planning clear cut and workable
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categories, but it also conformed to a common equivocation – and one used by
the facilitator. This was to assume that one aspect of Don Ramon’s speech spoke
of culture (the references to the animal owner and the singing) and another
about nature (the destruction of monte). Evidently he could not immediately
figure out how the two parts connected for Don Ramon, and thus he offered a
somewhat flimsy explanation: if one was destroyed the other would disappear
too. But this make-do explanation aside, the facilitator just followed the beaten
conceptual track. Whatever connection he was trying to illustrate, what Don
Ramon said would surely somehow fit the nature/culture divide. This is certainly
an uncontrolled equivocation.
Now, it is important to stress the nature and scope of the difference between
obeying without fulfilling through transgression and digression, on the one hand,
and obeying without fulfilling through equivocation, on the other. While the first
two exceed what is expected by commanding without repelling, they sustain a
relation of mutual intelligibility with it. In effect, transgressing or digressing were
perfectly intelligible to the NGO team: the implicit command to be ‘doable’ was
a way of recovering territory and tapping into resources. Likewise, most Yshiro
participants understood perfectly what they needed to do to keep this form of
commanding going and to avert the alternative based on open coercion; they
know how to make themselves minimally workable.
Yet, notwithstanding their intelligibility, transgressions and digressions also
carry the shadow of equivocation. While the NGO team can understand the
aim of recovering territory as part of Paraguay’s political economy (and even
as part of the politics of culture), for many Yshiro the significance of this aim
exceeds what political economy and the politics of culture can encompass. It
means something that can only approximately be conveyed as enhancing the
symbiopoietic capacity of the Yrmo. But this excess remains very much muted,
almost undetected, not least because those who transgress or digress want it
that way. The point becomes clearer if we look at the incident involving Don
Ramon and the leader who interrupted him.
Notwithstanding the facilitator’s attempt to capture it, Don Ramon’s intervention clearly exceeded the partial two-way intelligibility of transgression and
digression; it was rather evidently unworkable for the NGO and the development
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network. For some leaders, making this unworkability evident raised the spectre
of open coercion. In effect, it is this to which the leader responded. I have seen
reactions such as that of the leader in many settings where governmental and
development agents come into contact with community members. As soon
as someone starts to make references to the yrmo in ways that clearly indicate
that it is something else than ‘the bush’, some leaders become very fidgety and
uncomfortable. In this case the leader was particularly rude, showing a lack
of respect towards traditionalist understandings. But the concern expressed
is more general and has to do with leaders having learnt to expect the consequences of giving the impression that the Yshiro are ‘unreasonable’ people who
cannot speak about ‘reasonable’ things, and thus do not deserve a seat in the
‘participation game’.
There are some Yshiro, however, who stand on the other side. For instance,
Don Veneto Vera, another respected shaman and a good friend of mine, did
not waste time with euphemisms to explain to me why he never takes part in
these kinds of events:
These people [those organising workshops in the communities] cannot
know the yrmo. You tell them about the tobich8 but they do not change and
then they fuck up everything. They are different. Their work is different. It’s
better to stay here in the yrmo working with the weterak [initiated youth]
and they stay there in the school working with the teachers on their project.

Brief though it is, the commentary is extremely thick in implications that I can
only skim over at the cost of substantial simplification. The quickest way is
starting with the reference to the weterak. These are young males who are initiated into the tobich. Among other things, the initiation involves a substantial
amount of instruction conveyed through stories not very different from the
kind Don Ramon shared in the workshop.9 It is expected that the initiation and
the instruction will produce a transformation of the individuals being initiated,
increasing and developing their eiwo, a fine-tuned capacity to discern what needs
to be done in particular circumstances. I will expand a little more on this later,
but for now let me just point out that developing eiwo is itself very important
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to the sustenance of the yrmo, as the latter’s status or quality partly depends on
how the Yshiro conduct themselves.
This helps us to better understand Don Veneto’s comment on the impossibility of the NGO staff knowing the yrmo. It is not simply that they misunderstand
what is said. They are different kinds of people because they are not transformed
by being exposed to the tobich and thus they cannot behave in a way that contributes to the sustenance of the yrmo. Instead they ‘fuck it up’! What is the
best course of action in this case? The answer is to leave them alone to do their
‘project’ with the Yshiro who understand them (i.e. the teachers); keep them
away as far as possible from meddling with that which they cannot know (i.e.
the yrmo); and keep working with those who can do it (i.e. the initiated men).
In short, for people like Don Veneto the command to participate poses a risk
for the yrmo, and so, having decided to disobey and ignore it, they keep playing
their own game; a game whose exact rules and stakes we do not know – and
perhaps should not know.

K n ow i n g E xc e s s ?
In his introductory chapter, John Law suggests that baroque as a mode of knowing seems to offer a set of techniques ‘for recognising and relating to absence
or Otherness’, and asks whether it offers ‘ways of knowing excess within the
contemporary academy? Of recognising the whole that is, at the same time, a
hole in our artefacts of knowing or experiencing?’ Engaging these questions
diffractively with the help of my previous discussion I see two ‘patterns’ and a
connection between them that might be worthwhile pursuing.10
Let me call the first pattern ‘excess as an illuminating shadow’. To a large
extent, the ‘excesses’ manifested in my discussion can be conceived as the shadow
cast by the ‘thing’ that is known and serves as the ‘measure’ to determine what
falls beyond it (i.e. the excess). For example, the ‘recovery of traditional territory’
sought by UCINY only becomes recognisable and say-able as excess in relation
to the realistic ‘development project’ sought by the NGO. The latter constitutes
the ‘measure’. Of course, the ‘standpoint’ is crucial in defining ‘the measure’ of
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excess. In effect, the ‘recovery of traditional territory’ sought by UCINY and the
realistic ‘development project’ sought by the NGO exceeded each other. Which
one was the measure and which was in excess of the measure depends on whose
standpoint we consider. In a similar fashion, I could make the excess implicit in
equivocation manifest for the reader only in relation to the ‘measure’ I sought to
build, that is the interplay between commanding without repelling and obeying
without fulfilling. To put it in other terms, the yrmo can be grasped as excess
only in relation to something else (the measure), which in this particular case I
provided in the form of a relation of mutual intelligibility between commanding without repelling and obeying without fulfilling. This relation, that I made
known for the reader, is the ‘measure’ that casts an illuminating shadow into that
which was not included, the excess. Excess then emerges as co-constituted and
co-constitutive of a standpoint and a ‘measure’, that which is known.
I will call the second pattern that my little diffraction generates horror ignotum.
To see this, I begin with the promise held by participatory methods in relation
to ethnodevelopment. As it might be recalled, this promise consisted in turning
the unknown content of indigenous visions of a good life into something knowable and amenable to governmental intervention. Of course the way of knowing
implicit here is in many senses closer to the standard academic styles that stand
in contrast to the baroque. However, I feel in the imperative of participatory
methods to know the unknown something similar to the horror vacui to which
Carlos Fuentes referred; it is worthwhile quoting him at length:
The Baroque […] is the language of peoples who, not knowing what is
true, desperately seek it […] Góngora, like Picasso, Buñuel, Carpentier or
Faulkner did not know; they discovered. The Baroque, language of abundance, is also the language of insufficiency. Only those who possess nothing
can include everything. The horror vacui of the Baroque is not gratuitous – it
is because the vacuum exists that nothing is certain. The verbal abundance
of [Carpetier] or [Faulkner] represents a desperate invocation of language
to fill the absence left by the banishment of reason and faith. In this way
post-Renaissance Baroque art began to fill the abyss left by the Copernican
Revolution (cited in Parkinson Zamora and Kaup 2009: 25).
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In this passage, Fuentes is trying to characterise a source of the baroque’s
drive towards ‘abundance’ of forms, and finds it in the horror of the vacuum,
the vacuum being the absence produced by the Copernican Revolution. Yet,
as Parkinson Zamora and Kaup point out, in his own works Fuentes uses the
‘abundance’ of baroque language to interrogate another ‘absence’, the one created by the European invasion of the New World, the absence of the Natives.
Along similar lines, we can see participatory methodologies as an abundant
‘form’ that interrogates a similar absence, or better an absence that has turned
into a presence – the Natives that would not go away but rather stake a claim
to remain and be different. As an abundant form, participatory methodologies
spring from horror, but in this case horror ignotum (horror of the unknown).
Horror ignotum grows from the impossibility of accepting the presence of things,
such as Indigenous visions of a good life that cannot really be known, and with
which, nevertheless, one has to live with. And here we come to the connection
between the ‘diffraction patterns’ that might raise questions for the baroque as
a way of knowing excess.
If we accept that excess is more properly conceived as a relation that also
involves a standpoint and a measure, we may ask about the standpoint and the
measure that co-constitute the excess that the baroque promises to help us
know. Perhaps an answer might be gleaned from the equivalence suggested in
the introduction between knowing excess and ‘recognising the whole that is, at
the same time, a hole in our artefacts of knowing or experiencing’. Might it be the
knowledge that there is ‘a whole that is a hole’ that operates here as the measure
co-constituted with the excess? And might it be representation itself that operates
as the standpoint co-constituted with the measure and the excess? Van der Port
(this volume) refers to this whole that is a hole as ‘the-rest-of-what is’, a term
to conceptualise a ‘vacancy, [a] “beyond” all representation’. Representation is
crucial here, for it is the impossibility of representing it that throws ‘the whole’
into sharp relief as excess. But the idea of a whole that is somehow external and
exceeds it is as crucial to representation as the other way around. Hence we see
how representation, the lack and the whole as excess, co-constitute each other.
The baroque as a set of techniques holds the promise of helping us know
(grasp, acutely experience, and so on) this whole that manifests as the excess
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illuminated by the lack of representation. But then, and to paraphrase Carlos
Fuentes, is the baroque the way of knowing of people who, not having knowledge of ‘the-rest-of-what is’, desperately seek it? Is horror ignotum driving this
pursuit? If this is the case it might be appropriate to ponder the consequences
of this drive. The full weight of the point can better be conveyed through a
contrast.
When Don Veneto says of the NGO staff that they cannot know the yrmo,
he is not referring to an incapacity to represent it accurately in their minds. In
fact, as with other (so-called) indigenous ‘epistemologies’, knowing is not here
conceived as involving representation. Rather, it is always already performative
of what is there to be known (see Burkhart 2001). Deploying the institution of
the tobich, Don Veneto and other initiated older men change young men in ways
that enable them to know/do the yrmo. This is why developing eiwo is crucial
to the sustenance of the yrmo. The NGO staff are different. They do not change
so they cannot know/do the yrmo. But notice that the NGO staff ’s inability to
know/do the yrmo does not translate for Don Veneto into the attribution of
total ineptitude. They are perfectly capable of doing ‘their project’. How these
different knowings/doings might intersect with each other down the road is an
open-ended question that occupies many of the conversations that the Yshiro
individuals I most respect have among themselves and with me. But what is
certainly clear is that there is a difference between these knowings/doings. And
this is not a difference between one being ‘real’ and the other a ‘mistake about
the real’. Rather, these doings/knowings stand in the presence of each other as
real performed worlds.
Adopting a ‘standpoint’ which is not that of representation but that of
performativity casts a different light (or illuminating shadow) on ‘the-rest-ofwhat-is’, and what knowing it might imply. Let me put it this way, ‘the whole’
in this case is nothing other than a multiplicity of ongoing knowings/doings,
for properly speaking, if some-thing is not being done there is no-thing. This
means that what occupies the role of excess here (without being exactly the
same) is not some-thing that escapes knowledge (as is the case with ‘the whole’
in representation) but rather the possibility of knowing/doing some-thing differently or newly. Some consequences follow from these points.
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Horror ignotum, or the unrestricted drive towards knowing the whole, is
seen, if not with alarm, at least with the suspicion a foolish pursuit deserves. It
always implies consequential interference between different knowings/doings.
For Don Veneto, NGO staff members have shown that they cannot know the
yrmo as they know ‘their projects’, and conversely he does not feel he can do
the yrmo by doing their projects. It is better that each stay on their own. While
many of my Yshiro friends consider that these interferences might be necessary or inevitable, they also agree that they need to be carefully staged. Finally,
the positive value of knowing/doing ‘excess’ (i.e. some-thing that is not being
done) is not a foregone conclusion. In contrast to the scenario proposed by
representation, where (by definition) lack postulates the drive to incorporate
excess as a good, the scenario proposed here suggests a sort of precautionary
principle. This is that some-things are better left unknown/undone or at least
un-interfered with. This precautionary principle is hard to digest for ‘academic
knowledge’ and kindred practices like ‘participatory methods’, for which more
knowledge is always better. The consequences of this expanding reach on other
ways of knowing/doing worlds are plain to see, at least in the Yshiro territory.
Then the question that comes to mind, and with which I conclude, is this. Does a
baroque way of knowing have something different to offer in this regard? Could
it take on this precautionary principle? Or might it actually just end up adding
more techniques to escape the ghost of horror ignotum?

N ot e s
1 A contribution by Penny Harvey in the seminar that originated this volume inspired
me to see the possible connections that could be established between the Baroque and
the participatory workshop.
2 For a short documentary illustrating this process, see Blaser (2013).
3 The term ‘earth-beings’ was first advanced by Marisol de la Cadena (2010).
4 Helmreich (2011) proposes the term to stress the centrality of relations rather than
unity to the processes Francisco Varela labeled ‘autopoiesis’. These are processes through
which living things call forth the conditions of their own existence through ‘interactions
and transformations [that] continuously regenerate and realize the network of processes
(relations) that produced them; and … constitute … [them] as … concrete unit[ies] in
the space in which they exist’ (Varela, cited in Helmreich 2011: 688).
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5 Since 2007 there have been numerous consultations and workshops involving the
Yshiro communities and a myriad environmental NGOs that are the actual on-the-ground
managers of conservation programmes in Paraguay. Although UCINY has sustained
ambivalent relations with these NGOs, at times collaborative and at times confrontational,
the general consensus among the leaders is that the relations have to be sustained. In this
context, and given my involvement with UCINY, I have taken measures to avoid creating
unnecessary resentments among these circumstantial partners. Thus, I have changed
details or remained deliberately vague about some of them to conceal which organisation
and fieldworkers conducted this particular workshop for informed readers. This does not
affect the core of the argument.
6 The consistency is not surprising if we consider that the topics had been discussed for
several months in the communities before the workshop.
7 Equivocations imply the use of the same concept to refer to things that are not the
same. An equivocation takes place when there is a failure to understand that, while using
the same term, interlocutors are referring to different things.
8 Tobich is a place, a clearing in the forest where young males are initiated.
9 For a more detailed (yet still simplified) rendering of what is implied in the initiation
ritual, see Blaser (2010).
10 I take from Karen Barad (2007) the idea of ‘reading’ something (in this case the
Baroque as a way of knowing) diffractively. What this entails is to create interferences
through contrast in such a way that new, potentially illuminating questions can emerge.
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FALLACY OF T HE
WO RK, T RUTH OF T HE
PER FO RMANCE: WHAT
M AKES MUSIC B AROQUE :
HIS TO RIC AL AUTH E N TIC ITY
O R O N TOLOGIC AL
PLURALITY?
Antoine Hennion1

Baroque Music has enjoyed a revival over the last half-century
centred around the idea of a more authentic interpretation. Does this mean
playing it ‘as it was played at the time’, rediscovering the truth of an interpretation? Or does it mean the opposite, finally accepting the irreducible plurality
of music as performance (Hennion 2014)?
Music is a good place to think about how we might reformulate the question of authenticity.2 In the history of art the issue turns around the problem
of forgery. But what counts as a fake in music? A piece has to be replayed each
time anyway. ‘Falsification’ does not really arise. It is ‘allographic’ (Goodman
1976): the binary true/false division relevant in literature or with the original
in the visual arts turns into something different in music – a wide range of interpretations that are more or less authentic. Is there any room then, for musical
forgery? Conversely, if the fake is impossible, what is authenticity in music? We
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Fig. 3.1 Bach, horrified on the Wendy Carlos Synthesised-Bach disc

will indulgently look at baroque ‘modernised’ versions from the nineteenth or
twentieth centuries; in doing so are we simply in the business of making provocative worldly paradoxes? Or may we redefine the true as variation itself? As the
mobility, the fragility, the irreducible incompleteness of work that has always ‘to
be done’? And then, do we need to distinguish between the ‘true fake’ and the
‘pretend fake’ in music, or not? These are the questions I explore in this chapter.

Are there Fakes in Music?
In the visual arts the question of fakery cannot be avoided. The physical materiality of the object imposes a radical distinction between original and copy.
This generates confusion between the aesthetic truth of a work and the erudite
determination of its historical origins. The latter may take on almost judicial or
police-like definitions of authenticity. Indeed, the process may end up in court.
By contrast, pieces of music do not sell themselves as unique-and-original.
The fraudster cannot work here. S/he lacks the support afforded by confusion
between the original work and its cloaked copies. Instead of the difficulty for
an expert faced with an original that s/he doubts (Bessy and Chateauraynaud
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1995), music substitutes the continuous succession of different versions of ‘the
same’ work. Critics, scholars, and aesthetes endlessly evaluate and re-evaluate.
Through its limitless interpretations music offers a continual unfolding of variations rather than the rigidity of marble.
At the same time, however, neither should we exaggerate the opposition
between these forms of art. Rather than radical differences, their mediumrelated contrasts instead suggest unevenly tangible properties that are common
to them both. Aesthetics engages ‘the work of the art’, and not ‘works-of-art’, as
Gérard Genette very nicely puts it (1994). As he argues, there is no stabilised
ontology. Instead there are ‘works’ in the etymological sense of communal
work between objects and their readers, their spectators, their listeners. There
is interplay between them, through a long series of mediations, captures, and
input screens. It is this interplay which enables them to stand the test of time
(Hennion 2015). Pictures push us to dissociate a work of art ‘itself ’ from
its ‘reception’. Art theory strives to reconnect them. The need to keep music
updated (in the case of ancient music under the aegis of ever more ‘faithful’
interpretation) works in the other direction: the continuous co-production of
the work and its public is made tangible (or perhaps, to put it more precisely,
the public and ‘its’ works). If the question of forgery is posed in art, for instance
as de-attribution,3 then music offers an analytical advantage by highlighting the
paradoxes of aesthetic truth. It helps to bring these centre stage for the ‘work’
of art, and not as a ‘yes or no’ issue.
Music extract no. 1: Albinoni’s Adagio by Karajan4

Here is a famous tune: Albinoni’s Adagio, a classical music hit. I have not used
quotation marks, but this is because I would need to put them round every word
including ‘Albinoni’s’! Indeed, for once we are in the presence of a pretend musical, of a ‘real’ fake, as it were. For reasons that we have already seen, this is not
so common in music. Musical forgeries do indeed exist, not because they lack
authenticity but because the intention is to deceive. However, they are more a
product of hoaxes, provocations, or sometimes commercial stunts. The intentions may be good (as is partially the case with Albinoni’s Adagio). They may
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have nothing to do with forgery in the more restrictive, analytical sense used
by art historians which couples deceivers and deceived, such as counterfeiters
and buyers, collectors or curators.6
Let us start as factually as possible with our Adagio. It was Remo Giazotto
who wrote this slow languid movement in 1957. What is interesting here is
that Giazotto was neither a prankster nor a con artist. Instead he was an expert
pushed by ‘his’ composer, whom he sought to elevate to the heights of Corelli,
Vivaldi, or Torelli. Giazotto, who published Tomaso Albinoni in Milan in 1945,
was the Venetian composer’s musicologist. He identified so narrowly and with
such more or less good intentions with Albinoni, that when knowledgeable
reconstitution of the sheet music was not enough to produce a playable piece,
he ended up writing one instead.
The record industry is not quite so candid. It knows well how to lie by
omission. The proven Albinoni fake (certified, factual) turns into a much more
clearly intentional falsification. Trickery, linked as is often the case to commercial interests, is added to the mix. Here is an example from the recording of
Erato’s Adagio. Following the CD cover biography of Albinoni and the caption
‘arrangement/Bearbeitung: Giazotto’ we read the following:
The adagio in G minor, recently discovered by an Italian, Giazotto, which
he had published in 1948 in Milan, is part of a sonata for trios in G minor,
without an opus number and for which Giazotto realized the figured bass.

This, to put it mildly, is a somewhat modest account of Giazotto’s intervention.
Though perhaps more surprisingly, musical dictionaries and histories often have
difficulty situating themselves on these matters. It is as if they were reluctant
to openly offend music lovers, preferring to leave everyone free to keep their
illusions. So while the Laffont dictionary for musicians does not underplay
Giazotto’s role to the extent of the Erato booklet, it also seems to shy away
from completely denouncing its authenticity: ‘The famous Adagio for strings
and organ is almost entirely the work of musicologist R. Giazotto’. In the same
collection, the erudite New Oxford Companion to Music loses little sleep over
such diplomatic concerns:
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By peculiar coincidence, the sheet music which contributed to his recent
celebrity is apocryphal: the adagio in G minor, in all its romance and sentimentality, is in fact the sole work of musicologist Remi [sic] Giazotto.7

The former convenient omissions are reminiscent of the artistic blur with which
publisher Buchet/Chastel envelops The Chronicle of Anna Magdalena Bach, a
book in which Magdalena speaks in the first person. The origin of the text is
explained, somewhat Jesuitically, in this ‘editor’s note’:
This book, published anonymously in England and Germany, translated
into almost every language, enjoyed considerable success everywhere. It
must be attributed not only to the often passionate interest that the person
and the music of J.-S. Bach never fails to arouse, but above all due to the
fact that this little book, at once moving and precise, is inspired by the most
beautiful love that ever existed.

Does this tell us that Magdalena is not the author? If so, then this is the only
occasion in the book when this happens – unlike the first Buchet/Chastel edition, which noted that the author was an early twentieth-century Englishwoman
(since identified as Esther H. Meynell, the original dating to 1925). But the
advantage of ambiguity is that it can be implied without saying that the text still
comes8 more or less directly from Bach’s second wife – as with the Notebook for
Anna Magdalena Bach. In this collection of music, which of course provided a
guide for Meynell, Magdalena noted her husband’s, children’s, and their loved
ones’ favourite songs. There are advantages to omission and imprecision.

The Biggest Pretenders: The Public
Let’s come back to Albinoni. The Adagio has been an enormous success. It
is a ‘hit’. This time I put ‘hit’ in quotation marks because the Adagio belongs
more to the world of recording, media, and modern taste than to its supposed century of origin. ‘Classical-Music’, hyphenated and in quotation marks
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Fig. 3.3 Front and back covers of the book, in French and German.
See, in particular, the more recent 2012 version from BuchetChastel, which mentions ‘translated from German’
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as well,9 points to a body of work that is shared by musicology, the music
industry, and the taste of the listening public, a well signposted ensemble
of pieces of music from the past. This ‘Classical-Music’ has transformed the
past into chronological and alphabetical shelves, ensembles of composers,
and styles in which difference becomes a bonus within a homogenised,
reconstituted space. As with ‘brands’, periods and styles increase product
differentiation, as they would say in marketing. They are no longer fragile
and evanescent traces of irretrievably lost listenings. Nothing is less historical than the histories of music played on a small scale in listeners’ homes,
the classics categorised on the shelves of record stores (including specific
places for ‘anonymous’ pieces, opera, or potpourris). ‘Historical’ recording
does not necessarily have anything to do with history. It presents the past;
it does not present it as passed.10
The advantage of the Adagio is that it is so excessive that from its first phrase
it reveals the key to its success in its time. It must be said that since then the
renewal of the repertoire of the baroque and its fans have given us the tools to
understand how un-‘baroque’ the Adagio really sounded. It has been said of the
great modern art forgers that a successful fake depends on a gap, an expectation, a desire that the imitated work could fill (Grafton 1990; see also Laclotte,
or Rowland, in Lista 2009.). The fake is so anticipated; it fits so well into place
that one hardly even wants to smell a rat. The desire for baroque both in its
twentieth-century and its current form are an effect. Both have been the product
of perfect marketing, not as intentional manipulation but rather as a response to
the expectations of its publics: a modern public, and an ‘old’ product, by which
I mean a product that was made to seem old.11
Once again, nothing is more modern than the old, and nothing evolves faster.
The accents of the Adagio ring out all the more romantically to our ears because
they were trying to express in caricatural form the mid-twentieth-century sense
of baroque feeling. A little like the style of Victor Hugo for the Middle Ages, the
more they wanted to make it baroque, the more they made it romantic! What
best characterised a piece as baroque in 1957 is what betrays it today, what most
clearly ‘dates’ it, as we very nicely put it. It brings us a faithful version of the desire
for ancient music in the 1950s. It is a ‘true’ fake, this time in the sense that it
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contains its share of truth. And a truth that gives way to something different is
always stronger than the one that seeks to display itself.
There are other well-known cases of musical fakes. They may be innocent
in intention. Sometimes it is simply the effect that is surprising. Conceived
as a challenge or a joke, a pastiche may work so well that it gets fused to the
work of the composer being imitated. This is more or less what happened with
Mozart’s Adélaïde concerto in D major for violin. Violinist and conductor Marius
Casadesus (1892–1981) said he found sketches and presented it as an early
work written by a ten-year-old Mozart for the daughter of Louis XV, Princess
Adélaïde. Casadesus had it edited in 1930 by Schott in Mainz.12 With his friend
Yehudi Menuhin, he ‘created’ it in 1931 in Paris with the Lamoureux Orchestra.
Amused by their slick move, the two accomplices recorded it with EMI, and the
joke took off. Frequently performed by the two musicians, it became a hallmark
of their collaboration. It was widely appreciated, played by other violinists, and
became well-known. In 1964, it was given a Köchel number (the catalogue
of Mozart’s work, reviewed by Alfred Einstein, 6th edition), K Anh. 294a. It
was only in 1977, following a dispute about the copyright of its orchestration,
that Casadesus admitted the deception: he had composed it in the style of the
composer himself, for fun, and to benefit his violinist friend.
Music extract no. 2: The concerto played by Menuhin13

Fig. 3.4 Sleeve of Menuhin’s recording: no mention
that the score was not written by Mozart14
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But history does not stop there: even catalogued as spurious or a fake as it
now is (Anh 294a/C 14.05), the concerto continues to flourish as though
nothing had happened. Its popularity reflects on our problem in an interesting way, for since the admission was made, it has been the taste of the public
rather than commercial interests which have prolonged the fakery. There has
been no faker apart from the public itself, and this does not want to inhibit
its enjoyment, or let ‘its’ Mozart Concerto be taken away. The contrast with
museums or gallery de-attributions is stark: here the truth does not seem to
matter much.
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Fig. 3.5 The first two images are fly-leaves of the score, published
before and after Casadesus’ confession, without any change. The third
is from a website which still sells it as a piece by Mozart, mentioning
only that it was ‘edited’ (herausgegeben) by Casadesus
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Pieces that are Larger than Life
In other instances deception has a more direct, polemical, and aesthetic purpose.
When it goes beyond notes it becomes a matter of discovering a style, a spirit.
For instance, it was Berlioz who signed the choral piece L’Adieu des bergers as
Pierre Ducré in 1850.15 He wanted this (from which L’Enfance du Christ would
originate) to pass as older music in order to garner admiration for its fervour,
its ‘sweet’, ‘naïve’ simplicity,16 for, in short, its authenticity. Nothing is more true
than the false – this is normal. It is so well made to be true.
Music extract no. 3:
L’Adieu des bergers/The Shepherds’ Farewell, by Cluytens17

Father Émile Martin (1914–89), with his own Messe pour le Sacre des Rois de
France, that he performed in 1949 as a work by Étienne Moulinié (1599–1676),
and the musicologist Jacques Chailley made similar moves, but these were less
for musical and more for religious or political traditionalist reasons. Father
Martin, for example, was a strong advocate of a return to religious choral art.
But whatever the motive, when the work lacks context it can be tailor-made.
Whether as romantic provocation or traditionalist protest, the gestures of
the faker express taste. In one way, indeed, they express it better because they
are more radical and explicit. They respond to the desire for an object with a
fake that is larger than life. A forgery expresses more raw desire than authentic
objects. The latter, caught up in their historical precedence, have to fashion the
taste that targets them – and in doing so, they partially mask this taste.18 The
moulding action of the forger is exactly the opposite: it fills the empty space
that is a public’s possible taste (or a public’s impossible taste – which is to say
almost the same thing).

A H i s to r i c a l F a k e ry o r a N e w L i s t e n i n g ?
Music extract no. 4: Gounod’s Ave Maria, by Pavarotti19
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On hearing Gounod’s no less famous Ave Maria (or Bach’s, Gounod-Bach’s, or
Bach-Gounod’s, the attributions keep changing), it appears we are swimming in
the same water. This becomes a successful wedding tune, a standby for an international star, a Christmas album. The caricature classic becomes a variety hit. And it
is a caricature marked from birth by its dubious authenticity, since it is a melody
that Gounod added to the first prelude of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier. With this
music, in short, one bathes in arrangements from the beginning. In its present-day
and aggressively commercial character it simply replaces the romanticism and
the veiled manoeuvrings of the nineteenth century with contemporary tastes.

Fig. 3.6 Gounod’s Ave Maria on a 33 potpourri of Ave Maria (by Bach/
Gounod), and one from the Marriage Airs (by C. Gounod alone)

Yet it would be a grave error to call this piece a fake. Or, more precisely,
what it perfectly illustrates is that nothing is more historical than the notion of
fakery itself. Indeed, from a strictly analytical point of view Gounod’s Ave Maria
is exactly the opposite of Giazotto’s Adagio. For the latter a composer tried to
imitate this style to meet a modern desire for old masters. At the same time,
despite himself he betrayed it in favour of the romantic vision of the past then
preferred by the contemporary public: the ‘forger’ modelled his work on this to
a much larger extent than he himself believed he was doing. Nineteenth-century
Gounod was a Bach lover, sad that Bach was not better known. He sought to
make a public with no real desire to listen to Bach come to appreciate his work.
He was interested neither in being musicologically faithful, nor in passing off
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Fig. 3.7 The first page of the original sheet music
by Gounod, and a modern score
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his own work as that of a more important composer. Even less was he looking
to follow fashion: there was no passion for the baroque. Above all, he was not
seeking to ‘imitate’ Bach, but rather to turn the work of the latter back into
music.20 He didn’t seek to mimic Bach’s style but to retrieve what it is in Bach’s
music that transcends his own era. He believed that Bach’s music is eternal in
what it reveals and can produce in its listeners. Correspondingly, it was not the
note-by-note detail of its past performances that counted for him. This meant
it was appropriate to add a melody to what he conceived of as a harmonic pattern: his object was to show its strength by ‘realising’ it. He made music using
what he read as a starting point, a little like a saxophonist in a present-day jazz
improvisation. This is how he used Bach’s chorales in a similar fashion to teach
harmony and counterpoint at the Conservatoire.
A few others including Boëly, Chopin, Liszt, and Saint-Saens also sought
to extract music that an 1850s listener could appreciate from Bach. And the
result of this love and dedication was the slow creation of a new taste for Bach
in France. First he became the absolute master, the father of music, and a source
of inspiration. Soon, in what was quite unusual at a time when people only
listened to contemporary work, he became a composer whose work could be
listened to live – provided, of course, that it was adapted to the orchestras of
the time, to concert habits, and to the contemporary ear. The need, in short,
was to amputate what only had meaning for an eighteenth-century audience.
And this was Gounod’s most explicit aesthetic aim: to be selective and eliminate
what appear to have been concessions made by Bach to the tastes of his time.
Bach is cleaned up to become universal – or, more realistically, brought into
conformity with present tastes.
The work of adaptation, transcription, and arrangement was huge in scope.
From Bach’s music it was necessary to make a sort of modern-day music,
arranged so that the contemporaries of Gounod or Saint-Saens could hear its
eternal elements. Far from being a betrayal, these arrangements were the necessary translations of their time.21 They would gradually familiarise listeners with
older styles and, more simply, to the idea that listening to music written one
hundred and fifty years ago can bring meanings other than the archaeological
or the pedagogical.
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A Story of Desire for History
But the more their work succeeded, the more these tireless adapters came to
seem to feed parasitically off the tastes that they themselves had created, and to
obscure the great ancestors they believed they were serving. Their very success
is what would gradually downgrade their transcriptions by instilling a desire to
return to the original sources.22 This desire is indeed a paradoxical figure hiding
behind fidelity to the original whilst doing the exact opposite. It is nothing less
than the historical production of an unprecedented desire for authenticity, and
even of the very invention of an ‘original’ to be respected.23 Listening to these
old masters as a result of the work of their nineteenth-century transcribers,
twentieth-century Bach lovers would come to despise those transcribers, couching their feelings of superiority in the musicological and aesthetic authenticity.
The very notion of authenticity that leads us to despise Gounod-Bach’s Ave
Maria today therefore has a story. The first early music lovers were reinventing
music from the classics (and especially Bach). This was music that was only
being studied – and studied selectively – at the time. It was like learning Latin
or Greek. Nineteenth-century musicians who loved their music made space to
perform these old masters who were otherwise only known and respected for
their knowledge of the science of music. The result was the creation of a new
space for the love of music and production of a repertoire free from the tastes of
the day which lay the foundations for our modern taste for classical music. This
new conception of music and its recasting of the tastes of music amateurs and
how they relate to the past would gradually include an increasing requirement
for fidelity to the original by tearing composers out of history and integrating
them into modern taste. There again, the more they are historicised, the less
historical they are. The more they become present in our modern world of
music, the more we want them to belong to the ‘past’, to be carriers of traces,
remnants. But as we do this we integrate them into this new, homogeneous,
musical taste.24 If we call this ‘the history of music’ this is antiphrasis. Today’s
‘baroque music’ became so only when it turned into a genre and was labelled
in catalogues for its present-day enthusiasts. It belongs resolutely to modern
times rather than to history.
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Fig. 3.8 Photograph of a ‘Baroque Music’ section
from an outlet like Fnac or Virgin

In other words, what we are observing is not the authentic versus the
inauthentic. Rather, it is two competing conceptions of truth. The transcriptions and arrangements of the nineteenth century and modern musicology’s
concern to relieve Bach of his romantic burden and play his music as it was
played in his era simply point to different versions of truth. The nineteenth
century draws from classicism – as did Gounod himself, who wrote some
sublime passages on the capacity of some works to contain all music, serving
as both a guide and inspiration in infinite musical re-creation. And he made
us share his opinion.

Which is the More Baroque?
Let us close with a final experiment that straddles two time periods.25 We
are in the spring of 1974. Within an interval of a few weeks, two complete
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versions of Jean-Philippe
Rameau’s (1735) heroic ballet
Les Indes Galantes have come
out on LP. The event will trigger yet another vicious quarrel between the ancients and
the moderns! The very name
of the protagonists poses a
problem: our newcomers are
modern precisely because
they are playing on period
instruments, while the old
ones become old because they
insist on playing on modern
instruments. In France, the
term ‘baroqueux’, derogatorily
derided or proudly claimed,
will come to bridge this terFig. 3.9 The cover of the sheet
minological vacuum for ten
music for Les Indes galantes
years. Only in the 1990s will
we return to ‘baroque’ or the traditional terminology of ‘early music’. The difference is important. With the slip from naming the performers to naming
their repertoire, these words denote the victory of the ‘baroqueux’. It is now the
music that has become baroque, and not just its interpretation. And from now
on, ‘baroque’ music may only be played in one way.
These memorable disputes deserve closer study. Their vigour is poorly
understood once they have passed, but these are very rich moments. They give
rise to new ways of feeling, of valuing, and loving things, and of defining the
self. Taste is not a passive reservoir of prejudice. It is a capacity to be captured,
transported, and converted. Quarrels are creative: the fight between camps
redraws both parties.
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CBS Versus Erato
The dispute centred around Les Indes galantes. Not Rameau’s Indes, but those
‘of ’ Jean-Claude Malgoire and Jean-François Paillard – or (to put it differently)
those of CBS and Erato. In 1974, everything is at stake in the tense competition
between these two labels.
Up until that moment the CBS catalogue had favoured the big soloists and it
had issued little music predating Mozart. Its manager in France, Georges Kadar,
in betting on Malgoire, a thirty-four-year-old oboist, is hoping to make it into
the big league with an outsider.26 CBS France is pushing the development of
a French interpretation for a repertoire which, having long been the preserve
of British performers, is being reborn. The company senses this rise, but also
notes that its main defenders, the Dutch, Belgians, or Germans, after starting
on small labels, have mostly already signed up to specialist labels belonging to
major companies: Teldec, Archiv, Seon.
By contrast, for Paillard there is continuity. The ‘baroque’ in the modern
sense, as it will gradually bloom, does not yet exist in France: the quarrel of Les
Indes will be one of its founding events. Far from being ‘baroque’ in the historical sense, the catalogue promoted by Paillard is called ‘French classical music’.
This is the title of a Que sais-je?27 that he publishes in 1970, and it is in line with
the analyses of musicologist Norbert Dufourcq (who had been the professor
of Erato’s Artistic Director Michel Garcin). Dufourcq had always insisted on
the opposition between the great music of Versailles and currents of baroque
in Southern and Central Europe.
In 1974, Paillard, who is fifty-six years old, has been issuing seventeenthand eighteenth-century French music with Erato for twenty years. Though he
sometimes uses singers and choirs, he mostly works with small string ensembles, which he has gradually adapted to mainly instrumental repertoires from
France, Italy, and Germany, without differentiating greatly between their national
styles.28 The numbers of instrumentalists are small. The soloists, mostly French
performers, are more varied than in the romantic concerto repertoire and
create a lively and rhythmic music that contrasts well with the regular slow
movements. In all this Erato is a precursor, and the label has effectively used
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Paillard to create a strong image and find a new, younger, and more popular
audience than those for classical and romantic music. Concerns with style and
instruments do not take centre stage, and for Paillard himself, the publication
of Les Indes in a four-disc box set is the crowning moment of a long recording
career entirely with Erato.

Fig. 3.10 Covers of Les Indes galantes by Paillard
at Erato, and by Malgoire at CBS

The card CBS plays with Malgoire is quite different. In 1974, this instrumentalist, having trained at the Conservatoire and worked at the Orchestre de Paris,
is far from bathing in everything that would give 1980s baroqueux recordings a
flavour all of their own and ensure the triumph of Harnoncourt, Savall, Jacobs,
and Herreweghe.29 He does not use very low pitches,30 the voices of children or
counter-tenors, dance phrasing, rhythmic inequality, forgotten ornamentation,
or the touching accents of the lute or viola. But Malgoire shares an interest in
the more varied and slightly acidic tones of these older instruments and he
collaborates with instrument makers. Indeed, he is one of the first to speak of
‘authenticity’ in this field. A first record in 1967 has already caused a stir, and it is
this emerging taste which brought Malgoire (himself influenced by Dufourcq)
closer to the French music of the seventeenth century. ‘La Grande Écurie et la
Chambre du Roy’ (The Great Stable and the King’s Chambers) is the name of
the ensemble that he establishes in 1966, and that title represents the banner of
Versailles music’s revival. It is forged on the model of the woodwind ensemble
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playing in the court of Louis XIV, though in reality in Malgoire’s ensemble only
the flutes, a few oboes, and a ‘natural baroque’ trumpet (as noted on the cover
of the box) are ancient.

Classic or Baroque – Is it that Clear?
The quarrel soon takes the form of a war between two well-defined camps: the
classical and the baroque. Everything is about opposites. Voices, numbers of
performers, old instruments, revised or original score, pitch – it is like night and
day. Over the years that follow the conflict only grows – though it also quickly
leads to the victory of the baroqueux, who oust most of the traditional ensembles from the pre-1800 repertoire. No question: with all his flaws, Malgoire is
part of the baroque camp, and anyone who subscribes to the new ‘baroquist’
mindset must support him; with all his qualities, Paillard is part of the classical
camp and this is doomed to disappear – the case is open and shut. Here is an
example, a critical 1994 review of Les Indes by Paillard (disdainfully specified
as ‘Paul Dukas’ version’), twenty years after the release of the LP – in French,
its tone is so arrogant and definitive that it even sounds vulgar:
Opéra international-November 1994-evaluation 1/5
Clearly, Jean-Français [sic] Paillard has in no way understood that a
heroic-ballet [the subtitle given by Rameau to his Indes] is a form of entertainment. His only concern seems to be to turn the music into a simplified film
soundtrack, so that we can taste the intrigue, but strictly in the first degree,
factually. What we hear is simply boulevard theatre – not even boulevard
opera, because the music is absent. The ear has nothing to savour. Not to
mention the fat, sluggish string section, an elephantine choir and a very weak
cast of singers: Gerda Hartman too tight, Louis Devos screaming his highs,
with his voice often remaining caught in his throat, Philippe Huttenlocher
short-winded as usual. Fortunately, Jennifer Smith and John Elwes have
the good merit to keep their heads under water [sic, obviously for ‘above’]
in such a shipwreck.
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The story has been settled, and long ago! However, is the evidence of the ear so
clear? To test this we carried out an experiment31 gathering all the material of the
dispute (works, reviews, excerpts of broadcasts from France Musique, the French
national radio station, booklets, and CD cases, etc.). This shows that radical
opposition between the two versions can be traced in a careful, discographic
staging (booklet, illustrations, list of instruments, facsimile, interviews, and so
on) which contrasted completeness with authenticity and the fame of the pieces
against their historically informed performance. But things are not so obvious
when we switch from marketing to actual performance. Here the opposition
is much less clear cut. Indeed, sometimes the baroquisants features are even
inverted (in addition, both recordings were done very quickly in an atmosphere
of enthusiastic improvisation). Malgoire insists on the reduced number of his
ensemble, but despite the talk Paillard’s is nearly as small.32 The 440 Hz pitch
in the CBS recording is barely any lower than the 445 Hz of the ‘modern’ Erato
version. Both conductors have resorted to large, amateur choirs. But what is
least in accordance with the texts and pronouncements is the cast of singers.
The Malgoire version was saved in extremis by Janine Micheau, veteran of French
opera, who had already sung in Hans Rosbaud and Maurice Lehmann’s 1952
production at the Opéra de Paris. Another veteran, Jean-Christophe Benoît,
rubs shoulders with Anne-Marie Rodde and Bruce Brewer, theatre singers
experienced in this repertoire and ornamental know-how, as well as some very
young artists, most of whom, Rachel Yakar aside, would not continue in baroque
singing. It is quite different for Paillard. In the years that followed, his soloists
would emerge as baroque singers at various levels: Gerda Hartman, Philippe
Huttenlocher, Louis Devos, and especially Jennifer Smith (who would sing in
a Les Indes concert in London under the baton of Malgoire, a year later!) and
John Elwes, who would later be one of the favourite tenors for Bach’s complete
cantatas by Harnoncourt and Leonhardt.
The critics at the time did not hear any of this. All their comments contrast
the two versions. Harmonie (6–7–8, 1974) runs a contrast ‘for’ and an ‘against’
Malgoire ‘to better understand the debate’. Does this clarify it, or simply sustain it? What both critics definitely agree on is the certainty of their disagreement: ‘The fact that these two versions of Les Indes are so clearly dissimilar…’,
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‘Obviously, for Paillard, Rameau does not cover the same things as Malgoire.
It is not within the same universe’ (our emphasis). The ‘evidence’ is the same
in another music journal, Lyrica (I, 8–9, 1974): ‘What really stands out is that
right down to the smallest detail their interpretations are the reflection of two
personalities which could not be more different’. Diapason helpfully brings this
opposition back to ‘the conceptual differences between the two conductors
[…] as they themselves explain’: the intensive orchestration of their rivalry in
the advertising by their record labels meant that nobody dared to disagree. This
collective coaching effect no doubt echoed the expectations of the public. The
latter was starting to divide between traditional versions and the ‘neo-old’. The
only question was which camp to choose: in a time of religious wars, it is not
good to be stuck in the middle.

The Les Indes Dispute: Forty Years On…
The object is not to mock the blindness of the past with advantage of the illusory
benefits of hindsight. On the contrary, it is to extend respect to a way of listening
that is other to our own: to analyse rather than to sneer. However, listening again
to these recordings, Joël-Marie Fauquet and I (both witnesses, if not insiders, to
the 1974 event) were surprised to find that our impressions or sensations have
changed. Everything that had made us pick sides with such fervour at the time
has been diluted. Indeed, during this seminar both of us even felt that, more
than Malgoire, Paillard is the one who sounds more like a precursor to William
Christie, or to any other big name among the ‘baroqueux’.
Music extracts nos. 5–6: ‘Forêts paisibles’ from Les Indes in each version33

It was the same for the heterogeneous audience at the seminar. Radical differences that scarred the adversaries fade before glaring similarities whose features
are obvious to us now, though they seem to have been inaudible to listeners back
then. What happened between ‘baroque’ and ‘classical’ advocates in 1974 is happening again now, but between these two – and us. And, far from overlapping,
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these two sets of opposing judgements, then and now, barely even recognise
one another. So much for the ‘evidence’ derived from listening!
Are we simply reverting back to the idea that taste is arbitrary? Do we simply
like what we like as a function of identity? Does the music have nothing to do
with it? Though now we are submerged in a sea of sociologism which claims a
certain quality of scientific proof for these previously iconoclastic claims, the
answers are not obvious. After all, who should we believe? Why would we favour
our modern-day ears? They may simply be too distant to detect the relevant differences. The witnesses to this 1974 story felt that the versions presented to them
were different. Is there any point in judging the effects of music if it is not at the
time and place of their reception? The situations that enable us to compare the
1974 listener with one today are itself an artefact of the disc. But there is more.
Engraving music onto a durable material accentuates the tendency to attribute
the effect of the music to the music itself alone. Everything else that made us
listen and love stays in the shadows. Places, moments, and dispositions that made
us sensitive, habits, the music that we play in our heads, our systems of reference
which rendered certain things significant and others insignificant, all of these
disappear (Hennion 2015). Vanished, then, is the collective ear; the contexts of
our expectations; the conflicts; whatever it is that makes us desire music even
if that music does not yet exist; and then what leads us to appreciate it or not.
And here we are back with the original question. What is it that makes
musical estimation possible and updates this as time passes? The answer has
nothing to do with fixed ‘recordings’ that simply need to be broadcast. It has
nothing to do with isolated sounds. Rather it is music as a collective, sensorial
event made – and absorbed – by particular tastes. Listeners were not simply
embracing isolated sounds but aesthetic programmes, emerging movements,
sonorous desires, and attitudes towards tradition.34 To hear a piece of music
from afar is to hear nothing at all. What now appears to us as secondary may
have been crucial back then. The clumsiness of the baroque instrumentalist to
which we pay little attention or which brings a smile to our lips may have been
most striking back then in its novelty and tonic, colourful, provocation.
The desire for the work precedes and ‘creates’ it. This does not mean that
the work is nothing, or that any other piece would have been judged apt for
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consumption in its place. However, it is this condition that enables the pieces
to be read and loaded with meaning. It is this that makes them eligible as possible pieces even before they are desired. Taste is a music-maker, not an opus
consumer. There is an invisible mask of input in music. It is what the story makes
perceptible. We see this at work at the time of the moderns versus the ‘neoancients’, but also as the period’s most seemingly steadfast traits got inexorably
lost. The passage of time has prioritised what was common to them – and this is
precisely why a 1970s ‘sound’, a way of playing and singing, was less noticeable
at the time. It reveals the historic character of taste in an exemplary fashion. The
baroque game made the object of its historical concerns visible and official in
an entirely new way (‘play in the old way’). Desire for baroque music was more
important than sticking to the old treatises. In particular, it raised a desire that
was completely of the moment, to challenge the classical mould. With hindsight
this is seen most clearly than at the time, when it had achieved only partial
success. The taste for ‘baroque’ was a product of its time to such a degree that
it quickly became dated and now it tells us more about the 1970s than it does
about the eighteenth century.

Conclusion: Music as ‘Desire for Music’
So what have we learnt? The answer is that performance is more relevant to music
than truth. It is how music is played – and replayed – that is crucial.35 Those
variations which characterise ways of playing make the ‘authentic’ baroque of
the first baroqueux sound very ‘’70s’ – that is, very 1970s. Our Harnoncourt and
Leonhardt, too, are already ‘Viollet-le-Ducquised’.36 Fidelity to source ‘dates’ –
this marks a performance with the seal of the period in which it is made rather
than the period it aims to cover. Art specialists know this well. There it takes
the form of controversies about restoration.37 But for paintings and statues,
it is relegated to the sidelines: ‘present‑ation’ is effaced in the mounting of an
exhibition, a museum, a gallery, or when a painting is hung at home. In music,
on the contrary, it is centre stage. Music is an art form where the presence of
the living bodies is paramount. Performers, singers, and the instruments are in
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action. Objects are set in motion, not showcased behind glass. Music is to be
made and done. It is to be played. It is not to be contemplated.
Between the two poles of the object and the subject, the score that comes
to us from the past and modern taste that we very selectively bring to these
vanished repertoires, is a third term, that of interpretation. This is present in
all the arts, but especially in music. Here we are helped by a double entendre.
‘Interpretation’ in music is about both understanding and playing. Michael
Baxandall (1972) wrote of the ‘eye’ of the time in painting. In music we might
talk about the ‘ear’ of the century. As time passes, such sensibilities to listening
and hearing become more difficult to identify and document as the objects and
writings themselves become more present and pervasive. However, the need to
replay the music, and not just to hang it on a picture rail, necessarily highlights
the communal work of musicians and audiences needed to hear works written
in other eras than our own. The interpretation of a piece of music enables a
modern ear to penetrate work from the past, turns it into something else, and
enables it to enter the repertoire of available authors. Composition: this is precisely le mot juste for musical things, not only for the composer but also from the
point of view of the listener. Listening to a work is a composition between what
it attempts to ‘reach’ and what the listener makes of it. And the latter depends
on all the modern prostheses and the work carried out by bringing together
generations of ‘interpreters’ in both senses of the word. It is this which separates
and connects the modern-day-listener to the old work.
So what have we done here? Have we talked of ‘baroque music’? If we stick
to a textbook definition of the history of art or music, discussing the historical
features of a style, then undoubtedly we have not! Yet we have been looking at
the specific characteristics of music associated with origins in the ‘baroque’.38
These traits are by no means arbitrary. If Giazotto lends his quill to Albinoni, two
centuries after his death, it is to be more baroque than baroque itself, even if it
only means projecting the 1950s romantic image of the Italian baroque onto his
favourite author. These are some qualities specific to Bach that Gounod wants to
revalorise in the composition of present-day music – even and especially if his
concern is universality rather than the baroque from which he tries to rid Bach.
And it was from all the wonderful trappings of seventeenth-century opera that
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two competing conductors drew the weapons with which they chose to work.
In this way, drawing on the forgotten inflections of what was classical French
music, they together contributed to the reincorporation into the repertoire of
what has now become twentieth-century ‘baroque’.
In a strange ballet, intersecting, composite fragments pass between centuries and customs foreign to one another, relying on each other for expression
and transformation. Revisions, loans, projections, annexations – none of these
refer to the historical relevance of a repertoire. Nor do they point to the arbitrary gestures of a contemporary producer or the appropriation of a fickle and
fleeting public fancy. These variations are neither true nor false: they are what
make music.39 Far from a fidelity frozen in deference to the objects of the past,
the work of taste forms ears and trains bodies, invents devices and scenes, and
mobilises collectives. On each occasion that the music is remade, its arrangement
is unprecedented. If we think of sculptural movements that have continued to
surprise the very stones from which they grow, what is ultimately more baroque
than these perpetual musical impulses which, without ever resting on the objects
of the past, bring them back to life indefinitely?

N ot e s
1 Translation by James O’Hagan and John Law.
2 The baroque case in music has often been used to defend or criticise conceptions of
authenticity, e.g. Adorno (1967); Taruskin (1991); Hennion (2015, ch. 6).
3 If a de-attribution or evidence of forgery causes the price of the ‘same’ painting to drop,
is it not the price tag alone which affords value? Svetlana Alpers opposes a magisterial
response to the false evidence of this cynical (or sociological) thesis formulated, for
example, by Alsop (1982). By inverting the argument, she shows Rembrandt carefully
installing the authority of the artist-creator: even the possibility of copying his paintings
is part of his own work (Alpers 1988). On this slow historical production of the notion
of the original, see the beautifully deployed analysis of Haskell and Penny, about Roman
statues (1982).
4 This chapter includes a number of music extracts, which can be listened to online.
Readers are encouraged to follow the relevant hyperlinks, as in this case to Albinoni’s
Adagio in G Minor (Karajan) <https://archive.org/details/HennionAuthenticOrTrueA
lbinoniAdagio>[accessed 06 February 2016]
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5 Giazotto is credited as editor in the second album.
6 See, for example, Dutton (1983), or De main de maître (Lista 2009), the proceedings
of a 2004 Louvre conference on forgery in art.
7 On p. 48, in the conclusion of the Albinoni section (Arnold 1983).
8 One thinks of the brilliant analysis proposed by O. Mannoni (1969) of this adverbial
phrase as a marker of denial: ‘I know, but still…’
9 The art of the social sciences is one of quotation marks, while that of the counterfeiter
is doubtless that of omitting them at the right time.
10 See Hennion et al. (2000), and on history and ‘history’, Hennion (2011).
11 … ‘il a été fait pour faire vieux’: French says it better, by using the verb faire, between
‘to seem’ and ‘to be’. This taste for the old has a long history and its continuous extension
of the classical repertoire can be traced back to the mid-nineteenth century. On music,
see Fauquet and Hennion (2000), or Campos (2003), and on other forms of arts, see
again Haskell and his work on the taste variations (1980; 1987; Haskell and Penny
1982).
12 I owe the details of these cases to J.-M. Fauquet, as well as many other precisions,
arguments, and elements of discussion on the idea of the fake in music.
13 Adelaïde: Orchestre Symphonique de Paris, conductor Pierre Monteux,
violin Yehudi Menuhin, recorded in 1934 <https://archive.org/details/
HennionAuthenticOrTrueMenuhinAdelaideMozart> [accessed 06 February 2016]
14 On the back of the sleeves, Casadesus is mentioned as the ‘orchestrator’.
15 An invented name inspired by Joseph-Louis Duc, his friend since their stay in the
Medici Villa.
16 See his Mémoires’ Post-Scriptum (1991: 556). After its success, Berlioz was prompt
to reattribute the choir to himself when it would be integrated into his oratorio.
17 Hector Berlioz (1803–69), L’Adieu des bergers, de L’Enfance du Christ, Chœurs René
Duclos/Orchestre de la Société des Concerts du Conservatoire/André Cluytens <https://
archive.org/details/HennionAuthenticOrTrueBerliozAdieuDesBergers> [accessed 06
February 2016]
18 The expert’s gesture mirrors the ‘faker’. The former looks with uncertainty at an object
of unknown provenance, and evaluates whether it is authentic or false by using multiple
signs, takes, clues. As s/he gradually ‘feels’ it out, this is a real test involving body senses.
The ‘obvious’ character, the clarity of the final verdict, is quite unlike the uncertain states
that lead to this. See the striking developments of this expert’s paradoxical judgement in
Bessy and Chateauraynaud’s book (1995), precisely entitled ‘Experts and Fakers’.
19 Ave Maria by Charles Gounod, Pavarotti <https://archive.org/details/HennionAut
henticOrTrueGounodAveMaria>[accessed 06 February 2016]
20 For the complete analysis, see Fauquet and Hennion (2000: 161 sqq).
21 On musical mores in the nineteenth century, see Fauquet, dir. (2003).
22 See M. de Certeau, in The Writing of History (1988: 136), about our relation to the
past: ‘the “Return to origins” is always a modernism as well’.
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23 If we think of Rameau’s opera which he reforms every time he performs, or Bach’s
cantatas brimming with borrowed tunes from instrumental works and vice versa, what is
the sense in the idea that one of these versions is an original and others are deformations?
The production principle moves towards the live performance, rather than being centred
around one author’s work in the modern sense: the retro-projection of this repertoire on
the idea of originality is an anachronism dressed up as fidelity to origins.
24 Haskell and Penny (1982) note that in the early nineteenth century Roman statues that
had come in great number to fill the French museums and to decorate English gardens were
abundantly restored. By the end of the same century, whatever signalled their antiquity
was generously highlighted, even if it meant damaging them on purpose.
25 See a detailed account of the case in Hennion and Fauquet (2004).
26 The large body of work that he entrusted to someone who is still a beginner bears
witness to this: Lully’s Alceste in 1975, Rameau’s Hippolyte et Aricie in 1978 that followed,
and after them Vivaldi, Haendel, Monteverdi, Mozart…
27 A famous series of pedagogic handbooks published by the Presses Universitaires de
France.
28 He sold more than 100,000 records of a compilation including Pachelbel’s Canon,
Albinoni’s Adagio, Bach’s Aria from the Suite in D major etc. (see fig. 1).
29 Also, due to their real concern about research on the repertoire and the updating of
the public’s taste for unknown names must be highlighted: Tous les matins du monde, a
film by Alain Corneau, whose stars were Monsieur de Sainte-Colombe and Marin Marais,
would crown the success of this restoration process in 1991.
30 Ancient pitches were much lower than modern ones – it is said around 415 Hz instead
of 450, but it is not the right way to put it: first and foremost, they changed in time and
from one place to another.
31 Experimental seminar ‘Aimer la musique (To Love Music)’ on listening, amateurs
(music lovers), and taste, organised at the CSI by A. Hennion and J.-M. Fauquet.
32 Diapason, a music journal, no. 187, May 1974: ‘The two “great machine” scenes from the
score […] for my tastes, are undoubtedly better off being played by Jean-François Paillard’s
larger orchestra than by Jean-Claude Malgoire’s over-minimalist one’: 24 musicians on
the first, 23 on the second!
33 Two bitterly disputed versions of Rameau’s Indes Galantes both out in 1974, by Paillard
(Erato) and Malgoire (CBS): ‘Forêts paisibles’, with the famous Danse des sauvages
<https://archive.org/details/RameauSauvagesPaillard>[accessed 06 February 2016]
34 This partially explains the very unequal commercial careers of both versions. Paillard
was re-edited for CD, whereas Malgoire’s sales dropped quickly: it is Malgoire, which
a direct competition with new Baroque versions before the same public has outdated,
particularly Christie’s Indes in 1991.
35 For even the first time round it is played in relation to the ‘intentions’ of the composer.
36 Reference to Eugène Viollet-Le-Duc, famed for his interpretive restorations of medieval
cathedrals [translator’s note].
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37 Restoration is a work that evokes both forgers through technique, and music, through
its link between interpretation, and today’s ways of showing: re-presentations, indeed, in
the strongest sense of the word. See Étienne and Hénaut (2012).
38 We re-adorn the word with quotation marks to reinforce that it is a ‘performative’, not
a ‘constative’: it makes baroque, it does not observe it as a fact.
39 See Kopytoff (1986) on the careers of objects.
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DIS TRIBUTIVE NUM BE R S:
A PO S T- DEMOGRA P HI C
PERS PE CT IV E ON
PRO B ABILITY
Adrian Mackenzie

‘We ran the election 66,000 times every night’, said a senior official, describing the computer simulations the campaign ran to figure out Obama’s odds
of winning each swing state. ‘And every morning we got the spit-out – here
are your chances of winning these states. And that is how we allocated
resources’ (Scherer 2012).

In the US Presidential elections of November 2012, the data analysis
team supporting the re-election of Barack Obama were said to be running a
statistical model of the election 66,000 times every night (Scherer 2012). Their
model, relying on polling data, records of past voting behaviour, and many
other databases, was guiding tactical decisions about everything from where
the presidential candidate would speak, where advertising money would be
spent, to the telephone calls that targeted individual citizens (for donations
or their vote). Widely reported in television news and internationally in print
media (Time, New York Times, The Observer), the outstanding feature of Obama’s
re-election seems to me to be the figure of 66,000 nightly model runs. Why
so many thousand runs? This question was addressed neither in the media
reports nor, surprisingly, in the online discussion on blogs and other online
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forums that followed. A glimmering of an answer appears in more extended
accounts of the Obama data analytics efforts (Issenberg 2012) that describe
how, in contrast to the much smaller and traditional market research-based
targeting of demographic groups used by the Republican campaign for Mitt
Romney, the Obama re-election campaign focused on knowing, analysing,
and predicting what individuals would do in the election. We should note
that the Obama data team’s efforts are not unique or singular. In very many
settings – online gaming, epidemiology, fisheries management, and asthma
management (Simpson, Tan, Winn, et al. 2010), similar conjunctions appear.
In post-demographic understandings of data, individuals appear not simply
as members of a population (although they certainly do that), but themselves
as a kind of joint probability distribution at the conjunction of many different
numbering practices. If individuals were once collected, grouped, ranked, and
trained in populations characterised by disparate attributes (life expectancies,
socio-economic variables, educational development, and so on), today we
might say that they are distributed across populations of different kinds that
intersect through them. Individuals become more like populations or crowds.
This chapter seeks to describe, therefore, a shift in what numbers do in their
post-demographic modes of existence.

P r ( A ) : E v e n t s a n d B e l i e f s i n t h e Wo r l d
How can individuals appear as populations? A standard textbook of statistics
introduces the idea of probability as event-related numbers in this way:
We will assign a real number Pr(A) to every event A, called the probability
of A (Wasserman 2003: 3).

Note that this number is ‘real’ so it can take infinitely many values between 0
and 1. The number concerns ‘events’, where events are understood as subsets
of all the possible outcomes in a given ‘sample space’ (‘the sample space Ω is the
set of possible outcomes of an experiment. […] Subsets of Ω are called Events’
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(Wasserman 2003: 3)). The number assigned to events can be understood in
two main ways. Wasserman goes on:
There are many interpretations of Pr(A). The common interpretations are
frequencies and degrees of belief. […] The difference in interpretation will
not matter much until we deal with statistical inference. There the differing
interpretations lead to two schools of inference: the frequentists and Bayesian
schools (Wasserman 2003: 6).

The difference will only matter, suggests Wasserman, in relation to the style of
statistical inference. Even apart from these relatively well-known alternative
interpretations of probability, the practice of assigning numbers to events in Ω
does not, I will suggest, remain stable. If we keep an eye on the machinery that
assigns numbers, then we might have a better sense of how events and beliefs
themselves might change shape.
Summarising his own account of the emergence of probability, the philosopher and historian Ian Hacking highlights the long-standing interplay of the two
common interpretations of probability as frequencies and degrees of belief:
I claimed in The Emergence of Probability that our idea of probability is a
Janus-faced mid-seventeenth-century mutation in the Renaissance idea
of signs. It came into being with a frequency aspect and a degree-of-belief
aspect (Hacking 1990: 96).

In this work from 1975, Hacking, writing largely ahead of the marked shifts
in probability practice I discuss, claims that there was no probability prior
to 1660 (Hacking 1975). As we can verify in the statistics textbooks, there
is nothing controversial in Hacking’s claim that probability is Janus-faced.
Historians of statistics and statisticians themselves regularly describe probability
as bifurcated in the same way. Statisticians commonly contrast the frequentist and degree-of-belief, the aleatory and the epistemic, views of probability.
Although the history of statistics shows various distributions and permutations of emphasis on the subjective and objective versions of probability,
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statisticians are now relatively happily normalised around a divided view of
probability.
Contemporary probability, however, has become entwined with a particular
mode of computational machinery – and here we might think of machinery as
something like baroque theatre machinery, with its interest in the production
of effects and appearances that are never fully naturalised – that deeply convolutes the difference between the epistemic and aleatory faces of probability.
Not only is probability a baroque invention, but the fundamental instability that permits recent mutations in probability practice has a distinctively
baroque flavour in the way that it combines something happening in the
world with something that pertains to subjects. The techniques involved here
include the bootstrap (Efron 1975), expectation-maximisation (Dempster,
Laird, and Rubin 1977), and Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (Gelfand and Smith
1990). These techniques support increasingly post-demographic treatments
of individuals, in which, for instance, individuals progressively attract probability distributions, as in Obama’s data-intensive re-election campaign.1 In
examining a salient contemporary treatment of probability, my concern is the
problem of invention of forms of thought able to critically affirm mutations
in probability today. I suggest that these mutations arise in many, perhaps
all, contemporary settings where populations, events, individuals, numbers,
and calculation are to be found. In such settings, a baroque sense of the
enfolding of inside and outside, of belief and events, of approximation and
exactitudes, offers at least tentative pointers to a different way of describing
what is happening as the aleatory and epistemic senses of probability find
themselves redistributed.

E x a c t M e a n s S i m u l at e d
The contour plot in Fig. 4.1 was generated by the widely used statistical simulation technique called MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation). MCMC
has greatly transformed many statistical practices since the early 1990s. The
diagram shows the contours of a distribution (a bivariate normal distribution in
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Fig. 4.1 Bivariate normal distribution produced by Gibbs sampling

this case) generated by MCMC that fits a mixture of two normally distributed
sets of numbers to some data. The topography of this diagram is the product of
a simulation of specific kinds of numbers, in this case the mean values of two
normal distributions. The contour lines trace the different values of the means
(μ1, μ2) of the variables. For the time being, we need to know nothing about
what such peaks refer to, apart from the fact they are something to do with probability, with assigning numbers to events. A set of connected points starting on
the side of the one of the peaks and clustering on the peak marks the traces of
the itinerary of the MCMC algorithm as it explores the topography in search
of peaks that represent more likely events or beliefs. Importantly for present
purposes, this path comprises 60,000 steps (that is, around the same number
mentioned by Obama’s data team).
When ‘Sampling-Based Approaches to Calculating Marginal Densities’, the
article that first announced the arrival of MCMC in statistical practice (Robert
and Casella 2010: 9), appeared in the Journal of the American Statistical Association
(Gelfand and Smith 1990), the statisticians Alan Gelfand and Adrian Smith
(subsequently Director General of Science and Research in the UK government’s
Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills) stated that the problem
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they were addressing was how ‘to obtain numerical estimates of non-analytically
available marginal densities of some or all [the collection of random variables]
simply by means of simulated samples from available conditional distributions,
and without recourse to sophisticated numerical analytic methods’ (1990: 398).
Their formulation emphasises the mixture of using things that are accessible –
simulated samples – to explore things that are not directly accessible – ‘nonanalytically available marginal densities […] of random variables’ (some of
this probability terminology will be explored below). For present purposes, the
important point is that a newly non-analytical probability is in formation here. It
lies at some distance from the classical probability calculus first developed in the
seventeenth century around games of chance, mortality statistics, and the like.
Note that these statisticians are not announcing the invention of a new technique. They explicitly take up the already existing Gibbs sampler algorithm for
image-processing, as described in Geman and Geman (1984), investigate some
of its formal properties (convergence), and then set out a number of mainstream
statistical problems that could be done differently using MCMC and the Gibbs
sampler in particular. They show how MCMC facilitates Bayesian statistical
inference – the approach to statistics that shapes basic parameters in the light
of previous experience – by reconfiguring six illustrative mainstream statistical examples: multinomial models, hierarchical models, multivariate normal
sampling, variance components, and the k-group normal means model. The
illustrations in the paper suggest how previously difficult problems of statistical
inference can be carried out by sampling simulations. As they state in another
paper from the same year, ‘the potential of the methodology is enormous, rendering straightforward the analysis of a number of problems hitherto regarded
as intractable’ (Gelfand and Smith 1990: 984).2
Note too that while the MCMC technique has become important in contemporary statistics, and especially in Bayesian statistics (Gelman, Carlin, Stern,
et al. 2003), it plays significant roles in applications such as image, speech and
audio processing, computer vision, computer graphics, molecular biology and
genomics, robotics, decision theory, and information retrieval (Andrieu, De
Freitas, Doucet, et al. 2003: 37–38). Usually called an algorithm – a series of
precise operations that transform or reshape data – MCMC has been voted one
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of ‘the ten most influential algorithms’ in twentieth-century science and engineering (Andrieu, De Freitas, Doucet, et al. 2003: 5).3 But MCMC is not really
an algorithm, or at least, if it is, it is an algorithm subject to substantially different
implementations (for instance, Metropolis-Hastings and Gibbs Sampler are two
popular implementations). In all of these settings, MCMC is a way of simulating
a sample of points distributed on a complicated curve or surface (see Fig. 4.1).
The MCMC technique addresses the problem of how to explore and map very
uneven or folded distributions of numbers. It is a way of navigating areas or volumes whose curves, convolutions, and hidden recesses elude geometrical spaces
and perspectival vision. Accounts of MCMC emphasise the ‘high-dimensional’
spaces in which the algorithm works: ‘there are several high-dimensional problems, such as computing the volume of a convex body in d dimensions, for which
MCMC simulation is the only known general approach for providing a solution
within a reasonable time’ (Andrieu, De Freitas, Doucet, et al. 2003: 5). We might
say that MCMC, alongside other statistical algorithms such as the bootstrap or
EM, increasingly facilitates the envisioning of high-dimensional, convoluted data
spaces. Simulating the distribution of numbers over folded surfaces, MCMC
renders the areas and volumes of folds more amenable to calculation.
What MCMC adds to the world is subtle yet indicative. In their history of
the technique, Christian Robert and George Casella, two leading statisticians
specialising in MCMC, write that ‘Markov chain Monte Carlo changed our
emphasis from “closed form” solutions to algorithms, expanded our impact to
solving “real” applied problems and to improving numerical algorithms using
statistical ideas, and led us into a world where “exact” now means “simulated”’
(Robert and Casella 2008: 18). This shift from ‘closed form’ solution to algorithms and to a world where ‘exact means simulated’ might be all too easily framed
by a postmodern sensibility as another example of the primacy of the simulacra
over the original. But here, a baroque sensibility, awake to the convolution of
objective-event and subjective belief senses of probability, might allow us to
approach MCMC less in terms of a crisis of referentiality and more in terms of
the emergence of a new form of distributive number.
How so? The contours of Fig. 4.1 define a volume. In its typical usages,
the somewhat complicated shape of this volume typically equates to the joint
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probability of multiple random variables. MCMC, put in terms of the minimal
formal textbook definition of probability, is a way of assigning real numbers to
events, but according to a mapping shaped by the convoluted volumes created
by joint probability distributions. The identification of Pr(A) with a convoluted volume offers great potential to statistics. For instance, political scientists
regularly use MCMC in their work because their research terrain – elections,
opinions, voting patterns – little resembles the image of events projected by
mainstream statistics: independent, identically distributed (‘iid’) events staged
in experiments. MCMC allows, as the political scientist Jeff Gill observes, all
unknown quantities to be ‘treated probabilistically’ (Gill 2011: 1). We can begin
to glimpse why the Obama re-election team might have been running their
model 66,000 times each night. In short, MCMC allows, at least in principle,
every number to be treated as a probability distribution.

1/∞: Distributed Individuals as Random Variables
Let us return to the typical problem of the individual voters modelled by the
Obama re-election team. Treating every number as a probability distribution
involves exteriorising numbers in the service of an interiorising of probability.
Techniques of statistical simulation multiply numbers in the world and assign
numbers to events, but largely in the service of modifying, limiting, and quantifying uncertainties associated with belief. This folding together of subjective
and objective, of epistemic and aleatory senses of probability, can be thought as
a neo-baroque mode of probability. The baroque sense of probability, especially
as articulated by G. W. Leibniz, the ‘first philosopher of probability’ (Hacking
1975: 57), is helpful in holding together these contrapuntal movements. Leibniz’s
famously impossible claim that each monad includes the whole world is, according to Gilles Deleuze, actually a claim about numbers in variation. Through
numbers, understood in a somewhat unorthodox way, monads – the parts of
the world – can include the whole world. Deleuze says, ‘for Leibniz, the monad
is clearly the most “simple” number, that is, the inverse, reciprocal, harmonic
number’ (Deleuze 1993: 129).
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Having a world – for the monad is a mode of having a world by including
it – as a number entails a very different notion of having and a somewhat different notion of number. The symbolic expression of this inclusion is, according
to Deleuze: 1/∞. The numerator 1 points to the singular individual (remember
that for Leibniz, every monad is individual): the denominator, ∞, includes a
world. The fraction or ratio of 1 to ∞ tends towards a vanishingly small difference
(zero), yet one whose division passes through all numbers (the whole world). In
what sense is this fraction, in its convergence towards zero, including a world?
Deleuze writes that for in the baroque, ‘the painting-window [of Renaissance
perspective] is replaced by tabulation, the grid on which lines, numbers and
changing characters are inscribed. […] Leibniz’s monad would be just a such
grid’ (1993: 27). This suggests a different notion of the subject, no longer the
subject of the world view who sees along straight lines that converge at an infinite
distance (the subject as locus of reason, experience, or intentionality), but as ‘the
truth of a variation’ (Ibid: 20) played out in numbers and characters tabulated
on gridded screens. The monad is a grid of numbers and characters in variation.
How could we concretise this? Alongside the individual voters modelled by
the Obama re-election team, we might think of border control officers viewing
numerical predictions of whether a particular passenger arriving on a flight is
likely to present a security risk (Amoore 2009), financial traders viewing changing prices for a currency or financial derivative on their screens (Knorr-Cetina
and Bruegger 2002), a genomic researcher deciding whether the alignment
scores between two different DNA sequences suggest a phylogenetic relationship, or a player in a large online multiplayer game such as World of Warcraft
quickly checking the fatigue levels of their character before deciding what to do:
these are all typical cases where numbers in long chains of converging variation
populate the monadic grid. 1/∞ entails a significant shift in the understanding
of number. Deleuze writes that ‘the inverse number has special traits: […] by
opposition to the natural number, which is collective, it is individual and distributive’ (1993: 129). If numbers become ‘individual and distributive’, then
the calculations that produce them might be important to map in the specificity
of their transformations.
Earlier we saw the flat operational definition of probability as assigning real
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numbers between 0 and 1 to events. By contrast, a random variable ‘is a mapping
that assigns a real number to each outcome’ (Wasserman 2003: 19), but this
number can vary. If events have probabilities, random variables comprehend a
range of outcomes that are mapped to numbers in the form of probability distributions. The practical reality of random variables is variation, variations that
usually take the visual forms of the curves of the probability distributions shown
in Fig. 4.2. These distributions each have their own history (see Stigler (1986)
for a detailed historical account of key developments), but for our purposes the
important points are both historical and philosophical. On the one hand, the
historical development of probability distributions, particularly the Gaussian or
normal distribution, but also lesser known Chi-square, Beta or hypergeometric
distributions, displays powerful inversions in which the mapping of numbers to
events becomes a mapping of events to numbers. Hacking, for instance, describes
how the nineteenth-century statistician Adolphe Quetelet began to treat populations. The normal distribution ‘became a reality underneath the phenomena of
consciousness’ (Hacking 1990: 205). A whole set of normalisations, often with

Fig. 4.2 A variety of distributions
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strongly biopolitical dynamics, hinges on this inversion of the relation between
numbers and events in nineteenth-century probability practice.
On the other hand, the regularity, symmetry, and above all mathematical
expression of these functions in equations, such as the one shown in equation 4.1,
more or less delimited statistical practice. Such expressions offer great tractability
since their shape, area, or volume can all be expressed in terms of key tendencies
such as μ, the mean, and σ, the variance. The eighteenth and nineteenth-century
development of statistical practice pivots on manipulations that combine or
generalise such expressions to an increasing variety of situations. For instance,
in Fig. 4.2, the normal distribution shown in Equation 4.1 for one variable x
becomes a bvariate normal distribution for two variables x1 and x2. Nevertheless,
these equations also limit the range of shapes, areas, and volumes that statistical
practice could map onto events. When statisticians speak of ‘fitting a density’ (a
probability distribution) to data, they affirm their commitment to the regular
forms of probability distributions.

Equ. 4.1 Gaussian probability density function

T h e E n d l e s s F l ow o f R a n d o m Va r i a b l e s
Both aspects of this commitment – the curve as underlying reality of events,
and the normalised expression of curves in functions whose parameters shape
the curve – begin to shift in techniques such as MCMC. In particular, following
Deleuze’s discussion of the monad as distributive number, we might say that the
probability distributions now function less as the collective form of individuals,
and more as the distributive form of individuals across increasingly complex and
folded surfaces. We saw above that MCMC inaugurates ‘a world where “exact”
now means “simulated”’ (Robert and Casella 2008: 18). This comment links an
analytical quality – exactitude – with a calculative, modelling process – simulation. But rather than attesting to the pre-eminence of simulation, we should see
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techniques such as MCMC as ways of exploring the concavities and convexities,
the surfaces and volumes generated by random variables. Put more statistically,
MCMC maps the contoured and folded surfaces that arise as flows of data or
random variables come together in one joint probability distribution. These
surfaces, generated by the combinations of mathematical functions or probability
distributions, are not easy to see or explore, except in the exceptional cases where
calculus can deliver a deductive analytical ‘closed form’ solution to the problems
of integration: finding the area and thereby estimating the distribution function
for one variable. By contrast, MCMC effectively simulates some important parts
of the surface, and in simulating convoluted volumes loosens the analytical ties
that bind probability to certain well-characterised analytical regular forms such
as the normal curve. In this simulation of folded and multiplied probability distributions, the lines between objective and subjective, or aleatory and epistemic
probability, begin to shift not towards some total computer simulation of reality
but towards a refolding of probability through world and experience. The subjective and the objective undergo an ontological transformation in which calculation
lies neither simply on the side of the knowing subject nor inheres in things in
the world. These practices perhaps make those boundaries radically convoluted.
Fig. 4.3 shows two plots. The histogram on the left shows the occurrence of
10,000 computer-generated random numbers between 0 and 1, and as expected,
or hoped, they are more or less uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. No
single number is much more likely than another. This is a simulation of the
simplest probability distribution of all, the uniform probability distribution in
which all events are equally likely. The uniform distribution could be assigned
to a random variable. The plot on the right derives from the same set of 10,000
random numbers, but shows a different probability distribution in which events
mapped to numbers close to 0 are much more likely than events close to 1. What
has happened here? The reshaping of the flow of numbers depends on a very
simple multiplication of the simulated uniform distribution by itself:
A real function of a random variable is another random variable. Random variables with a wide variety of distributions can be obtained by transforming a standard uniform random variable U ≈ UNIF(0, 1) (Suess and Trumbo 2010: 32).
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Fig. 4.3 Simulated distributions

It happens that multiplying the uniform variable by itself (U2) produces an
instance of another random variable, now characterised by the Beta distribution, shown on the right of Fig. 4.3. While generated by the same set of random
numbers, this is now a different random variable. It would be possible to produce
that curve of a beta distribution analytically, by plotting points generated by the
Beta probability density function:
f (x; α, β) = constant • x α−1 (1 − x) β−1 where α = 0.5 and β = 1 in equation

But in the case of the plots shown on the right of Fig. 4.3, the random variable has been generated from a flow of random numbers. So, from a flow of
random numbers, generated by the computer (using a pseudo-random numbergenerator algorithm), more random variables result, but with different shapes
or probability densities. As Robert and Casella write, ‘the point is that a supply
of random variables can be used to generate different distributions’ (2010:
44). Indeed, this is the principle of all Monte Carlo simulations, methods
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that ‘rely on the possibility of producing (with a computer) a supposedly
endless flow of random variables for well-known or new distributions’ (Ibid:
42). The example shown here is really elementary in terms of the distribution and dimensionality of the random variables involved, yet it illustrates a
general practice underpinning the MCMC technique: the reshaping of the
‘supposedly endless flow of random variables’ to produce known or new
distributions that map increasingly convoluted volumes and more intricately
distributed events.

T h e Pat h P r e c e d e s t h e To p o g r a p h y

Fig. 4.4 Metropolis-Hastings algorithm-generated normal distribution

In Fig. 4.4, the density of a volume generated by many random numbers (shown
on the right as a cloud of points) contrasts with the meandering itinerary of the
line on the left. The former plots the now familiar bvariate normal distribution
while the latter shows the path taken by the MCMC algorithm as it generates this
volume. The path replaces the global analytical solution, the a priori analysis or
indeed any simply numerical calculation that estimates properties of the volume
or surface. Rather, and this difference matters quite a lot, the path constructs the
volume as it maps it. The plot on the left precedes the plot on the right, which
is effectively a simulated probability distribution derived from the path. Note
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too that the path shows only a small selection of the many moves made by the
algorithm (approximately 100 of the 40,000 steps).
What form of rule regulates the itinerary of this path? ‘Consider the Markov
chain defined by Xt + 1 = σXt + ϵ(t) where ϵ(t) ?(0, 1)’, write Robert and Casella
(2010: 169). The Markov chain – the first MC in MCMC – knows nothing of
the normal distribution, yet simulates it by using a flow of random numbers to
construct random variables, and then using another stream of random numbers to nudge that random variable into a particular shape. The idea of using a
‘random walk’ to explore the folds of a volume dates back to the work of physicists
Nicholas Metropolis and Stanislaw Ulam in the late 1940s modelling particles
in nuclear reactions (Metropolis 1949).4 Purely randomly sampled points are
just as likely to lie in low probability regions (valleys and plains) as in the high
probability peaks. Metropolis proposed a move which becomes the modus
operandi of subsequent MCMC work (and hence justifies the high citation
count): ‘we place the N particles in any configuration […] then we move each
of the particles in succession’ (Ibid: 1088). As well as generating a sample of
random numbers that represent particles in a system, they submit each simulated
particle to a test. Physically, the image here is that they displace each particle
by a small random amount sideways. Having moved the particle/variable, they
calculate the resulting slight change in the overall system state, and then decide
whether that particular move puts the system in a more or less probable state.
If that state is more likely, there is some probability that the move is allowed;
otherwise the particle goes back to where it was. Having carried out this process of small moves for all the particles, they can calculate the overall system
state or property. The process of randomly displacing the particles by a small
amount, and always moving to the more probable states, effectively maps the
possibly bumpy terrain of the joint probability density. In many minute moves,
the simulation begins to steer the randomly generated values points towards the
peaks that represent interesting high-valued features on the surface.
In contemporary MCMC, the folds and contours mapped by the Markov
chains are no longer particles in physical systems but random variables with
irregular probability distributions. But the connection between iteration and
itinerary holds firm. By generating many itineraries, a topography begins to take
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shape and appear. The computationally intensive character of MCMC arises
from the iteration needed to construct many random walks across an uneven
surface in order to ensure that all of its interesting features have been visited.
As we saw in Fig. 4.4, the surface appears by virtue of the Markov chain paths
that traverse it.

Conclusion
What in the redistribution of events and beliefs in the world, the random variables as distributive individuals, or the paths that precede the terrain they traverse
helps us make sense of what was happening: each night in the Obama election
team; each time players are matched in Microsoft’s Xbox Live player-matching
system; in the epidemiological models of public health authorities forecasting
influenza prevalence (Birrell, Ketsetzis, Gay, et al. 2011); or for that matter,
in the topic models that have recently attracted the interest of humanities and
social science researchers sifting through large numbers of documents (Mohr
and Bogdanov 2013)? I have been suggesting that a redistribution of number
is occurring in all these settings, and is perhaps generalised across them. In this
redistribution, probabilities no longer simply normalise individuals and groups
in partitioned spaces and ranked orders (Foucault 1977) as they might have
in nineteenth-/twentieth-century statistical treatments of populations. What
might be surfacing in somewhat opaque and densely convoluted forms such
as MCMC is a post-demographic rendering of a world in which individuals
become something like joint distributions. It is likely that these joint distributions, and their effects on the chances of donating or voting, were the target of
the Obama data analytics team’s night-modelling efforts.
This is not to say that a world is clearly and distinctly expressed in these techniques. Against the common tendency to see probability as split between two
main interpretations, the aleatory and the epistemic, the frequencies-of-events
versus the degrees-of-belief, we see their convoluted embrace in techniques
such as MCMC. In this setting, neither the objectivist (frequentists) nor subjectivist (Bayesian) interpretations of probability work well. For the objectivist
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interpretations of probability, MCMC presents the difficulty that all parts of the
statistical model potentially become random variables or probability distributions, including the parameters of the statistical model itself. For the subjective
interpretations, while MCMC means that all parameters can become random
variables, these variables only become available for belief via the long chains
of numbers that arise in the computations, gradually converging towards the
central tendencies or significant features we see in the contour plots. From the
post-demographic perspective, both interpretations miss the redistribution of
probability as randomly generated but topographically smooth surfaces whose
many dimensions support complicated conjunctions of events.
What we might instead see in MCMC and similar techniques is a redistribution of chance, a refiguration of the chance tamed during the last few centuries in
the development of concepts of probability and then the techniques of statistics
with their reliance on controlled randomness. In these techniques, randomness
is again redistributed in the world. This happens materially in the sense that
computational machinery generates long converging series of random numbers
in order to map the curved topography of the joint probability distributions. But
it also happens more generally as a staging of events. Many of Gilles Deleuze’s
articulations of a baroque sensibility take the form of curves. He describes, for
instance, the world as ‘the infinite curve that touches at an infinity of points
an infinity of curves, the curve with a unique variable, the convergent series of
all series’ (Deleuze 1993: 24). In Deleuze’s account, curves act as causes: ‘the
presence of a curved element acts as a cause’ (1993: 17). This claim begins to
make more sense as we see the curved surfaces of joint probability distributions acting as the operational or control points in so many practical settings
(asthma studies, multiplayer game coordination, epidemiological modelling,
spam filtering, and so on). The particles, maps, images and populations figure
in a baroque sensibility as curves that fold between outside and inside, creating
partitions, relative interiorities and exteriorities.
Where are we in the folded volumes that result from this distributive treatment of numbers? Sensations of change, movement, texture, and increasingly of
something happening are attributable to distributive numbers. These machineries stage new convergences between numbers coming from the world, numbers
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coming from belief or subjects, and numbers that lie somewhere between the
world and knowing subject. I suggested above that we might need to reconceptualise individuals less as the product of biopolitical normalisation and more as
a mode of including the world. To the extent that we monadically include the
world in such stagings, to the extent that we become the most simple, individual
distributive numbers, 1/∞ numbers that can only be integrated in simulated
surfaces and volumes, then events or what happens are assigned according to the
distributive numbers and their curves. What would it mean to be aware of those
curves, to have a sense of the joint probability distributions that subtly shape
the public health initiatives, the phone calls, or advertisements we receive from
a marketing drive, or the price of a product? If normalisation and its statistical
techniques sought to strategically manage human multiplicities, to what end
do the redistributive numbers we have been discussing tend? The task here,
it seems to me, is to identify in the joint probability distributions what is put
together, and how assigning numbers to events changes in the light of this joining or concatenating of curves on folded surfaces. There is a kind of generativity
here, since the demographic categories and rankings shift and blur on a more
differentiated yet integrated or connective surface.

N ot e s
1 This chapter will not trace the complicated historical emergence of probability and
its development in various statistical approaches to knowing, deciding, classifying,
normalising, governing, breeding, predicting, and modelling. Historians of statistics
have documented this in great detail and tracked how statistics is implicated in powerknowledge in various settings (Stigler (1986); Hacking (1990); Daston (1994); Porter
(1996)).
2 A rapid convergence on MCMC follows from the 1990s onwards. Gibbs samplers
appear in desktop computer software such as the widely used WinBUGS (‘Windows
Bayes Using Gibbs Sampler’), written by statisticians at Cambridge University in the early
1990s (Lunn, Thomas, Best, et al. 2000), and MCMC quickly moves into the different
disciplines and applications found today.
3 In making sense of the change described by Robert and Casella, scientific histories of
the technique are useful. The brief version of the history of MCMC might run as follows:
physicists working on nuclear weapons at Los Alamos in the 1940s (Metropolis 1949)
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first devised ways of working with high-dimensional spaces in statistical mechanical
approaches to physical processes such as crystallisation and nuclear fission and fusion.
Their approach to statistical mechanics was later generalised by statisticians (Hastings
1970). It was taken up by ecologists working on spatial interactions in plant communities
during the 1970s (Besag 1974), revamped by computer scientists working on blurred image
reconstruction (Geman and Geman 1984), and then subsequently seized on again by
statisticians in the early 1990s (Gelfand and Smith 1990). In the 1990s, it became clear that
the algorithm could make Bayesian inference – a general style of statistical reasoning that
differs substantially from mainstream statistics in its treatment of probability (Mcgrayne
2011) – practically usable in many situations. A vast, still continuing, expansion of Bayesian
statistics ensued, nearly all of which relied on MCMC in some form or other (Thompson
Reuters Web of Knowledge shows 6 publications on MCMC in 1990, but over 1000 each
year for the last five years in areas ranging from agricultural economics to zoology, from
wind-power capacity prediction to modelling the decline of lesser sand eels in the North
Sea; similarly, NCBI Pubmed lists close to 4000 MCMC-related publications since 1990
in biomedical and life sciences, ranging from classification of newborn babies’ EEGs to
within-farm transmission of foot and mouth disease; searches on ‘Bayesian’ yield many
more results).
4 It is hardly surprising that scientists working at the epicentre of the ‘closed world’
(Edwards 1996) of post-WWII nuclear weapons research should develop such a technique.
In 1953, Metropolis, the Rosenbluths, and the Tellers were calculating ‘the properties of
any substance which may be considered as composing of interacting individual molecules’
(Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, et al. 1953: 1087) (for instance, the flux of neutrons
in a hydrogen-bomb detonation). In their short but still widely cited paper, they describe
how they used computer simulation to deal with the number of possible interactions in
a substance, and to thereby come up with a statistical description of the properties of
the substance. Their model system consists of a square containing only a few hundred
particles. These particles are at various distances from each other and exert forces (electric,
magnetic, and so on) on each other dependent on the distance. In order to estimate
the probability that the substance will be in any particular state (fissioning, vibrating,
crystallising, cooling down, etc.) they needed to integrate over the many-dimensional
space comprising all the distance and forces between the particles (this space is a typical
multivariate joint distribution). As they write, ‘it is evidently impossible to carry out a
several hundred dimensional integral by the usual numerical methods, so we resort to the
Monte Carlo method’ (Ibid: 1088), a method that Nicholas Metropolis and Stanislaw
Ulam had already described in an earlier paper (Metropolis 1949). Here the problem is
that the turbulent randomness of events in a square containing a few hundred particles
thwarts calculations of the physical properties of the substance. They substitute for that
non-integrable turbulent randomness a controlled flow of random variables generated
by a computer. While still somewhat random (i.e. pseudo-random), these Monte Carlo
variables taken together approximate to the integral of the many-dimensional space.
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A B AROQUE SENSIBI L ITY F O R
B IG DATA VISUALISATI O N S
Evelyn Ruppert

S e n s o ry S o c i o l o g y a n d t h e E m p i r i c a l B a ro q u e
The sensibilities and varieties of expression gathered under what
John Law describes as resources of the baroque do not suggest a method but
an orientation to thinking and research that departs from dominant modes of
knowing in the social sciences and humanities. This includes concerns with
excess, non-coherence, the senses, Otherness, affect, embodiment, movement, and heterogeneity as explored in cultural, postcolonial, feminist, and
science and technology studies (STS). As he notes, these concerns resonate
with intellectual and political currents that implicitly or explicitly draw from
Gilles Deleuze. Coleman and Ringrose’s (2013) edited collection, for example,
point to recent Deleuzian inspired empirical research in the social sciences that
is concerned with methods as messy, mobile, creative, open-ended, sensory,
affective, and performative.
These concerns also resonate with another area of research that attends to the
developing field of sensory studies in the social sciences and humanities (Puwar
and Sharma 2011). For example, sensory studies have been taken up to conceive
of a ‘sensory ethnography’, which takes as its starting point ‘the multisensoriality
of experience, perception, knowing and practice’ and how this is integral both
to the lives of the researched and how ethnographers practise their craft (Pink
2009: 1). While ‘sensory experience and perception have “always” been central
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to the ethnographic encounter’ (Ibid: 10), a sensory ethnography involves the
explicit inclusion of new forms of sensory experience in the practices of doing
ethnography. A key point coming out of Pink’s approach, which focuses on
perception, memory, embodiment, and place, is the dual attunement to the
sensory of both the researched and the researcher.
There are many more examples of research that takes up the sensory as summarised by Puwar, Sharma, and Pink. What I set out to do here is to understand
the sensory as not confined to the senses but to a broader repertoire of ways
to apprehend and know worlds. I elaborate this repertoire under the description of a ‘sensory sociology’ with a specific attention to digital mediums.1
This is not to exclude applicability to other mediums but to attend to one that
presents specific challenges to methodological sensibilities in sociology. The
repertoire is necessarily selective and partial. It is not intended to be a comprehensive survey and it is largely focused on recent writings; indeed, many
of the concepts and understandings such as the performativity of methods
that I elaborate below can be attributed to many different authors. Instead it
is a synthesis of work in the social sciences and humanities that experiments
with alternative modes of knowing and what this collection refers to as the
resources of the baroque.
The second part of the chapter then exemplifies these sensibilities through
an engagement with an empirical object, visualisations of ‘excessive’ digital
data, or Big Data. I do this through a discussion of three approaches to visualisation: Anna Munster’s (2013) work on network experience as perception
rather than the perceptible; Adrian Mackenzie’s (2010) concern with network
theorising that de-animates relations and elides the flow of experience; and
Lev Manovich’s (2011) comparison between information visualisation and
direct visualisation.

Pa rt 1 : A S e n s o ry S o c i o l o g y
That digitisation is having an impact on how social, political, cultural, and
economic worlds are constituted, researched, and known is well documented.
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Within the social sciences one evaluation of the impact is that it is challenging
the expertise of sociologists in both the generation and analysis of social data and
social life (Savage and Burrows 2007). Another assessment is that digitisation
offers an opportunity to rethink the sociological craft and is leading to a revitalised concern with what ‘the empirical is and how it matters’ in the discipline
(Adkins and Lury 2009: 4). For Adkins and Lury, digitisation is destabilising
sociology and closing a gap between the practices of sociologists and those of
social worlds. The challenge then is to invent sociological methods in ways that
can adapt, repurpose, and engage with such digital mediums and the data that
they generate (Adkins and Lury 2009; Back 2012). For one, they argue that
digital mediums involve continuous feedback loops that change the relations
that make up research, and call for
a sociology ‘not of social fact but of the sensate empirical’[…] not at ideal
conditions but ‘real existing stuff, real existing social processes’, that can
‘deal with uncertainty, chaos, complexity and multiplicity’ […] ‘multiple,
contingent and in process rather than fixed and a priori’ […] ‘requires
the discipline to confront a newly co-ordinated reality, one that is open,
processual, non-linear and constantly on the move’ (Adkins and Lury
2009: 18).

All of the qualities that Lury and Adkins cite here, from uncertainty and chaos
to a reality that is constantly on the move, call for sensibilities that are quite different from the crafted and strategic methodological approaches typical of the
sociological craft. For one, digital mediums reconfigure the relations between
researchers and the researched by offering new opportunities for engagement
through innovative forms and modes of presenting and conducting sociology
in ‘live’ mediums (e.g. social media platforms). Through a variety of examples,
Adkins and Lury raise questions about how sociology might be reconfigured to
do this and how we might then reimagine data not as simply a conversation and
dialogue with publics ‘out there’ but engaged in different ways and in relation
to the very methods deployed.
This conception of relations to publics and mediums is of course not entirely
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new. The Mass Observation project is one well-cited example.2 It involved studying the ordinary lives of ordinary people in the UK to counteract the stereotypes
that held sway in the British media in the early part of the twentieth century. It
could be considered a form of crowdsourcing since a key medium was photographs produced by volunteers documenting intimate aspects of their lives, from
their lounges and closets to their gardens. What digital mediums have done is
mobilised and made possible the multiplication of forms of engagement that
are more recursive, multisensory (image, text, sound, and so on), interactive,
live, and happening.3
Digital mediums have also folded the everyday lives of publics into research
methods. On the one hand, social media platforms are mediums of digital sociality and the doing of social relations. The data they generate in the
cultural sphere on platforms such as Facebook, Spotify, and Flickr are also
part of everyday popular cultural forms that are actively both produced and
consumed via myriad acts of ‘playbour’ (Beer and Burrows 2013). Such data
is lively as it is recursively taken up and reappropriated as a part of contemporary popular culture. At the same time social researchers and others develop
methods for analysing and interpreting the data these platforms generate to
make sense of, interpret, and know digitally mediated lives (Ruppert, Law,
and Savage 2013). Thus digital mediums both open up the possibilities for
creative, interactive, and collaborative research engagements with publics
and at the same time can render them unknowing research subjects. Their
engagement is thus variably configured by the method relations of which
they are not separate from but are a part.4 Digital mediums are thus implicated in both the performance and knowledge of contemporary sociality,
and changing who subjects are, how they are known, or apprehended, and
their forms of engagement.
The relation between the researcher and researched is but one aspect that
digital mediums open up. More generally, the concerns that Lury and Adkins
raise call for reimagining methods with a different set of sensibilities that are
not part of the standard repertoire. Conceptually, I capture these sensibilities,
which necessarily overlap and play off each other, under the description of a
sensory sociology: medium specific, live, performative, and inventive.
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Medium: Specific
Different mediums are different ways of ‘telling about society’, as Becker (2007)
has expressed it. From statistical graphs, historical narratives, and novels to
films, maps, and theoretical discourses, there are myriad ways of telling about
society that are not only the province of social science researchers. While visual
mediums such as photography are modes of knowing that have a long history in
academic disciplines, publics also do photography and produce visualisations as
part of their everyday lives and now are also generators, observers, and analysts
of their digital lives. Building on Becker’s argument, Back then asks what is sociological about the images, recordings, and traces generated by digital mediums.
If ‘one of the first principles of social science is that nothing speaks for itself ’
(Back 2012: 33), then critical and ethical questions must be asked about the
methods deployed to speak for things. But, as he asserts, then we must attend
to how mediums – the digital, visual, sonic, textual, and so on – are specific and
different ways of sensing worlds and not simply add-ons to research methods
or to which we can apply already existing methods. Instead, methods need to
be (re)imagined in relation to their mediums.
Such a sensibility alerts us to mediums as ‘just openings’; we need to go
beyond them because ‘data pictures do not give up their meaning in a single
glance […] the pictures require more work before they give up their full meaning’
(Becker 2007: 169). How photos are taken to how they are interpreted involve
specific framings; the task then is to make the invisible chain of translations
involved in generating the photo visible and part of the analysis (Guggenheim
2013). Attending to the medium thus calls for going ‘behind’ the arrangements
of the photo, the digital image, or the sound recording and attending to the different human, material, and technical organisation of mediums and how these
participate in and configure concepts and modes of knowing (Ruppert, Law,
and Savage 2013).
So, for instance, changes in the relations between researched and researcher
are not simply a matter of differently positioned or engaged people but also
their relations to what is assembled in a medium. This includes particular forms
of expertise, theories, and conceptions of the social to different materialities,
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tools, and technologies that get folded into the methodological apparatuses
organised and taken up by the researcher. Modes of knowing are saturated
with all that compose the medium and which make it distinctive.5 For instance,
digital mediums such as social media platforms are made up of specific forms
of expression such as keyword selections, hashtags, or hyperlinks that are ‘born
online’ (Rogers 2013) and generative of distinct modes of sociality (Marres and
Weltevrede 2013). The same forms of expression can be repurposed to become
both the object of and actively inform social research through ‘native’ methods
that follow the medium (Rogers 2013). Rather than importing techniques
and concepts used to research other mediums, medium-specific sensibilities
involve attending to the unique cultures of mediums and all that compose
them. A sensory sociology is thus attuned to medium specificities as not simply
add-ons but as constitutive and inside modes of sociality – how the social is
done – and also social research – how knowing is done. At the same time, the
attention to medium specificities is not a call for separate subfields or to suggest
what Guggenheim (2013) criticises as a ‘media-determinism’. Instead, it is to
recognise specific forms of expression that may or may not correspond to other
mediums but yet share other qualities of a sensory sociology elaborated below.

Live: Qualities
A sensory sociology understands ‘sociology in-the-making’ and focuses on the
process of sociological research rather than its products (Lury 2012). It is attuned
to what Back has called ‘live’ rather than ‘dead’ sociology (Back 2012). The latter
is objectifying, comfortable, disengaged, and parochial. Instead, live sociology
draws attention to many of the qualities of the social that are not captured by
existing social science methods which are dominated by narrative/words and
number/statistics, and which deal poorly with qualities. In characterising live
sociology Back summarises Law and Urry’s call for the social sciences to renew
the sensibilities of its methodological inheritance, which are ‘under pressure from
an alternative, complex and performative sense of social inquiry’ (2004: 403).
Twenty-first century methods are, for example, not well positioned to address the
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• fleeting: is here today and gone tomorrow, but only to reappear the day
after tomorrow,
• distributed: that which is to be found here and there but not between or
which slips and slides between one place and another,
• multiple: that which takes different shapes in different places,
• complex: of the non-causal, the chaotic,
• sensory: that which is subject to vision, sound, taste, smell,
• emotional: of time-space compressed outbursts of anger, pain, rage, pleasure,
desire, or the spiritual, and
• kinaesthetic: of pleasures and pains that follow movement and displacement
of people, objects, information, and ideas.

The different ways of sensing the social call for reimagining social research not
in a way that is against narrative or number but to ‘extend the range, texture and
quality of what passes as academic representational practice and writing’ (Back
2012: 28). For example, an equality of the senses and ‘attentiveness to the multiple registers of life’ (Ibid: 29) includes approaches such as ‘sonic geographies’
(Kanngieser 2012) that open up the affective and ethical political force of voice
and those with a sensitivity to the multisensory ambiences, sensibilities, and
work of the senses of everyday urban life (Rhys-Taylor 2010). Or the ways that
Puwar (2011) has explicitly demarcated the sensory as a field within postcolonial
studies to engage with questions of difference, alterity, migration, and belonging
through the media of musical composition, poetry, and film.
There are numerous other possible approaches and meanings that Back
and Puwar (2004: 403) document in their ‘manifesto for live methods’, which
consists of eleven provocations for how sociology can be done. Building on the
understanding of live methods and the changing nature of the empirical, their
collection of articles covers ‘real-time’ and ‘live’ modes of research (Marres),
speculative designs that actively seek out empirical objects and events that are
‘idiotic’ (Michael), an ‘amphibious sociology’ that lives in at least two media
(Lury), new forms of curating public performances and collaborations (Puwar
and Sharma), attentiveness to the doing of social life (Back), and how the ‘make
believe’ might aid the sociological imagination (Motamedi Fraser). These are
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just some of the qualities of what live methods mean for paying attention to
the social world through a range of sense-making. But as the contributions also
establish, this involves ‘placing critical evaluation and ethical judgement at the
centre of research craft’ and ‘debat[ing] the forms of work we are doing, the
kinds of academics we are producing, and the institutional and life worlds we
occupy as well as make’ (Back and Puwar 2004: 15). These issues are confronted
in the final two qualities of a sensory sociology.

Performative: Effects
The entanglement of methods, mediums, researched, and researcher is captured
in the understanding that methods have social lives. Interwoven in the foregoing
is an implicit argument that reimagining methods in relation to different mediums and sensibilities does not simply involve representing worlds differently
but also enacting them in new ways. Methods do not stand apart as representations of social worlds; they also perform those social worlds and enact them.
This is different from an epistemological argument that practices construct
representations of realities which depend on holding the world (acted upon,
and constructed) separate from practices such as methods and their representations – or as perspectives on a stable, accessible ‘real’ (Law and Urry 2004).
Instead enactment is based on an ontological claim that both representations
and the phenomena they describe come into being through methods. Theory,
method, and social worlds are thus entangled and methods are social theories
in practice, whether or not this is made explicit or remains implicit.
A sensory sociology thus not only involves going behind the medium to
interrogate its specificities, but to also understand how it is inside and part of
enacting modes of being and knowing. This includes the performative effects
of the medium when it is part of a method apparatus. One approach to this
is to think of methods as having double social lives, shaped by and shaping of
the social worlds of which they are a part (Law, Ruppert, and Savage 2011).
For the former we can ask, ‘what are the specific sensibilities demanded and
afforded by a medium when we fold it into our methods’? For the latter, ‘what
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then are the performative effects of our methods so composed’? This calls for
rethinking theoretical assumptions and attuning to a number of qualities and
their performative effects that are specific to a medium. The following are
some questions about how the qualities and affordances of digital mediums
can come to shape the performative effects of methods and the social worlds
they enact:6
• Transactional actors: by making sense of doings – of movements, actions,
transactions, interactions, choices, and statements – how do methods
enact worlds as the outcome of not only what people say but also do?
• Heterogeneous relations: by attending to the associations, links, switches,
connections, exchanges, flows, and networks between not only people but
also things, how do methods enact worlds as mixes of relations?
• Visualisation of patterns: by making sense not in words or numbers but
through images, graphics, and designs that reduce ‘excessive’ information
into visual forms, how do methods enact worlds as patterned arrangements?
• Continuous time: by following the ongoing, real-time, dynamic, and continuous digital traces of the activities and movements of people and things,
how do methods enact worlds as processual rather than static entities?
• Granular being: by focusing on particularistic identifiers of people such
as their microscopic details, unique profiles, and specifications, how do
methods enact them as monads and particulars?
• Mobile and mobilising: by engaging people actively in digital mediums
that circulate between numerous sites, how do methods enact worlds in
participatory yet configured, designed, and perhaps dominating ways?
• Non-coherent accounts: by taking up digital mediums along with other analysts (governments, businesses, publics) and for different purposes, how
do social science methods enact worlds that are implicated in the normative purposes of others and multiply and compete with their accounts?

There are many examples of how digital mediums provoke these questions and
constitute specific modes of sense-making. For example, Gabrys (2012) explores
environmental sensing as a complex ecology of networked devices and citizens
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actively engaged in sensing and knowing pollution, flora, fauna, and sustainability. As she further articulates, rather than approaching ‘the senses’ as given,
she considers how ‘sensing-as-practice’ is differently articulated in relation to
specific entanglements of technologies, data, and humans.7 Sense making is
thus an entanglement between people, devices, and data that perform environments in complex ways. Such ecologies draw attention to modes of knowing
as ‘happenings’ that are full of contingencies, adjustments, and oriented to the
open-endedness of social worlds (Lury and Wakeford 2012).

Inventive: Answerable
Methods understood as performative and happening introduce a fourth sensibility: the inventiveness of sociology as a craft. If methods are performative,
then we can think of them as creative and inventive, but in ways that may not
be intended or knowable in advance. The openness of the social world and of
methods means that there is indeterminacy about how either plays out and
which cannot be anticipated or pre-determined. Through their liveliness, worlds
and methods are inventive in ways that are beyond the determinations and
expectations of the researcher.
Like the other qualities of a sensory sociology, to think of methods as
inventive is not new and does not simply apply to contemporary methods that
mobilise digital mediums. Methods more generally are means by which the
social world is not only investigated, but may also be engaged. However, such
inventiveness is often not attended to or acknowledged. That is, researchers are
often not attentive to the unexpected and instead explain these as anomalies, or
ignore them because they don’t fit the methodological paradigm, expectations,
or original problem (Lury and Wakeford 2012). Lury and Wakeford thus suggest that ‘the inventiveness of methods is to be found in the relation between
two moments: to a specific problem, and the capacity of what emerges in the
use of that method to change the problem’ (2012: 7). Regarding the latter, they
argue that this calls for answerablility to what is provoked and emerges when
a method is activated:
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Inventiveness is a matter of use, of collaboration, of situatedness, and does
not imply the ineffectiveness of methods, only that their inventiveness –
their capacity to address a problem and change that problem as it performs
itself – cannot be secured in advance (Lury and Wakeford 2012: 7).

Answerability to inventiveness means to excavate the versions of social worlds
initially implied or explicit in methods but then brought to life by them and
made to happen including that which cannot be anticipated. The performativity
and inventiveness of methods means they are not innocent but political: ‘They
help make realities. But the question is: which realities? Which do we want to
help make more real, and which less real?’ (Law and Urry 2004: 404).
There are multiple possible moments of answerability. In addition to how
a problem is formulated and what this then provokes, there is accountability
to the sensibilities that methods attend to and make more real. By attending to
‘that which has conventionally escaped or troubled social science – the virtual,
the affective, the ephemeral’, methods can possibly ‘expand the actual, invent
and/or strengthen particular worlds’ (Coleman and Ringrose 2013: 8). There is
also answerability to the ethical relations to the researched that methods enact.
Rather than the ‘intrusive empiricism’ of confessional and voyeuristic methods
such as interviews (Back 2012), answerability can be built into methods. For
example, Puwar (2011) has created a call-and-response methodology that
engages artists and creative practitioners in music, poetry, and film as active
collaborators in the research process and publics not simply as audiences but
as dialogic participants. Feminist methodologies have attended to these folded
relations between researcher and the researched in the process of sense-making
as an ethics of research (Coleman and Ringrose 2013: 12). Barad (2007) names
this agential realism: at issue is not representations of a separate real but the
real consequences, interventions, creative possibilities, and responsibilities of
intra-acting within worlds.
Taken together, the four sensibilities – medium specific, live, performative
and inventive – are attuned to what this collection has set out as baroque modes
of knowing. As modes of knowing, the sensibilities are far from prescriptive or
programmatic, as the examples I have referenced attest to. Much of what I have
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called a sensory sociology is more suggestive than specific, and that is one of
the reasons I work with all of the variations of ‘sense’: from sensory, sensibility, to sense-making, and the myriad meanings associated with these words:
to perceive, feel, experience, detect, understand, comprehend, grasp, test, or
expound the meaning of worlds.8
In the next part of this chapter I will engage with what I have described as a
sensory sociology to think through some examples of dominant and alternative
visualisations of Big Data generated by social media platforms. I first start by
outlining how visualisation has become a key method through which sense is
made out of excessive data. I then turn to examples of work that treat visualisations as openings to the challenge of the empirical that I set out at the beginning
of this chapter: the articulation of sensibilities that depart from dominant modes
of knowing in the social sciences and humanities.

Pa rt 2 : E n c o u n t e r s w i t h Data E xc e s s
St. Pierre describes how she also began to ruminate on the status of ‘data’,
and how certain kinds of data ‘were uncodable, excessive, out-of-control,
out-of-category’. Paying attention to such ‘transgressive data’, St. Pierre
argues, is an ethical project, in that it is concerned with responsibility, with
‘theorising our own lives, examining the frames with which we read the
world, and moving toward an ongoing validity of response’ (Coleman and
Ringrose 2013: 12, citing St. Pierre 1997: 179, 186).
When we imagine a network these days, it is hard to stave off the flood of
visualisations – tangled threads, fractal webs, uneven distributions of interconnected circles and lines – that populate our contemporary connectionist
imaginary (Munster 2013: 1).

The ‘data deluge’ is one common term used to describe the volumes of accumulating digital data on the internet and in database archives. Increasingly referred
to as Big Data, both the volume and digital format of data has led to visualisation
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emerging as a key method of social analysis. While numbers and text have long
dominated the social sciences, digital visualisation has become a means of reducing ‘excessive’ data to forms that are stabilised and represented in patterns that
can be ‘more easily’ interpreted. That visualisation is increasingly being taken
up as a tool of social enquiry is also a matter of concern, especially in relation
to how they are ‘guiding’ attention in particular ways (Madsen 2013). But the
problem of and solutions for analysing and making sense of large volumes of
data is not only a challenge of Big Data. Ethnographers, for example, struggle
with the flood of data that field sites present and problematise the necessity of
drawing boundaries around what is to be included and enacted (Candea 2013;
Law and Singleton 2013). What they suggest is that attending to excess is not
simply a technical matter of magnitude and its processing but about the choices
made to reduce, bound, sort, organise, categorise, represent, and interpret data.
Yet these explicit ordering and rationalising techniques also encounter what
Saint Pierre calls the ‘uncodable, excessive, out-of-control, out-of-category’
and that which is ‘transgressive’, all that is in excess or beyond the frames of
enacted worlds. This includes the ‘ordinary affects’ of the everyday that exceed
and evade meaning and representation and that which can only be sensed, as it
cannot be grasped by structures of signification.9
Encounters with Big Data as excess – of what is included in sense-making and
what is absent, out of control, and beyond – can be interpreted through a sensory
sociology. I explore this by contrasting two modes of visualising excessive data
that enact social relations, which really are two different empirical strategies.
One is a popular mode called the network diagram, which reduces and controls
excess to make it perceptible and interpretable. It has become a dominant mode
of knowing and showing how ‘excessive’ information can be reduced to a form
that can be meaningfully, if partially, rendered for interpretation (Ruppert, Law,
and Savage 2013). Another conveys the uncodable, which is beyond signification and involves a mode of knowing that provokes and calls for the sensibilities
of a sensory sociology. This comparison is inspired by Anna Munster’s (2013)
work on network experience as perception rather than the perceptible, Adrian
Mackenzie’s (2010) conception of the embodied and sensory experience of networking and ‘wirelessness’ and Lev Manovich’s (2011) differentiation between
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information visualisation and direct visualisation. Their work provides a number
of openings for doing a sensory sociology through visualisation.
As the quote from Munster at the beginning of this part of the chapter
notes, network diagrams are a particular visual form that uses nodes, lines, and
simple geometrical shapes to represent relations between data objects and is
used to render data visualisations on almost every aspect of life, from social
networks to financial transactions. Gephi is one popular open source platform
for generating such network diagrams out of social media, from billions of
tweets to hundreds or thousands of Facebook friends: ‘It helps data analysts
to intuitively reveal patterns and trends, highlight outliers and tells [sic] stories
with their data’.10 Entering the words ‘Gephi’ and ‘Twitter’ in a search engine
will immediately return thousands of images of network designs generated by
individuals, organisations, and researchers.

Fig. 5.1 Network diagram by Martin Hawksey (2011)11

While these are not of the scale of some large quantitative network analyses
(e.g. Watts (2007)), the form is similar. As Manovich (2011) describes, they
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typically do two things: use ‘graphical primitives’ (points, lines, curves) that
reduce the specificities of each data object to only about 1% of its characteristics.12 In this way they follow the dominant science paradigm that involves the
calculation of totals and averages and their representation in histograms, scatter
plots, and line graphs. The second thing they do is use spatial variables such as
relative positions to reveal particular patterns and relations. Spatial variables are
privileged over other properties while less important qualities are represented
in tones, shading, and colours. While there are some practices that veer from
this, the majority are based on this configuration. Manovich suggests that this
is due to the privileging of everyday ways of seeing spatial properties as well as
the affordances of available graphic technologies.13 In this regard, they constitute
particular ‘web-visions’ or valuations of what is attention-worthy in data, such
as provoking sensitivity to invariants and anomalies that are within and internal
to the framing of the diagram (Madsen 2013).
While Manovich critiques the reduction and privileging of spatial dimensions, he doesn’t attend to the kind of experience and sense of the social that
network diagrams enact, promote, and provoke. This is something that Anna
Munster (2013) takes up when she argues that the network diagram blinds
the viewer to qualities such as unevenness and asymmetry and constitutes
a particular kind of network experience. Its pervasiveness, sameness, and
repetition are generative of a visual and conceptual slide into what she names
network anaesthesia: ‘a numbing of our perception that turns us away from
their unevenness and from the varying qualities of their relationality’ (Munster
2013: 3). Instead, she argues for ways of sensing the patchiness of the network,
its particularities, and complexities, such as the closing and opening of relations
and their changes and durations over time. That is, she seeks to undo the frozen
quality of the network diagram, its coherence, tidiness, and ‘repetitive mode of
managing quantity’ (Ibid: 5) that is anaesthetised and numbing and a normalising dispositif that does not maintain processuality but codifies relations into
recognisable patterns.
To accomplish this she proposes a shift from the perceptible to perception,
by drawing on pragmatist philosopher William James’ work on experience
where perception involves the making of worlds where sensing itself is done
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‘as we go’ or a kind of happening. In contrast, the perceptible is the outcome of
perception-action, where ‘to recognise is to see something already seen: a pattern
seen in data is an example of the perceptible’ (Ibid: 5). It involves generalising
experience by making something recognisable through recurring patterns that
humans can comprehend and experience. What is perceptible often comes to
stand for what is perceived.
A second move she makes is to avoid reducing perception to human experience but to understand network experience as happening through the ‘heterogeneous togetherness’ of humans and nonhumans. This does not involve
understanding how humans experience technology, as typically done in studies
of human-technology interaction. Rather, she inverts the relation to focus on
how networks experience, or what she calls the aesthesia of networks. Network
experience is not given but involves recursive relations between humans and
nonhumans that are actively forming and which tend toward repetition and
difference. She takes up James’ concept of concatenation – the ‘determinately
varied hanging together’ – to express network experience as the radically novel
and individuated moment that has no prior convention for understanding it:
The point is not to map, model, and systematize the network or experience
but to account for, to sense and to encounter novel network aesthesias….
But networking – processes, proto-formations, and imperceptible human/
machine currents that conjoin social, info-technical, and aesthetic elements
in novel ways – is what generates an aesthesia of networks (Munster 2013:
8–9; emphasis in original).

While the novel is imperceptible it is a becoming perceptible, an emergence
that signals the presence of something else, a radical empiricism that is inventive, and creative, and ‘proffers new sensibilities, and so the possibility that
other ways of sensing, relating, and indeed living might thereby emerge’ and
of ‘generating novel networking sensibilities’ (Ibid: 10). For Munster, the ‘felt
force’ of networking comes out of expressing the heterogeneous, inventive, and
novel relationality, and collective experience that makes up visualisations that
are not ontologically given nor prior to dynamic experience.
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Mackenzie also critiques network-oriented theorising and argues that since
the 1980s it has turned ‘every scale, order, and variety of phenomena’ into a network form (2010: 9). Like Munster, he takes up William James’ conception of
experience but attends more to the specific material and infrastructural elements
of networks and their mediations of sense-making. Experience is understood as
immersive entanglements with and often fleetingly felt sensations of the flow of
wireless networks, things, gadgets, and infrastructures that escape codification,
symbolisation, or quantification in network diagrams. He names this experience
‘wirelessness’, which he argues captures James’ conception of ‘the processes of
moving, making, changing, altering, and connecting of feelings, things, events,
images, textures, ideas, and places’ (2010: 13) and a ‘feeling of incompletion
or openness’ (Ibid: 14). For Mackenzie, then, a radical empiricism needs to
‘engage with experiences ranging from the infrastructural to the ephemera of
mediatised perception and feeling’ (Ibid: 17).
Mackenzie also attends not to networks but networking as processual where
experience involves what James called ‘transitions’. It is the sense of continuous
or discontinuous transitions that allow experience to flow, and holding onto this
flow from one experience to another is what makes empiricism radical (2010:
18). As Munster also argues, this means attending to tendencies, trajectories,
emergence, and inventiveness. To an extent this is what Manovich does when
he identifies challenges to the visualisation paradigm that has dominated the
last 300 years of practice. With the advances in computing in the twenty-first
century, new forms of visualisation, especially in the humanities, are fundamentally changing and foregrounding animation, interactivity, and more complex
visualisations. Specifically he calls these emerging forms ‘direct visualisation’,
where data objects such as an image are not quantified, reduced, and translated into points and graphic signs but maintained to varying extents in their
original complexity, such as visualisations of whole texts or complete corpuses
of photos.14 They also can be dynamic, animated, and interactive rather than
frozen in time and include sound and textures. Direct visualisation maintains
complexity and excess where revealing patterns is still central, but vision can
be mixed with sound, tones, interactions, and movements and thus generative
of multisensorial and affective experiences of data.
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There are many experiments with visualisations that in varying ways and
degrees go beyond the calculative and reductionist approach of the network
diagram to explore network experience in the ways Munster, Mackenzie, and
Manovich suggest. I state this as ‘varying ways and degrees’ to capture how
they involve a play between the perceptible and perception, are simultaneously
recognisable and novel, but at the same time make the boundary between the
two experientially present. This is what Mexican artist Agnes Chavez does in
her visualisations of the same kind of social networking data used in the social
sciences to generate network diagrams. Her visualisations enact not the network
but networking, and call on empirical sensibilities that are radically different.
The choice of an artwork to explore this could be criticised since art has stronger
claims to the sensibilities I have outlined.15 But it is because Chavez takes up
the same digital data that is very popular in social science analyses and network
visualisations that I think the example is compelling for exploring how alternative visualisations could be enacted.
She describes her (x)trees project as an exploration of data visualisation and
video-mapping technologies to create immersive contemplative spaces around
the theme of trees. One version (Fig. 5.2), integrates the data mining of social
networks and text messaging to generate branches of messages containing designated keywords (trees, nature, rights) on a wall in ‘real time’ as they happen
online.16 When exhibited at the Albuquerque Museum in 2012–13, people
could text or tweet live in front of the installation and see their messages as they
floated up and disappeared. The trees also incorporated quotes about nature
collected from the internet and the articles of the Universal Declaration of Rights
of Mother Earth. Finally, the installation included interactive audio created by
Alessandro Saccoia out of sounds collected from nature, crowds, and a repeating Prana breath to instil an awareness of breath. The (x)trees were designed as
an experience and catalyst for contemplative states of being for people to sense
their global and local relationship to others, and to contemplate the value of
trees and the rights of nature.
There are of course many explorations of art as a mode of knowing. In drawing
on this example I am not arguing that social scientists should become visual artists or that art introduces the subjective and makes up for its erasure in objective
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Fig. 5.2 (x)trees by Agnes Chavez and Alessandro Saccoia (2012)17

network diagrams.18 My point is to draw attention to the sensibilities that this
other form of data visualisation and mode of knowing enact and open up. It is a
mode of knowing that has interesting crossovers with data-driven approaches in
the social sciences, but how it is ‘driven’ by data involves different sensibilities.
For while there are many examples of data visualisations in the social sciences
that innovatively experiment with the possibilities of digital mediums, they are
limited in their engagement with the sensibilities I have outlined above.19 Most
importantly, they do not capture the immersive and embodied encounter of (x)
trees. For example, they typically retain the network diagram as a container and
mode of knowing even though they may modify it by making it more dynamic
or interactive.
Instead, I want to think about how (x)trees does a network experience.
The researched – who I will now call a subject – stands outside and observes
but can also become part of and see herself as a subject together with others
and things in the making of a network experience; she doesn’t simply interact
with a given dataset but performs and is part of the experience through her
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networking with various technological devices. She is folded into and experiences a kind of communion with people, trees, and technologies. As Law writes
in his introductory chapter, she is entangled and asked and required to submit
and participate. Yet it is through familiar elements of trees, branches, colour,
sounds, lines, screens, light, points, and text that data is rendered perceptible
as a ‘heterogeneous togetherness’. And while a repetition of what is already
recognisable and thus also perceptible to others, difference is introduced – if
ever so slightly – by the subject’s presence and intervention that now becomes
part of what the network experiences. But this I think is also Chavez’s point.
The subject is but one within a complex ecology, whose utterance is a fleeting
moment compositionally part of the network and simultaneously collective and
novel. The relation is dynamic, temporal, and dependent on the networking
experience between the interface as framed by the artist and the flow of words
of distant subjects. Temporality trumps spatial relations (as diagrammed in
connections between text) in the dynamic formation and flow of fleeting but
sometimes repeating text.
While reducing social media data through keyword selection, the (x)trees
also maintain the whole data object (tweets, quotes, messages) as streaming text.
The scale and quantity of this content are not enumerated – there is no possibility of knowing how much – and it is instead experienced as qualities. Quantity
thus becomes a sensory quality to be immersed in and feel but also to see oneself reflexively and individually as part of its very generation and experience.
While ‘small data’ such as thick and detailed ethnographic accounts are often
put forward as an answer to what is subjectively ‘missing’ from the reductionist
and thin analyses of Big Data, (x)trees performs quantity as a subjective and
sensory experience. In this way it also complicates the conventional boundaries
between quantitative and qualitative methods and accounts.
Nature and its qualities are both a matter of concern and of experience. Living,
breathing, moving, and flowing are heard and seen, and the subject is inside
of these. While the subject also reads text, it is with the same qualities of the
sound and image. That is, text flows and moves quickly, like sounds, and some
of it repeats such as quotes; some is never to be seen again, and some flows by
without the possibility of being apprehended. Excess is not contained but flows,
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is part of a process rather than a product, and disappears as part of a lifecycle like
its matter of concern. The entirety is thus not graspable or analysable, but that is
one of its qualities: to perceive the collective as a sensation of ‘the presence of
something else’ (Munster), of ephemera, surpluses, and overflows (Mackenzie),
and of not-knowing that can be made ‘experientially real’.20
It is hard not to imagine that the artist intentionally sought to create an
experience that enacts an ecological sensibility.21 And for this reason the mediums she chooses – visual, sonic, textual – are not external but internal and
consequential to the very ecological phenomenon she seeks to enact. What
I think Chavez has achieved is a merging of mediums, subjects, and objects,
and that these together constitute the network experience. She prepares a
stage that is configured yet happening as it compositionally changes such
that each performance is new. Through such a merging the force of networks
is felt and experienced as momentary, dispersed, multiple, and multiplying,
elusive, chaotic, normative and affectual, and alive, and in motion. Yet, at the
same time, much is reasonably and recognisably conveyed through words
and repetitions.
There is more that can be said here. I could make explicit how the four
sensibilities of a sensory sociology are actualised by the (x)trees. Some of this
I have already done above and could extend to the enactment of live, lively,
and existing social processes, of attuning to complexity, heterogeneity, and the
performativity of the (x)trees. Its juxtaposition against the network diagram
certainly has done some of this work. Instead I will reflect on the quality of
inventiveness and answerability and offer some comments on the sensibilities
they make more real.
In the simplest terms, the network diagram closes what (x)trees opens up.
Through reduction, classification, and stabilisation, it settles on a version of
networking that makes unproblematic its own terms of closure and its performative effects. These are terms that render the object – relations – calculable and
actionable. In these ways they reproduce dominant modes of analysing ‘quantitative’ data in the social sciences. The view is informed but not informing of all
that has come to compose it, and it is productive of passive viewers whose data
traces may be part of the data network but which they cannot see.
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(x)trees provokes, activates, and enacts something else, a different way of
sensing, relating, and knowing that is open and changeable not by one subject
but by an unseen yet sensed collective of humans and non-humans. In this way
(x)trees opens up and activates the emergence of what Munster calls the becoming perceptible while resisting its taming and containing and what Mackenzie
describes as the peripheral and overflowing. What is knowable escapes, yet at
the same time is felt and apprehended as relations between humans and nonhumans that are enacted but irreducible to the figure of the network. Rather
than reduction, the subject perceives the irreducibility of knowing and its matter
of concern – nature. Yet the encounter with such uncertainty and unknowing
enacts something. That something includes experiencing the possibility of
other ways of sensing and relating to worlds that open up experience to the
multisensorial, contemplation, and the ineffable, and how we are entangled in
our matters of concern.
The concerns about nature and ecology and our place within them that
(x)trees enacts are often appealed to in declarations and political narratives.
Such appeals beckon through words and rhetoric the activation of reason and
responsibility to protect nature, and sometimes also mobilise and play on affect
to achieve the same purposes. Knowledge politics are thus advanced as a deliberative competition between argument, persuasion, and normative affirmations
that subjects receive and evaluate. I think (x)trees performs politics instead as
an encounter that is a multiple, complex, and perpetual composition made up
of the self in relation to other people, things, ideas, technologies, and nature.
The real it does, opens up, and makes more real is one that compels the active,
contemplative, and engaged subject. It is a real that is not simplified, classified,
and organised but the ‘felt force’ of a collective that beckons a sensibility of the
subject as a bit player but also composer of the real. In this way it ends with a
question rather than answers: what will you contribute, and what will you create?

A c k n ow l e d g e m e n t s
I am thankful for the feedback on earlier versions of this chapter from John Law,
Adrian Mackenzie, and Rebecca Coleman.
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N ot e s
1 I am grateful for the insights, ideas, and contributions towards thinking about a sensory
sociology in the writings of colleagues in the Department of Sociology, Goldsmiths, both
past and present. In particular, Noortje Marres and Nina Wakeford conceived of and
prepared the general outlines of a Masters course called ‘Sensory Sociology: Imagining
Digital Social Research’ that I taught with Rebecca Coleman in 2013 and through which
I developed my understanding.
2 Founded in 1937 by anthropologist Tom Harrisson, the poet and journalist Charles
Madge, and the surrealist painter and filmmaker Humphrey Jennings.
3 #Citizencurators, for example, is a history project that recorded the experience of
Londoners during the Olympic fortnight in 2012. Created for the Museum of London,
it involved the ‘real-time’ collecting of tweets, objects, and images compiled by citizens to
‘tell the story of everyday life in the capital’ <http://citizencurators.com/about> [accessed
16 July 2014].
4 This is captured by the concept ‘agencement’, the French version of assemblage as
elaborated by Deleuze, which focuses attention on how agency and action are configured
by and contingent upon the sociotechnical arrangements that make them up (Ruppert
2009).
5 Compare for example the mundane and distributed devices such as statistical
procedures, skilled interviewers, and clipboards of surveys, focus groups, or interviews
to the digital platforms, algorithms, APIs, software designers, and so on, of digital mediums.
6 These are selected and re-cast from nine propositions about how we might rethink the
theoretical assumptions of social science methods to take into account the specificities
of digital devices and data (Ruppert, Law, and Savage 2013).
7 See project description at <www.citizensense.net/sensors/sensing-practices-seminarseries>.
8 ‘Sense, v.’. OED Online. <www.oed.com.catalogue.ulrls.lon.ac.uk/view/Entry/17595
5?rskey=XKORSF&result=2> [accessed 01 March 2014].
9 I have taken the understanding of ordinary affects from Coleman and Ringrose’s (2013)
discussion of Kathleen Stewart’s (2007) book by the same title. On beyond representation,
see van de Port in this collection, and his engagement with Žižek and Eagleton on the
Real to think about that which is always beyond representation and what structures of
signification cannot grasp.
10 ‘Gephi: makes graphs handy’ <https://gephi.org/about/> [accessed 10 Jan 2015].
11 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
CC-BY mhawksey <http://mashe.hawksey.info/2011/10/live-twitter-data-from-fotefote11/>.
12 Manovich adopts the term ‘information visualisation’ rather than data visualisation. I
agree with the former, since visualisations are the outcome of particular procedures and
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operations on data; data is not visualised, but it is information – the outcome of these
procedures – that is made perceptible and ‘seen’.
13 Colour, for example, became more prominent with the adoption of computers for
design which allowed for millions of unique colours. Despite this, colour is not a significant
quality of network visualisations because their focus is on discovering spatial variables,
which are not known a priori.
14 Manovich provides a number of examples from the humanities that he notes involve
different degrees of reduction in data objects.
15 Adrian Mackenzie raised this in his review of an earlier version of this chapter. While I
take his point, there is a convergence of interest in visualisations as a method of analysing
digital data, from that of data-driven art to that of data-driven science. It is this convergence
that I think calls for investigating how visualisations are comparatively being done in the
arts and social sciences.
16 The (x)trees are presented in different versions and cities. One version was first on
display at the Albuquerque Museum of Art and History from September 2012 to January
2013, and more recently, on 26 September 2014, another version was displayed on the
streets of Taos, New Mexico: <http://www.agneschavez.com/xtreeproject/projections>.
The installation is best experienced by watching the video clips.
17 See <https://agneschavez.see.me/>. Permission to reproduce this image courtesy
of the artist: (x)trees v.2. Data Visualization Projection: Agnes Chavez and Alessandro
Saccoia, 2012 [accessed 14 March 2015].
18 This is a point Guggenheim (2013) makes about claims that visual mediums such
as photographs are more subjective than objective and thus compensate for what is not
rendered by other mediums such as text.
19 This includes interactive visualisations; some specific and innovative examples include
controversy and issue mapping; see the work of Marres (2013) and Venturini (2010).
20 I take this from van de Port’s discussion in this collection of the collective as a sensation,
not a representation or of being representable.
21 The artist provides very little in the way of such an interpretation and I have been
unable to find any produced by others. Minimal text and explanation are provided, perhaps
reasserting the emphasis on experiencing data.
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B ARO QUE A S T ENSI O N :
I NTRODUCING TU R M O IL
AND T URBULENCE I N THE
AC ADEMIC T EXT
Mattijs van de Port

Why do I need the baroque to make sense of my anthropological
research findings, or rather, what can the baroque bring out in these materials?
What I take the baroque to be – an aesthetic impulse, rather than a clearly delineated, historically situated style; an intuition about the failure of representation,
rather than an alternative representational mode; a sensibility, rather than an
art – will be elaborated below. Here, at the beginning of this essay, I would like
to point out that this baroque that I have been introducing in my thinking and
writing over the last years came into being in response to very particular ethnographic materials. I had therefore best start this essay by briefly introducing you
to my work so that you may get an idea as to what ‘materials’ I am talking about.
My research has taken me to tumultuous places: the war-ridden Yugoslavia of
the early nineties with its all-out destruction and disintegrating life worlds (Van
de Port 1998); the Dutch underworld, with its unpredictable and incalculable
violence (Ibid: 2000); and, for the last decade, Salvador da Bahia, where spiritpossession cults and ecstatic religiosities blossom as never before in the context of
a global metropolis (Ibid: 2011). One of the things that struck me most about these
worlds was the vast gap between life-as-it-presented-itself-to-my-interlocutors
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and the way they represented this life to themselves and others. I found myself in
places where, as David MacDougall (2006) would phrase it, being and meaning
were frequently at odds with each other, where there was an almost palpable
absence of reliable narrative frames that might provide guidelines as to how to
interpret events, how to act, what direction to choose.
In my continuing attempts to theorise this gap between life and its cultural
representations, some fieldwork scenes have become emblematic. For Yugoslavia,
I keep returning to that old woman in the blackened ruins of her shelled home
in the East Slavonian town of Vukovar. Given her old age, and knowing what
atrocities were committed in this region in World War II, the war of the early
1990s must have been the second devastating event this woman had been forced
to live through. Standing amidst the rubble, she lamented the loss of an indoor
plant. With tears running down her cheeks, she described how big and lustrous
it had been. ‘Such enormous leaves it had’, she added, waving with her arms to
indicate the size. The way she said it evoked an image of her watering that plant
every day, from one year to the next, watching it grow and become fuller, and
the growth of that plant strengthening her faith in the new Titoist era, an era
that had promised that wars were a thing of the past, and had allowed her to
build a home with indoor plants that can grow to maturity. Yet amid the ruins
she was forced to see that she had framed her life in a particular image of what
life is like, and that the world in which she lived did not comply with that image.1
For the Dutch underworld, I immediately think of the certainty with which
drug traffickers would talk of ‘the laws’ of the underworld. ‘We all know that if
you mess up in such and such a way, you get the bullet’, they would tell police
investigators. But they knew full well that there are no such ‘laws’ in their business. You may get the bullet for ‘messing up’, but you may also get away with it.
Or get the bullet for reasons beyond your calculations. The self-assured tone
with which these drug dealers spoke of the rules that governed their lives was
not an expression of confidence – far from it. It was more of a mantra which
served to screen off the fears and paranoia that the absence of law generates
(Van de Port 2001).
For Bahia, I often recall the shock of José, a young shop assistant, with whom
I had seen the Hollywood movie A Beautiful Mind in a local movie theatre. This
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movie casts the delusions of the mathematician and Nobel Prize winner John
Nash as schizophrenia, forcing José to reconsider the nature of all the spirits he
himself had seen during his life. José lives in a world where the reality of spirits
interfering in human affairs is pretty much taken for granted. He had been telling me countless stories of spirits visiting him at night, giving him messages,
taking him places. Yet now he had been confronted with a powerful reframing
of these experiences. ‘Am I really mad?’ was the first thing he asked me when
we left the movie theatre.
These recollections keep reminding me just how much anthropology had
taught me to approach my interlocutors as people who are secure in the knowing
of their life worlds, and how little my training had prepared me for the frailty of
that knowing vis-à-vis life-disrupting events. I found – and keep finding – myself
insufficiently prepared for the extent of people’s not-knowing; their doubts; the
fluidity and incoherence of their views; for the amount of guessing and ad-hoc
opinionating that goes into the construction of meaningful worlds; for the way
people may find themselves lost between irreconcilable paradigms.
My struggle as an anthropologist and writer is therefore increasingly this: how
can I move my readers closer to this sense of being lost? How can I instil in them
the appropriate mood from which to observe and interpret the world-making2
of Yugoslavs, drug traffickers, and Bahians? One would think that this should
not be that much of a problem. After all, the fact that life is always in excess of
our knowing is as defining a feature of our own being as it marks the lives of
the people we study. As academics, we too are caught up in attempts to dream
up a coherent, well-signposted world, firmly embedded in our representations
of it, just as we are also plagued by the fact that real life keeps interrupting such
daydreaming. We keep instructing ourselves, however, not to dwell on the shaky
grounds on which our representations rest. We write about what we know, not
about what we don’t know. And we thus seek to temper that uncomfortable
suspicion that ‘the world itself lies largely beyond our linguistic and intellectual
grasp’ ( Jackson 2012: 29). Subjecting the world to our orderly aesthetic of
straight lines, clear categories, coherent narratives, transparent methods, neat
schemes, and learnt vocabularies, we provide our readers with a sense of being
in control. The people we study may be lost. We are not.
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In anthropology, the ‘writing culture’ debates of the 1980s questioned many
of the stylistic conventions of academic world-making (see Marcus and Fisher
1986; Clifford 1988; Crapanzano 2004; Geertz 1989).3 A much discussed – but
unfortunately much less practised – ‘literary turn’ sought to face the inadequacies
of academic modes of representation, and opened up a space for the fuzziness,
ambiguity, and indeterminacy that pervades life-as-it-is-lived, allowing a poetic
register to play its part in ethnographic writing. However, it only takes one little
step out of the confines of the ‘writing culture’ debate to see how its propositions have been marginalised in the social sciences and humanities, which are
strongly committed to the idea that the university is a fact-producing industry.
The critical reflections that were put forward in these debates have been reduced
to an option (‘ah, I see, you are into “writing culture”! How interesting!’), rather
than an epistemological turning point.
Allow me to present you some other emblematic images in order to underscore my point that it is very hard to escape the moulds into which academia casts
its representations of the world-out-there. Picture me, struggling to evoke those
dark and mud-smeared tragedies of war-ridden Yugoslavia in a vacuum-cleaned
conference room, full of spotless white Formica tables. Me, trying to bring the
all-pervading fear that ties the lives of drug dealers to my audience’s conscience,
while in the background the projector produces a reassuring humming sound.
Me, trying to summon up the mind-boggling dimensions of a Candomblé
spirit-possession ceremony with a chair waving a note saying ‘5 minutes’, adding
that ‘at 11 a.m. sharp there is coffee and tea’. Don’t get me wrong; I am all in
favour of strict chairs at conferences. What I am trying to hint at is that there is
something utterly unbending in the formats that academia offers us to report
on our research findings; something utterly impossible in the ways we seek to
transport other worlds into academic settings and representational practices.
Therefore, when I read John Law’s admirable attempt to invent a ‘sociology of
mess’ two decades later, his arguments sound as fresh and as urgent as if the
‘writing culture’ debate had not taken place at all:
parts of the world are caught in our ethnographies, our histories and statistics, but other parts are not, or if they are, they are distorted into clarity
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[…] if much of the world is vague, diffuse or unspecific, slippery, emotional,
ephemeral, elusive or indistinct, changes like a kaleidoscope, or doesn’t have
much of a pattern at all, then where does this leave social science? How
might we catch some of the realities we are currently missing? (Law 2004: 2)

Which brings me to the baroque. Part of the problem I have sketched is about
aesthetics, about issues of style, indeed, about the lack of recognition that our
academic reports are as much subject to stylistic conventions as novels, poems,
paintings, and buildings and not merely ‘neutral reporting’. To adopt a term
from Birgit Meyer (2010: 751), academic reports are ‘sensational forms’ (i.e.
‘authorized structures of repetition that tune the senses and allow for particular
experiences to occur’). As many have pointed out, the particular stylistic conventions that rule in academia are heavily marked by earlier attempts to mimic the
natural sciences (see Lepenies 1986). Sociologist Alvin Gouldner (1974) wrote
about Classicism as one of the deep structures of the social sciences, whereas
Clifford Geertz subsumed the stylistic imperatives of academia under the label
‘literalism’. Geertz succinctly articulated the tacit understandings underlying
this style, when he wrote
[t]he strange idea that reality has an idiom in which it prefers to be
described, that its very nature demands we talk about it without a fuss –
a spade is a spade, a rose is a rose – on pain of illusion, trumpery, and
self-bewitchment, leads on to the strange idea that, if literalism is lost,
so is fact (1988: 140).

Hindered by this invisible straightjacket of academic sensational forms, a number
of social scientists, philosophers, and cultural analysts have explored the baroque
to find possible alternatives for academic practices of representation.4 Clearly,
scholars have moved in very different directions in their explorations of this
aesthetic, so much so that in her detailed exposition as to how ‘the baroque’
has figured in debates in art history and philosophy, Helen Hills sighs that
‘the term readily lends itself to extension such that it becomes meaningless’
(2007: 67). One of the constants in these explorations, however, is that these
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scholars found themselves seduced by the expressive forms the baroque has
on offer, and the promise of epistemological innovations they contain. The
baroque’s preference for excess, fragmentation, instability, metamorphosis,
labyrinthical complexity, polycentrism, irregularity, distortion, disharmony,
and boundlessness (to mention but a few of the formal traits that have been
gathered under the label baroque) suggests possibilities for an alternative
organisation of textual representations, one which arguably suffers less from
the academic imperative to ‘distort reality into clarity’, and which might make
this sense of finding oneself gone astray amidst tumult and turmoil present
in our texts.
With this prospect in mind, I have recently joined the search for a baroque
alternative to the sensational forms of academia (Van de Port 2011; 2012;
2013a; 2013b; 2013c).5 The most immediate incentive for this move was the
rich baroque legacy I encountered in the Bahian capital Salvador, where I have
conducted fieldwork since 2001. In Salvador, the baroque is being pointed
out to you almost everywhere: in the colonial churches and palaces; in monuments, artworks, fountains, and museums; in the pomp of religious processions
and the ecstatic mood of religious celebrations; in the aesthetic preference
for over-the-top exuberance, glitz, and theatrical excess displayed in the acts
and attitudes of the Bahian popular classes (which ethnologist Pierre Verger
famously described as Bahia’s ‘street-baroque’); or in the curly, flowery rhetoric
with which Bahian academics and public officials tend to address their audiences. Bahians explicitly instructed me to take notice of their baroque ethos,
using the term to characterise their ways of being: ‘we are very barroco’, is what
they would say over and over again.
The second incentive to adopt the term was the reading of a most inspiring
book by the Dutch art historian Frank Reijnders, Metamorfose van de Barok
(1992).6 In this study, Reijnders discusses the baroque as the anti-art par
excellence. The spirit of the baroque – which he finds to be operative in various
moments in the history of the arts, not just in the historical period labelled ‘the
baroque’7 – disrupts an understanding of the arts as the articulators of all that is
perfect, good, true, essential, and pure in the world. Hence the title of Reijnders’
work: far from being a unified style, Reijnders’ baroque is in a process of constant
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metamorphosis, continuously trying to break into harmonious dream-worlds,
whether they be of a classicist, romantic, fin-de-siècle, or modernist signature.8
In Reijnders’ vision, the baroque is a creative intuition that appropriates artistic
vocabularies and techniques, but uses these as a crowbar with which to break
open worlds of perfection, so as to bring out the lack in all artistic representations of life and being.
Following Reijnders’ take on multiple ‘baroques’, I will take my encounters
with the Bahian baroque (and with the other ‘baroques’ I encountered in the
body of literature on the style, as well as during my travels in Middle- and
Southern Europe) as the empirical starting point for an exploration of what this
disruptive aesthetic can do to bring the tumult and turmoil of the world into
a scholarly text. In other words, my conceptualisation of the baroque in this
text is ‘intersubjective’: the concept helps me to mark the differences between
the way my Bahian interlocutors assemble their world, and the way a Dutch
academic tends to go about this.
Juxtaposing academic and baroque ways of world-making brings up a
number of interesting issues for consideration. The first issue I faced was
how to avoid the ‘domestication’ of the baroque’s capacity to produce turbulence and tumult, and the accompanying sense of ‘being lost’. Take the
image below (Fig. 6.1), which shows a so-called ‘miracle room’ in a sanctuary in Candeias, a small town in the Bahian interior. The room is full of
ex-votos and gifts that were left there by the devotees of Nossa Senhora das
Candeias. To subject this site to a formal academic analysis – picking apart
the constituent elements of this jumble, classifying them, and explaining
their meaning – runs the danger of dulling the shrieking, unsettling, and
confusing assault on ‘straight thinking’ that this site so powerfully calls into
being. In other words, to subject the baroque to the orderly aesthetics of
academia threatens to render its disruptive powers harmless, which would
make this whole project of exploring baroque alternatives to our modes of
representation redundant. John Law’s suggestion to shift the focus from discussing what a baroque aesthetics is to a focus on what a baroque register
does – how this aesthetic ‘enters into experience’ (Law, this volume) – might
help us out of this problem.
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Fig. 6.1 Miracle Room in Candeias, Bahia9

Which brings me to a second issue I had to ponder. For me, to think of the
baroque is to conjure up images in my mind, rather than texts. Say ‘baroque’ and
I see the endlessly folded garments of the statues of the saints in the Museu da
Arte Sacra in Salvador, the ornate decorations of Bahian church interiors, the
trompe l’oeil ceilings, the complicated play of the gaze in baroque paintings, or
the jumble of Bahian ‘miracle rooms’. I am aware that there is a ‘textual’ baroque,
a corpus of literature that might be explored for its tropes, rhetorical strategies,
and undisguised ‘mannerisms’. Yet I must admit that for me (and I venture the
opinion that I am not the only one), the lure of the baroque lies in its visual
appeal to the senses, its folie du voir (Buci-Glucksman 1992). I found myself
challenged to think through how the experiences evoked by baroque visuals
might be brought into my texts; in other words, what kind of ‘cross-pollinations’
are possible between textual and visual mediums?
A last issue I needed to address in my explorations of the baroque is the fact
that Bahian baroque occurs in a thoroughly religious society. Its work of disruption is driven by metaphysical concerns (and the politics therein implied). As I
will elaborate below, it sought (and seeks) to articulate humans’ relation to the
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Divine, or to be more precise, it sought (and seeks) to bring the lack in humanmade worlds of meaning to consciousness, to thus produce a yearning for the
transcendent, omnipotent power of the Divine – the luz divina (divine light)
that is capable of replenishing the world and making it whole. I will argue that
it is exactly this capacity to bring a transcendent realm beyond representation
to consciousness that makes an exploration of the Bahian baroque useful for
the epistemological innovations that I am after. I am of course aware that the
religious motivations underlying baroque expressivities are hardly a selling point
in academia, an institute that takes pride in being heir to the Enlightenment.
To make a baroque intervention appealing – and I am, indeed, thinking quite
strategically here – it is necessary to explore the similarities and differences
between the ‘God’ of the baroque and more secularist contemplations of
the ‘wholly other’. I will do this by making two hitherto unrelated scholarly
discussions speak to each other. The discussions I am referring to are, on the
one hand, those of art historians and cultural analysts like Reijnders, who took
the baroque to be an ever-metamorphosing spirit of disruption, an aesthetic
impulse that seeks to heighten a sensibility for the limits of all representational
practices (Reijnders 1991; Calabrese 1992; Ndalianis 2004). On the other hand,
I refer to the discussions of a number of philosophers and social scientists of the
Lacanian notion of the Real (Žižek 1989; Stavrakakis 1999; Eagleton 2009),
the dimension of being that confronts us with the lack in our representational
capacities, and tears our reality definitions out of joint.
In what follows, I will elaborate on these issues in reverse order, starting with
a discussion of the baroque as a religious ‘aesthetics of persuasion’.

T h e B a h i a n B a ro q u e a s a R e l i g i o u s ‘ A e s t h e t i c s
o f P e r s u a s i o n ’ 10
The montage-like statuettes that you see in Fig. 6.2, examples of a popular
art form from nineteenth-century Bahia, are my favourite illustration of the
spirit that pervades the baroque that I encountered in Brazil. They are called O
Menino Jesus no Monte, the Child Jesus on the Mountain. They are sometimes
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Fig. 6.2 Lapinhas11

also referred to as lapinhas, ‘little caves’, as many of them exhibit a dark void
in the middle of the mountain, suggestive of a cave. What little information I
found on these lapinhas reveals that they were made in convents in the Bahian
Recôncavo area. The nuns from the town of Santo Amaro de Purificação were
particularly famed for their artistic skills, and produced these lapinhas in great
numbers (Marques and Araújo 2006; Silva 2007).
In their basic structure, the lapinhas are all alike. What you see is the child
Jesus who, in king-like posture and outfit, reigns over a world that is represented
as a messy pile of fragments: rooster, seashell, rabbit, house, little man, flower,
duck. Glued to the mountain in random fashion, these individual elements are
mere emblems: their meaning does not exceed the depth of a pictogram. Nothing
in these lapinhas invites you to ponder the deeper significance of those roosters,
flowers, or ducks, nor their mutual relations. Quite to the contrary: they invite
you to ponder the absence of pattern, harmony, and synthesis, and entice you to
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contemplate the lack of ‘wholeness’ to the world that they so strikingly express.12
In some of the lapinhas that are on exhibit in a small museum in the centre of
the Bahian capital Salvador,13 the piling up of fragments goes even further than
the two examples presented above. The result is a veritable jumble of figurative
elements. Watching these lapinhas, one can almost see those poor nuns, tucked
away in their convent, fully absorbed in their frenzied attempt to recreate the
world from which they had been banned by gluing ever more emblems to the
mountain. Soldier. Church. Carriage. Horse. Negro-with-guitar. Bridge. Bottle.
Peacock. More seashells. Mermaid. More flowers. And yet, all that the resulting
encrustation of the mountain does is to dramatise the utter failure to grasp the
world in its entirety by piling up its separate elements. Indeed, the thick crust
of emblems first and foremost highlights that dark, empty cave in the middle of
the mountain: a void that underscores the hollowness of this universe, its lack
of inner meaning and substance.
The one element that brings harmony to these statuettes is the figure of the
Menino Jesus. The divine child on top of the mountain, stretching out his little
hand in a gesture of blessing, allows the fragments to cohere (and to be perceived
as ‘the world’) just as it is this divine presence that is able to negate the emptiness
of the cave below. And yet, for as much as the posturing of the kingly child speaks
of a triumphant faith that brings order to an incoherent world, these lapinhas are
tinged with a certain melancholy. For everything about them – most strikingly
the disproportional size of the child Jesus in relation to the world below and its
uninvolved and strangely directionless smile – works to suggest that this divine
presence may be at work in the world of men, but is certainly not of this world.
This interpretation of the lapinhas takes its main cues from the work of
Walter Benjamin on the baroque and a number of scholars who followed his
line of argument.14 They have argued that the highlighting of the incompleteness of human-made worlds of meaning – and the notion of the Divine as an
absent truth that might replenish this lacking world – spoke to the experiences
of people who were living the turbulent religious–political developments of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Being the art of the Counter-Reformation,
as well as the art of the ‘conquest, seizure and subjugation’ of the pagan peoples
of the New World (del Valle 2002), the baroque sought to impose a revitalised
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Roman Catholicism on a world ridden with religious conflict and schisms, where
the taken-for-grantedness of a divine omnipresence was under siege. It was an
aesthetic that expressed the disintegration of the sacred canopy and sought to
counter it; it registered God’s receding from the world of men and sought to stop
this from happening; it was informed by people’s despair over the fact that the
presence of metaphysical truth in the world of men could no longer be taken
for granted as well as by their hope that truth might reside elsewhere. ‘Desperate
faith’ is how Bainard Cowan (1981: 119) labelled these two opposite dimensions
of the religious mood that pervades the baroque. The tragic awareness of the
imperfection of human-made worlds fuelled the yearning for a transcendent,
divine agent who might mend the rents and fissures. A verse from songwriter
Leonard Cohen beautifully captures this duplicity in baroque aesthetics: ‘there’s
a crack, a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in’ (in Fabian 1998: 34).
Two baroque churches in Bahia may serve as an example to spotlight how
these ‘cracks’ were played out aesthetically in a religious setting, not only to
bring that all-powerful yet absent God to presence, but indeed to provoke an
encounter with that absent God in ecstatic experiences.
The Igreja de São Francisco in the Bahian capital Salvador is part of a
Franciscan convent, and was built between 1708 and 1723 (Talento and
Hollanda 2008).15 Somewhat hidden at the far end of the Terreiro de Jesus,
the central square of the historical Pelourinho district, it comes across as ‘yet
another baroque church’ (Terreiro de Jesus alone counts four huge baroque
churches, the city many more). To enter the church’s interior, one has to pass
through a narrow and rather uninviting corridor which entirely fails to prepare
the visitor for what is coming (or indeed, adds to the shock effect); stepping
into the church, one finds oneself in the midst of what is best described as a
‘golden storm’, an overwhelming, whirling jumble of gilded ornaments, which
produces a veritable ‘blast’ to one’s sensory apparatus.
The most noticeable aspect of the interior of the Igreja de São Francisco is
what some have called the horror vacui of the baroque, its ‘fear of empty spaces’
(Hansen 2006). Wherever you look, there are woodcarvings smothered in gold
leaf, panels of azulejos, paintings of biblical scenes, or statues of saintly figures.
The rectangular, hexagonal, rhombic, and star-shaped surfaces in between the
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complicated geometrical patterns of the vaults on the ceiling all contain paintings with more biblical scenes. The multicoloured marble floor is decorated with
wild, curly vegetal motives. Every single object – chandeliers, candle stands,
balustrades, balconies, altars, columns, doors, holy-water fonts – seems to have
spurred on the decorative zeal of the builders and become a pretext for more
ornamentation. The interior is like a lapinha turned inside out: the jumble is no
longer to be found on an object you can hold at a distance so as to contemplate
it: you are now inside it.
Trying to take in the excessive decorations, the eye soon gets lost in what
seems to be an unstoppable movement of curling, curving, and spiralling, producing an acute sense of dizziness. Adding to this dizziness is the fact that the
designer’s indulgence in ornamentation leads to the blurring of all clear lines. All
sharp divisions and forms are covered by a thick crust of decorative elements,
leaving them amorphous, like an old shipwreck on the bottom of the ocean,
covered by shells and corals.
Clearly, this space does not want you to maintain your distance so as ‘to
get the picture straight’. Its aesthetic tactic is to overwhelm you, to engulf you,

Fig. 6.3 Igreja de São Francisco, Salvador da Bahia16
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to break down the control that ‘observation’ allows. The sensation it seeks is
to push you off track, to provoke a sensation of falling, of being lost, of losing
one’s grip.
This sensation continues at a semantic level. Transformations and metamorphoses are everywhere. Decorative curls become plants, which in turn become
human figures. When giving them a second, more attentive look, acanthus
leaves reveal the features of a lion’s head. Human limbs, not connected to any
body, hold out chandeliers: reduced to mere decorative elements, they prohibit
the idea that the category ‘human’ would somehow be a privileged category in
the order of things. Everything could well be something else. Are these angels
really angels? Many offer their nakedness to the congregation as ever so many
flashers. Some seem pregnant. Some have remarkably erect nipples. Some look
at us as if they were a prostitute soliciting at a street corner. Most of them boast
silly smiles and other rather idiotic facial expressions, so stupid that you can’t
help thinking that the slaves who did the woodcarving must have had a good
laugh mocking the facial expressions of their Portuguese masters (a point that
is also stressed by the black tour guides who take tourists into the church and
help them to ‘read’ the interior).
And yet, for all the dizziness that the interior of the Igreja de São Francisco
provokes, a description of my impressions would not be complete without
mentioning its experiential antidote. For as much as this place seeks to induce
in its visitors a sensation of losing their grip, no one actually falls when entering
the church, or loses control. And intriguingly, it might well be again the design
of the interior that brings about this sensation. For in the storm of whirling
ornamentation, the statues of the saints remain calm and serene, resting points
for the eye in spite of their flowing robes. More importantly, the overall structure
of the interior has a theatrical set-up – the corridor of the nave, flanked by dark
wooden pews, and the arched aisles all draw attention to the altar, thus bringing
into focus the huge statue of Saint Francis embracing Jesus on the cross.
It is in this simultaneity of ‘losing one’s grip’ and ‘being led towards the
Saviour’ that this church interior is at its most effective: the sensation of disorientation and instability comes hand in hand with an awe inducing sensation
that a transcendent power, capable of keeping it all together, is present in this
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space. Dizziness is produced to derail the subject, only then to grab this falling
subject and lead him up to salvation.
The trompe l’oeil ceilings found in many of the Bahian baroque churches
(Fig. 6.4) and elsewhere (Fig. 6.5) offer a second intriguing example of the
baroque capacity to unsettle sense perceptions so as to provoke a head-spinning
encounter with the blissful, transcendent realm of the Divine.

Fig. 6.4 Igreja da Matriz, Santo Amaro da Purificação, Bahia17

Fig. 6.5 Gesú, Rome18
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Evidently, these ceilings negate the closure of an architectural space and
suggest that the believers who have gathered for worship under this roof gain
access to an infinite ‘beyond’. They are, quite literally, a material expression of
the thought that it is through the ‘cracks’ that the light gets in.
Yet the power of these ceilings does not rest in their being the illustration
of a ‘thought’; it rests in their capacity to make that thought experientially real.
When I look up to these ceilings, I am of course aware that this representation
of the heavens is a painting, an illusion, a ‘trick’ that is played on the eye (as
the term trompe l’oeil suggests). Such knowing, however, does not prohibit a
powerful, dizzying sensation of having access to – and partaking in – the infinite heights that are depicted. In other words, when I visit these churches and
look up, I cannot fully dismiss the trick as being ‘merely a trick’. Even though I
am fully aware that my senses are being ‘played’ by the architectural space and
the painted ceilings, part of my experience escapes this knowing. The knowing
that the encounter with the ‘transcendent’ is ‘in fact’ a bodily sensation does
not undo the mystery either. Film scholar Vivian Sobchak’s insightful observations of her relation to the image on a film screen easily translate to the trompe
l’oeil ceiling: ‘As the image becomes translated into a bodily response, body and
image no longer function as discrete units, but as surfaces in contact, engaged
in a constant activity of reciprocal realignment and inflection’ (Sobchak 2011).
Watching the image is thus the ‘commingling of flesh and consciousness, the
human and technological sensorium, so that meaning and where it is made does
not have a concrete origin in either bodies or representation but emerges from
both’ (Ibid.). This ‘meaning without concrete origin’ – which has been called
‘the sublime’ in discourses on the arts, and the ‘numinous’ or the ‘ineffable’ in
religious studies – opens a window onto a mysterious ‘beyond’, a larger, overarching reality plane that, while fully real, remains ungraspable for the intellect:
an absent truth.
The instances of a religiously inspired baroque that I have discussed are
fine examples of what Birgit Meyer calls ‘an aesthetic of persuasion’ (Meyer
2010). Clearly, the Catholic Church sought to inscribe the subject’s experiential
encounters with an ‘infinite beyond’ into its particular conception of the moral
and political order, to thus endow that order with a touch of the sacred. Ecstatic
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experiences of the ineffable were to be invoked via images, the Gesamtkunstwerk
of religious architecture, music, and pompous ritual and at the same time to be
controlled through catechism and theological explanation. The ecstatic experiences of the great mystics of the baroque were brought to the community of
believers in poetry, essays, tracts, and autobiographical reports: the mystical
experience of an encounter with the Divine was to contribute to a ‘science
of the soul’. In other words, the experiential je ne sais quoi evoked in baroque
art and architecture was attributed, post hoc, with a concrete origin: it was an
experience of the Divine.
The attempts by religious institutions to ‘colonise’ the experiences of the
ineffable they produced in their arts are what the baroque anthropology I
seek to design would want to undo. But then again, my idea is not to reject the
authority of the religious ‘coloniser’ of the ineffable in order to replace it with
the authority of academia. Instead I would suggest toppling the Menino Jesus
from the mountain, but then to leave its place vacant.

T h e - r e s t- o f - w h at- i s
The term I ended up working with to conceptualise this vacancy, this ‘beyond’
to all representation, is ‘the-rest-of-what-is’ (van de Port 2011), a catchphrase
which summarises the writings of philosophers and cultural analysts such as
Yannis Stavrakakis (1999), the early Slavoj Žižek (1989; 1997; 1999), Alain
Badiou (2002), and Terry Eagleton (2009) on the Lacanian concept of ‘the
Real’.
The Lacanian ‘Real’ refers to the existential human condition that the
symbolic orders that promise us to make sense of ourselves and the world fail
to capture the experience of ourselves and the world in its entirety. The Real
is thus not to be confused with ‘reality’. On the contrary, these authors keep
stressing that the Real is the other of reality, the dimension of being which
makes us aware just how much our reality is dependent on our representations of it. In The Sublime Object of Ideology (1989), Slavoj Žižek describes
the Real as
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the starting point, the basis, the foundation of the process of symbolization […] which in a sense precedes the symbolic order and is subsequently structured by it when it gets caught in its network: this is the
great Lacanian motif of symbolization as a process which mortifies, drains
off, empties, carves the fullness of the Real of the living body. But the
Real is at the same time the product, remainder, leftover, scraps of this
process of symbolization and is as such produced by the symbolization
itself (1989: 169).

Intriguing contradictions abound in this Lacanian notion of the Real. First of all,
the Lacanian Real must be conceptualised as a radical negativity in that it resists
all symbolisation, representation, and narration. ‘Cancelling out the Real, the
symbolic creates “reality”, reality as that which is named by language and can
thus be thought and talked about’, writes Yannis Stavrakakis (2002: 526). ‘The
Real is what remains outside this field of representation, what remains impossible to symbolize’ (Ibid.). Any claim to be able to articulate the Real is false,
for an articulation of the Real would imply that this ‘beyond-of-our-knowing’
now finds itself within the horizons of the known – and is thus no longer what
it was. The-rest-of-what-is must therefore be conceptualised as forever strange.
It is the elusive, mysterious, ungraspable, inarticulable, inexplicable, baffling
dimension of being. In his remarkable study Trouble with Strangers: A Study of
Ethics (2009), Eagleton puts it like this:
[The Lacanian Real is] a version of Kant’s unknowable thing-in-itself […]
we can grasp this alien phenomenon only by constructing it backwards,
so to speak, from its effect – from how it acts as a drag on our discourse,
as astronomers can sometimes identify a celestial body only because of its
warping effect on the space around it (Eagleton 2009: 149).

And yet, for all of its ungraspable characteristics, the Real derives its solidsounding name from its unchanging and stone-like nature: it is, as Žižek puts
it, ‘the rock upon which every attempt at symbolization stumbles’, and ‘the hard
core which remains the same in all possible worlds’ (1989: 169).
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The other major contradictions that are to be faced when pondering the
notion of the Real concern the way people experience and evaluate its presence in their lives. As I have just suggested, the Real reveals our structures of
signification to be lacking: it is the excess, the surplus, the ‘beyond’ of our realities; the inevitable by-product of the process whereby form is carved out of the
formlessness that Michael Jackson – following William James – has called the
‘plenum of existence’ (1988: 3). The Real is experienced as a constant threat to
the stability of cultural definitions of what is possible, normal, credible, or true.
Unrelentingly, the forces of the Real besiege the fortresses of meaning in which
we have taken refuge. It is therefore not surprising that people shy away from
confrontations with anything or anyone who raises an awareness of the Real
and erect taboos and prohibitions to prevent this from happening.
And yet it is exactly because of its location beyond representation that the
Real is also positively evaluated as fullness, totality, healing, and wholeness.
As the-rest-of-what-is, it is the promise of having access to the infinite that
the baroque trompe l’oeil ceiling holds out to the congregation of believers.
Traumatic encounters with the Real may be experienced as blissful plenitude,
or the ‘All’ that mystics have described as ‘the oceanic feeling’. ‘Nothing is
lacking in the Real’, says Žižek. ‘The lack is introduced only by the symbolization’ (1989: 170).
The focus of these writers on the ‘failing’ of the symbolic order does not mean
that they find lack and incompleteness always and everywhere. On the contrary:
it is exactly because of the awareness of the lack in symbolic modes of worldmaking that these thinkers have come up with such wonderful and insightful
descriptions of the pivotal role of fantasy in covering up the rents, fissures, and
black holes in the structure of meaning (see Žižek 1997; Stavrakakis 1999; Veenis
2012; Thoden van Velzen and van Wetering 1988). As Stavrakakis argued, fantasy
is not the opposite of reality (as colloquial wisdom has it), but supports reality:
it emerges exactly in the place where the lack of reality definitions becomes
evident (1999: 46). Indeed, reality can only acquire a certain coherence and
become desirable as an object of identification by resorting to fantasy.
This line of thought offers some striking correspondences with the (religiously inspired) baroque insistence on the incompleteness of man-made
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worlds of meaning and the evocation of a potentially redemptive ‘beyond’ to
these worlds. Žižek’s observation that ‘nothing is lacking in the Real’, that ‘the
lack is only introduced by the symbolization’ (1989: 170), is fully compatible
with a baroque discourse on the plenitude of the Divine, which presents the
lack – via such forms as the trompe l’oeil or mystical ecstasy – as the beyond.
Lacanian understandings of the Real are even more reminiscent of negative
theologies, which insist that God is unfathomable and maintain that the Divine
can only be understood in terms of what it is not; or radical theologies such as
developed by Karl Barth, who sought to differentiate the human affair called
‘religion’ from the absent truth that is God: ‘For Man, God is always on yonder
side, always new, far, strange, sovereign, never within reach, never in his possession: saying God means saying miracle’ (Barth 2008: 95). In these theologies,
the difference between ‘God’ and the-rest-of-what-is seems to be reduced to a
mere choice of terms.
The differences between religiously inspired baroque and Lacanian articulations of the human condition are as striking. In Lacanian thought, the baroque
construct of a divine being called ‘God’, capable of imposing its all-encompassing
meanings and morals onto the world, can only be understood as a desirable
fantasy object, the imaginary solution to the lack that pervades the worlds of
meaning and morals in which human beings dwell. To replace the Menino Jesus
on top of the mountain with the Lacanian Real is to replace it with an empty
signifier. It is indeed, to leave its place vacant.

B a ro q u e Way s o f K n ow i n g
I opened this essay with the observation that the stylistic conventions of academia are not very appropriate to instil in readers that sense of ‘being lost’ which
I deem crucial to understand the world-making that goes on in turbulent places
such as the former Yugoslavia, the Dutch underworld, and Bahia. I suggested
that the baroque is a rich repository of sensational forms with which to reveal
that sentiment, and I found in Lacanian musings over the notion of the Real
an apt academic equivalent. The suggestion now presents itself that we might
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simply ‘go Lacanian’, instead of ‘going baroque’. Undoubtedly, such a move would
produce a whole set of resistances (Lacanian thought is controversial, to say the
least), but at least one would be working with ideas and arguments put forward
by intellectuals in a thoroughly academic style. In other words, with Lacan our
ideas would be challenged, but our ways of knowing would not be messed up.
The problem, however, is that replacing the baroque with its Lacanian avatar
is exactly the kind of ‘domestication’ of baroque expressivities that I would like to
avoid. No mistake about it, I have been much inspired by Lacanian scholars, in
that they have enabled me to intellectually grasp the lack that lies at the heart of
all representational forms and see the overlap in the existential plight of people
in places as far apart as Vukovar, Amsterdam, and Bahia. They have helped me
to think about the fact that the world does not comply with our narrations of it
and to chart the implications of this observation for the anthropological study
of world-making. Yet the way these scholars address me as a reader is very much
within the modes in which we academics ‘go about knowing’: their vocabulary
is experience-distant with contrived intellectual formulations and abstractions;
they require me to think hard and deep; and they force me to stay attuned to the
development of their argument, to follow them along, sentence by sentence,
paragraph by paragraph, chapter by chapter. They thus take me further and
further from the ethnographic situation that I want to report on and ever more
into academia. In addition, there is the intellectual satisfaction that is offered
in this kind of writing: working hard to grasp the complicated arguments, the
reader is continuously provided with a sense of mastery that is well caught in
the very verb ‘to grasp’, which my dictionary of the English language translates
as ‘to seize and hold firmly’. It is for such reasons that these scholars only get me
halfway to where I want to go: in allowing me to stay in the academic universe,
and allowing me to experience this sense of mastery, they separate me – and
my readers – from that old woman in her ruined home, from those paranoid
drug dealers, and from the fears that a Hollywood movie caused in the mood
and mindset of a young Bahian shop assistant.19
The baroque – or rather, the baroque that is being designed here: one from
which an omnipotent and beneficiary God has been evicted – does not offer
the satisfaction of a sense of mastery or being in control. It seeks to make the
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lack that is at the heart of all world-making ‘experienceable’, not graspable. It is
ecstatic, in that its movements are centrifugal, transporting its subjects out of
familiar intellectual terrain, away from those rooms with white Formica tables
and humming projectors. It seeks to shock, to confuse, and to derail by alerting its subjects to the-rest-of-what-is, and unlike the Lacanian thinkers, it does
not seek to make up for the tensions it produces. It does not shy away from
the discomfort it gives rise to – a sense of non-accomplishment, unfulfillment
and impotence – but seeks to add such affects to its palette. This, then, is why
I am seduced by the baroque: it holds out the promise that its rich repository
of expressive forms might bring me (and my readers) experientially closer to
what it is like to be lost in the rest-of-what-is.
One may ask, of course, whether these propositions still fall within accepted
ideas as to what academics are supposed to do. After all, one might argue that
experience-centred modes of knowing, and emotional and affect-full apprehensions of life, pertain to the realm of poetry, literature, music, and the arts. I do
think, however, that a separation between academics who cater for the ‘thinking’,
and artists who cater for the ‘experiencing’ reproduces a false dichotomy of the
disembodied knowledge practices of the academic versus the experience-full
knowledge practices of the artist. As argued above, reading an academic text is
an experience-full activity, producing all kinds of sensations, albeit sensations
of a certain kind. It is exactly because the academic writer seeks to limit the
range of sensations that are admissible in his or her text that we can think of
‘academism’ as a style, an ensemble of aesthetic conventions that casts the world
in a particular light and produces particular reality effects.20
Just how much academics are performing ‘emotion-work’ became clear to
me when I came back from war-ridden Yugoslavia. The emotional overtones
in the demands of my audiences to undo the ‘bloody mess’ of the world I had
studied were hard to miss. The intense news coverage of massacres and atrocities
in ‘a place where we used to go on holiday’ (as the often repeated phrase had
it)21 had unsettled them. They wanted to be released from the tensions caused
by shocking televised images. They sought to be soothed by my texts, comforted
by the thought that it all appeared very chaotic and unfathomable, but that an
expert might actually show that underneath the bloody mess ‘it all made sense’.
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My resistance to delivering that comforting experience of release and relaxation,
my stubborn refusal to clean up the mess, my attempts to send my readers into
the mud, and the opposition this approach encountered (not least by a rather
positivistic alter ego in my head) made me aware of how much we are under
pressure to instil a particular kind of emotion in our reader’s minds and bodies:
the tranquillity and peace of mind that pertains to a world brought to order, the
contentment that follows the illusionary sensation of being in control again. In
response to hesitancy about bringing in emotion, I would say that maybe that
is what we’ve been doing all along. The question is not whether we would want
to open up our academic texts to emotions, but whether we want to expand the
range of emotions that we deem admissible.
As I have made clear by now, a broadening of the experiential world that is
an academic text is exactly what the baroque attention to the-rest-of-what-is
might accomplish: to infuse our intellectual conquests of the rest-of-what-is
with our not-knowing, our bafflement, our missing-out-on-things – and the
feelings of discomfort, despair, and excitement this infusion may give rise to:
to make our readers aware of the emotional undercurrents that accompany the
eternal struggle to make a-story-to-live-by out of a world that is ‘vague, diffuse
or unspecific, slippery, emotional, ephemeral, elusive or indistinct, changes like
a kaleidoscope, or doesn’t have much of a pattern at all’ (Law 2004: 2).
‘How then to realise this?’ one might ask. Introducing literary modes of writing which allow for more poetic registers of articulation are one way to go. In
contrast with academic instructions to the author – to define, to fix, to delineate,
to make explicit, to explain, to give ‘the complete picture’, to conclude – literary
modes of writing wilfully produce ‘gaps’ and open ends to engage and activate
the reader’s imagination, inviting the reader to bring the narrative to life with his
or her own idiosyncratic associations. As Wolfgang Iser puts it, in his masterful
analysis of ‘the reading process’,
no author worth his salt will ever attempt to set the whole picture before his
reader’s eyes. If he does he will very quickly lose his reader, for it is only by
activating the reader’s imagination that the author can hope to involve him
and so realise the intentions of his text (1972: 287).
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I am aware that inviting the reader to search for experiential or emotional overlap
between his or her moments of derailment and being lost, and those of the people
he or she is reading about, may strike the academic as odd and unwanted. For
indeed, this implies the transfer of emotions that pertain to the reader’s situation to the ethnographic setting: for instance, the life drama of that old woman
in bomb-shelled Vukovar becomes experientially linked with, say, the drama
of the loss of a dear friend due to illness, or even something as banal as losing
him because of his move to another city. Such transfers of emotion may seem
preposterous, or even disrespectful of the greater plight of others. But then again,
in the reading process, these transfers of emotions of the reader to the characters
and events that figure in the text are an inescapable given. Identification with a
story implies this kind of emotional trafficking. It is not as if this is an ‘option’.
Rather, it is given with the act of reading. Moreover, as Wolfgang Iser explains,
the inescapable fact that the reader brings in his or her own emotions does not
mean that the encounter with the other does not take place.
The manner in which the reader experiences the text will reflect his own
disposition, and in this respect the literary text acts as a kind of mirror; but at the
same time, the reality which this process helps to create is one that will be different
from his own (since, normally, we tend to be bored by texts that present us with
things we already know perfectly well ourselves). Thus we have the apparently
paradoxical situation in which the reader is forced to reveal aspects of himself in
order to experience a reality which is different from his own. The impact this reality makes on him will depend largely on the extent to which he himself actively
provides the unwritten part of the text, and yet in supplying all the missing links,
he must think in terms of experiences different from his own; indeed, it is only
by leaving behind the familiar world of his own experience that the reader can
truly participate in the adventure the literary text offers him (Iser 1972: 287).
Readers are emotional and sentient interpreters of our words and always
already implied in the making of our texts. In that sense, the moves I propose
are towards a recognition of the role of the reader’s imagination, and an exploration as to how that imagination can be played differently. They are not the
clearing of a new path.
The other road to a realisation of a baroque anthropology, that is more
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welcoming to the idea that there is a ‘rest-of-what-is’, is a reconsideration of the
role that visuals might play in our reports. As stated, the baroque immediately
conjures up images in one’s mind. Visual anthropology, a subdivision of the
discipline where the form of knowing that is ‘looking’ has been intensively
discussed, has recently introduced some very inspiring ideas as to what images
might do in academia. David MacDougall, for instance, systematically compared
writing/reading and filming/watching as knowledge practices, and explains how
images are always in excess of what the producer of the image wants from it:
‘Shots are filled with both relevant and (to me) extraneous matter at every level
[…] they drift constantly toward the actual complexity and indeterminacy of
the experienced world’ (2006: 41). Whereas the containment of this ‘extraneous matter’ is the never-ending problem of the filmmaker, it is also the great
potential of film as a medium, for it is exactly in this surplus that one may catch
‘glimpses of being more unexpected and powerful than anything we could create’:
in films the complexity of people and objects implicitly resists the theories
and explanations in which the film enlists them, sometimes suggesting other
explanations, or no explanations at all. In this sense, then, film is always a
discourse of risk and indeterminacy. This puts it at odds with most academic
writing, which, despite its caution and qualifications, is a discourse that
advances always towards conclusions (MacDougall 2006: 6).

The digital age greatly facilitates the use of images in texts, and with online publishing all kinds of hybrids between texts, images, moving images, and sounds
become imaginable. The exploration of these opportunities is only the beginning. By and large, images appear in texts as illustrations of an argument already
made. The illustrations in this article are a case in point. And yet even here, the
sovereignty of these images is not restricted by my narrative. For example, take
the photograph of the miracle room in Candeias (Fig. 6.1). I introduced this
image in my text to illustrate the baroque receptivity for mess. The upper right
corner of the photograph, however, reveals an (earlier?) attempt by the caretaker
of this site to neatly arrange the ex-votos on shelves. This detail does not undo
my reading of the image, but signals other possible readings.
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A more radical example of the way images may introduce the-rest-of-whatis into our reports is the photograph below. It shows the statue of a bleeding
Christ in yet another Salvadorian baroque church, São Domingo de Gusmão. I
might use this image of a human corpse thrown in front of an elegant Rococo
altar, frozen in its convoluted rigor mortis, and with wide open eyes, to ‘serve’
an argument about the baroque insistence that the mystery of being escapes our
intellectual grasp. Yet as it ‘hits us in the stomach’, as it jeers at such attempts to
control it by typing a caption under it saying ‘Fig. 6.6, Christ figure, Igreja de
São Domingos de Gusmão’, this image also catapults us out of the universe of
this text. It is no longer an illustration of arguments made about the Real, it is
a frightening encounter with it.
Instead of shying away from artistic resources in our reports on reality, I
plead for crossovers into the realm of the (visual) arts. Why not grant the image
a larger role than that of illustrating our arguments? Why not profit from the
stubborn resistance of images to be fully subjected to our intellectual grasp? And
given the fact that we are not artists ourselves, why not cooperate with artists
and their capacity to provoke experiences of the sublime? I have long thought
that to make such moves towards a new role of images needs to be justified. But
I am more and more convinced that what needs to be justified is the decision
to keep the power of images at a distance.

Fig. 6.6 Igreja de São Domingos de Gusmão, Bahia22
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I n s t e a d o f C o n c l u s i o n s : A p e rt u r e s
In this chapter, I have sought ways of making the gap between life and its representations present in anthropological reports, and so to counter the stylistic
conventions that dominate academia and disrupt their comforting effects on
readers. In the baroque I found a rich repository of sensational forms to express
the intuition that all representations are ultimately lacking, as they cannot host
‘the plenum of existence’ ( Jackson 1988: 3). Or rather, the baroque seeks to make
that tension present, by hinting at the beyond of each and every representation,
a field that I called the-rest-of-what-is.
I take this tension to be given with the condition of being human, the symbolising animal whose dependence on cultural representations is ‘so great as
to be decisive for his creatural viability’ (Geertz 1973: 99). To phrase it with
the grandiloquence and bombast that befits the baroque: as cultural beings
we are all required to store our life and being in narratives which fail to deliver
on their totalising promises. Moreover, I would argue that it is this common
human experience that provides the meeting ground for anthropologists, the
people they report on, and the readers of anthropological reports. We have all
been derailed at some point, torn off the track we thought we were on, heading
towards the future of our imaginations. And to a differing extent, we have all
encountered the upheaval and despair – or the excitement and bliss – that may
invade our consciousness at such moments. It is this commonality that might
bring our readers experientially close to that old woman in Vukovar, to the
‘desperate faith’ with which those drug-traffickers clung to the thought that the
underworld is subjected to strict laws, to the confusion of José that the spirits
he interacts with are possibly a sign of schizophrenia.23
The other possibility for introducing turmoil and turbulence in academic
modes of report lies in a further exploration of our ‘modes of address’, the
way in which we engage our readers to partake in the stories we have to tell.
Acknowledging that the act of reading is not only an intellectual activity but
also an embodied and experiential one opens up avenues for interpolating our
readers as affective and sensuous beings. The baroque teaches us that there
are ways to make the encounter with the rest-of-what-is happen in the act of
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reading. Instilling in the reader ‘a sense of being lost’ might bring about a deeper
identification of the reader with the subjects portrayed in the ethnography, and
a greater commitment to find ways to relieve their plight.
For those of you who detect in this last ‘vista’ yet another fantasy to screen
off the lack that lies at the heart of the anthropological project – yet another
fantasy of comfort – I can only say ‘yes indeed’. I find relief and comfort in the
thought that the world does not comply with anyone’s narration of it, and might
therefore be a more welcoming place than we make it to be.
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Manchester Museum in the University of Manchester), organised by John Law
and Evelyn Ruppert, were crucial in helping me to articulate the position put
forward in this essay.

N ot e s
1 For a full account, see Van de Port (1998) and (2013c).
2 I use the term ‘world-making’ for people’s ongoing attempts to carve meaningful worlds
out of the plenum of existence. I take anthropology to be the study of these attempts.
3 In an interesting special issue of Etnofoor (2011, XXI: 2), a number of authors – Michael
Jackson, Kirin Narayan, Paul Stoller, and Barbara Tedlock among them – revisit the writing
culture debate.
4 Next to the works that are referred to throughout the text, my readings on Brazilian
baroque include Averini (1997); Ávila (2001); Bastide (1945); Freire (2006); Grammont
(2008); Hansen (2006); Montes (1998); and Underwood (2002). For the use of the
baroque in imagining the social I have acquainted myself with the work of Deleuze (2006);
Benjamin (1977); Buci-Glucksman (1992); Calabrese (1992); Ndalianis (2004); and
Wolin (1994).
5 As stated, the baroque served to articulate the tensions between life and its
representations, which my earlier work in Serbia and the Netherlands had already brought
to the fore. The main concepts I had used in this earlier work were the ‘Dionysian’, the
‘wild’, the ‘primitive’, and, more specifically for Serbia, the ‘Balkan’.
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6 I thank my colleague Jojada Verrips for bringing this book to my attention.
7 This point is also made by Calabrese (1992), who speaks of the baroque as an artistic
‘impulse’.
8 Elsewhere, I have discussed the baroque dimensions of camp (van de Port 2012) and
punk (van de Port 2013a).
9 Photograph by Mattijs van de Port.
10 For a full discussion, see Van de Port (2012), pp. 159–181.
11 Photograph by Sergio Benuti. Copyright courtesy of the Acervo Fundação Instituto
Feminino da Bahia.
12 The presepios (cribs) that are set up in homes in the Bahian interior around Christmas
time share the characteristics of the lapinhas. Next to images of the Holy Family they
contain all kinds of items that aesthetically appealed to the women who assemble them
– including empty shampoo bottles, canned sardines, and potted plants, producing a
proliferating, messy mountain that sometimes takes up half the space of their living room.
This particular ‘messy’ aesthetic is also a striking characteristic in the ‘miracle rooms’ of
Bahian pilgrimage sites, as the photograph from the Bahian town of Candeias illustrates
(Fig. 6.1).
13 The collection of ‘Meninos no Monte’ can be found in the Museu Henriqueta
Catharino, which pertains to the Instituto Feminino da Bahia, once an old boarding
school for rich girls in the centre of Salvador, now with a wonderful collection of
popular religious art.
14 Benjamin (1977); see Owen (1980); Cowan (1981); Wolin (1994).
15 For a full account of this particular church interior, see Van de Port (2013b).
16 Photograph by Mattijs van de Port.
17 Photograph by Mattijs van de Port.
18 Photograph by Mattijs van de Port.
19 For a full discussion of this theme, see Mattijs van de Port, ‘Reading Bruno Latour in
Bahia. Or: How to Approach the Great, Blooming Buzzing Confusion without Going
Mad’ (2015).
20 One only needs to read Roland Barthes’ The Pleasure of the Text (1975), a wonderful
treatise on ‘reading’, to be reminded that reading is as much an experiential activity as
an intellectual one (or else recall the phenomenologist’s understanding of the embodied
ground of all mindful activity).
21 There was always a striking tone of indignation in the way people would say this, a sense
of having been betrayed.
22 Photograph by Mattijs van de Port.
23 Highlighting this commonality is by no means an invitation to forget about the
specificity of individual cases, to ignore that there are different ways in which worlds
may fall apart (that there are different intensities of collapse – slaps and blows). I urge
ethnographers to always zoom in on the particular and culture-specific modes of dealing
with moments of derailment.
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I NNOVATION WITH WO R DS
AND V ISUALS: A B A RO QUE
S EN S IBILIT Y
Helen Verran and Brit Ross Winthereik

I n t ro d u c t i o n
Innovating to effect the discipline of deductive proof in Ancient
Greek mathematics by mixing words and visuals; to accomplish the compromises needed in the conduct of an elected monarchy in sixteenth-century
Denmark; to lubricate the workings of a public-private partnership (PPP) in
contemporary Denmark; and to inspire a baroque style of empirical analysis in
the contemporary academic discipline of science and technology studies. These
are the sites of innovation that figure in our paper (albeit some more fleetingly
than others). We connect them by embroidering each with that ‘now you see
it, now you don’t’ thread of innovation in mixing words and visuals.
Flick through our text and the visuals will stand out – an odd mixture of
PowerPoint images and photographs of a tapestry. The words of course will
take more time to get your head around. When you have done so (dear reader),
we ask you to undertake an exercise of the imagination. Imagine our text, this
particular mixture of words and visuals, as a performance: two speakers with
spoken words and screened visuals. By undertaking that exercise of imagination
you will correct an imbalance which we, writing on different sides of the world,
are unable to attend to. In our performance of this text, our imagined embodied
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storytelling, we hope our initial, almost unreasonable, juxtaposition of the life
of two Danish cities modernising in different centuries creates a tension strong
enough to contain the further tensions we create in mixing visuals and words.
The tensions are crucial in making our argument for expanding our modern
repertoire for ‘doing diagrams’. Our juxtapositions put the four worlds we listed
in the beginning in tension, accepting that they are detached and different in
myriad unknowable ways while effecting an attachment, a working sameness
within that wonder-filled difference.

J u x ta p o s i t i o n : G row t h C e n t r e s i n D e n m a r k
In the sixteenth century Helsingør was a centre of innovation. But here we set
the life of that city of long ago against the contemporary life of Hanstholm, a
twenty-first-century centre of innovation on the other side of Denmark. We
juxtapose these temporally and spatially distinct places for no other reason
than developments in these places both harvest opportunities offered by the
sea. Or more precisely, we juxtapose the collective practices involved in their
being places, by connecting them with this (rather slight) thread. This unlikely
juxtaposition might be seen as expressing a baroque sensibility, but whether or
not it does it is the first move in the comedy that is our paper.1
Helsingør commands the strait that is the entrance to the Baltic Sea. As a
sixteenth-century centre of economic development, it grew out of the extraction
of dues from ships that wished to pass through the strait. Hanstholm, in contrast,
faces the North Sea and while it is already Denmark’s largest fishery harbour,
it is hoped that this town will become a future engineering city through the
extraction of energy from the waves that pound its shores. Both development
events might be construed as cutting-edge events concerned with innovation
and growth, and taking place on different geographical edges. Recognising these
edges is to recognise stories of entrepreneurship as stories of working relations
between people, technology, and nature.
Narrating and exhibiting devices garnered from the life of these two different
places on the edge of the sea, we first draw attention to a diagram of innovation
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and its roles in instituting innovation. This diagram emerged into our field of
vision through fieldwork in a Danish wave-energy research and development
collective where participants are hoping to move towards commercialisation
and promote Danish know-how on marine renewable energy technology in
Denmark and abroad. We take the diagram of the stages of innovation as a device
designed to allow participants to sift through the complexity of wave-energy
development and effect partnership among developers and potential private
and public sector investors.
The second diagram we display is historical and emerged in archival work
we undertook as a way of analysing the innovation diagram with a baroque
sensibility. Looking for inspiration as to how a baroque sensibility might be
expressed, we turned to Helsingør as exemplary of a Danish baroque time
and place. Here we encountered a baldachin, a tapestry throne canopy woven
in a tapestry workshop established in Kronborg Castle in 1585. As the town
expanded into a centre of commerce, drawing on its strategic location between
the North Sea and the Baltic, and capitalism emerged as an economic order,
the Danish aristocracy was radically reorganised through successive upheavals. These were associated with the institutionalisation of Protestantism and
the establishment of an elected monarchy. We take the baldachin as a device
designed to intervene in that emergent polity.
Through juxtapositions, we offer stories in the form of non-explanation. We
frame and reframe in order to generate something new from within the field
of study, rather than reflect on ‘what is’ from a meta position (Law 2004). We
work within the ‘folds’ (see introduction to this volume by Law), pushing and
pulling at the interfaces we feel ourselves enmeshed in.
The work diagrams do in collectives is the focus of our attention in this
chapter, and we acknowledge that our understandings of what diagrams are
differ from the technical understandings adopted by our colleagues in waveenergy capture innovation, our engineering and financial PPP co-participants.
Our reframing through focussing on diagrams draws on a recent novel account
of diagrams offered in the history of mathematics. Instead of taking diagrams as
involved only in epistemic practices linking the mess of the actual and the ideal
of the future, this account of diagrams focuses on their unique contribution in
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rhetoric. This account allows us to recognise the work diagrams do in collective
way-finding, in working in the present.
Diagrams as we present them here are graphics, images, or visuals that fill
two-dimensional physical spaces – e.g. screened images of the stages of technological innovation, or the graphic images that cover the surfaces of a tapestry. The
visuals we are interested in are those performing in a graphic register that is in
tension with linguistic registers. We refer to these figurations that are designed
to work with text as diagrams, and open up a space for imagining their capacities
as agential devices. Our concern is with how diagrams and their associated texts
intervene in the organisation and governance of institutions like the wave-energy
partnership. In showing the workings of such diagrams they emerge as objects
of governance and organisation that embed working imaginaries exercised in
the present. In contrast to baroque diagrams like the baldachin, the diagrammatic devices of technoscience that we met in the wave-energy capture PPP
are designed to enforce non-equivocation and non-contradiction, the standard
rhetoric of Western scientific thought and argument. Devices enacting such
norms make it difficult to manage ambiguities and ambivalences that might
generatively make it possible to go on together doing difference.

M e e t i n g a Wo r k i n g D i a g r a m
When we began our involvement with wave-energy commercialisation we were
working on the edge in several senses of the word. In an attempt to get an edge in
environmental energy generation, Denmark’s government has invested money,
on and off, in local initiatives in Northern Jutland over a thirty-year period.
However, since a change of government in 2001, state funding in renewable
energy has taken on a particular form. Any application should now involve
private as well as public partners. Whether an innovation project is fundable
depends on its ability to successfully enrol various stakeholders in the project.
The imaginary at work in this vision of funding is that cutting-edge projects will
necessarily involve developers, financial partners, research institutions, local
government, and so on.
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Before 2001, government funding in renewable energy in Denmark focused
on supporting the renewable energy developer communities and expert engineers in whatever organisational form they chose to present themselves. It is
different today. If you go to the geographical edge where the North Sea waves
energetically batter the Danish coast, you will find the Danish Wave Energy
Center (DanWEC). Located in the town of Hanstholm, DanWEC has, as one
of its main missions, the institution of a PPP around marine renewable energy
in Denmark.2 One full-time employee attends to this along with a number of
helping hands from several different public and private institutions. As part of
research in the context of the project ‘Marine Renewable Energy as Alien’, we
have witnessed some of the sociotechnical means by which the partnership
hopes to turn wave-energy devices into cutting-edge infrastructure.3
Work to stabilise and move forward the partnership is ongoing, as is
fieldwork.4 The partnership has taken upon itself a number of tasks, one of
these being to map all the ongoing stakeholders and technology projects
geographically and in terms of progress (which means how far they are from
commercialisation).

Fig. 7.1 Diagram of Innovation, reproduced from the
draft report presented at the strategy meeting5
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On the basis of web searches and interviews, core members of what is
known as ‘The Partnership’ constructed a list of core actors in Danish waveenergy development. The initiative was guided by a worry that the developers
did not collaborate enough to benefit from each other’s insights. Another main
task the partnership set itself was to draft a national strategy for wave energy
and hand it over to the organisation that represents the interests of Danish
energy companies and to the Ministry for Climate and Energy. A varied group
of people make up ‘The Partnership’: wave device developers, local politicians
from north-western Denmark, energy company representatives, suppliers of
technology and materials, and scientists. Members of the partnership have
a number of rather different concerns and participate in the partnership for
various reasons. Nevertheless, the coordinating actors repeatedly highlight two
concerns: 1) to create visibility around wave-energy innovation among politicians and ordinary people as this, it is hoped, will generate increased funding,
and 2) to collaborate around particular technical issues that they all seem to
share (secure seabed anchoring is an issue that is often mentioned at meetings
in the partnership as being of shared concern). What they may each gain from
demonstrating the vitality of the wave-energy technologies and community
differs, but participants are adamant that individual inventors must collaborate
to gain political visibility. Collaboration is facilitated by wave-energy scientists
(physicists by training) from a Danish University located in the same region as
Hanstholm. This is also the group that introduced the innovation-cum-funding
model that was presented at a partnership meeting in 2011.
I sit at the horseshoe-shaped table in a meeting at the Montra Hotel in
Hanstholm. The room has soft carpets, and a view, and an ambition, it feels,
to perform its visitors as ‘elegant’. The meeting I am attending today is one in a
series of meetings instituting a new organisation, a private–public partnership
around wave-energy development in Denmark. Its forty participants range from
inventors of wave-energy technology to environmental consultants, politicians,
and engineers. There are familiar faces and newcomers, a few that I’d expected
to see are absent; this is a busy crowd. Of the forty participants, four are women.
The purpose of the meeting that was stated in the invitation and repeated by the
chair is to discuss the first draft for a national wave-energy strategy. The meeting
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is the last in a series of meetings held by a smaller working group and the draft
report has been circulated. A consultant who has been chairing the working
group walks us through the sections of the report. Everybody listens attentively
and no comments are made until a model depicting five steps and purporting
to describe the ‘stages’ of wave-energy innovation is presented.
When the diagram (reproduced as Fig. 7.1 above) appeared on the screen,
several of the people in the audience requested explanation. As the consultancy
personnel identified and narrated its five steps, a vision of orderly progression
emerged as actual locations of the physical work of testing wave-energy technologies: from the test basin, to the fjord, and to the open sea. The final step (5)
referred to nowhere in particular and everywhere in general – commercialisation. Upon enquiry we learnt that this diagram was introduced into the national
strategy by the consultant in collaboration with university partners. The diagram
distinguished three reality ‘factors’, or control variables, relevant to the process
of wave-energy innovation. The factors were variables influencing translation of
kinetic energy to electrical energy; variables relating to environmental robustness; and social factors. These factors were held to ‘add up to’ criteria salient
to assessing the viability of this type of environmental energy infrastructure.
The diagram seemed to propose that these various classes of ‘factors’ enter the
innovation process in this specific order.
The discussion heats up as the accuracy and truthfulness of the diagram
is discussed. Overall, the participants do not disagree over whether the form
of the diagram is an apt representation of innovation. The problem seems to
be that it locates specific technological prototypes differently on the arrow
of progress. Several of the developers disagree with how their devices are
ranked in the vision of progress envisioned in the diagram. The diagram
seems to be fomenting dissension. I raise my hand to ask if there might be
a way of representing the many differences at play. Are there other ways
apart from one arrow pointing towards one future? The answer is swift:
‘No, that would not be wise. We need to demonstrate that we stand united
as an industry’.
We will come back to this moment below, for, albeit belatedly, we wish to
respond to this swift and definitive answer.
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Back in the meeting, as the walk-through of the report continued, a different
diagram appeared on the screen. It outlined a number of funding schemes that
had been identified by the working group. By means of colours these schemes
were linked to the stages of the innovation diagram and hence to specific waveenergy prototypes. This diagram introduces a specificity into the reading of
technological innovation in wave energy that is likely to have significant consequences for many of the entrepreneurs gathered in the room. If members of the
partnership follow the strict logic created in putting these two representations
of reality together, then some entrepreneurs will find their future possibilities
severely constrained.

Fig. 7.2 A diagram depicting funding sources for the various
stages of the innovation process proposed in Fig. 7.16

Some months later I again sit at a horseshoe-shaped table. Once more the
innovation diagram is shown on the screen, but this time it figures as part of a
presentation by one of the partnership’s developers. The entrepreneur uses the
diagram to argue why ‘his’ prototype is located at step three and not at step two,
which was how it was classified during the previous meeting.
The innovation-cum-funding diagram is at the same time both authoritative
and contested. But the diagram’s role as more or less a truthful representation is
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not the only issue contested on this occasion. The assumption that the diagram
is only doing representation also becomes a point of contention. We take this as
an important ethnographic finding, since the wave-energy partnership tends to
exist and work around such diagrammatic representations. The university scientists introduced the innovation diagram with the intention of creating shared
ground, an object for wave-energy developers to gather around. They envisaged
it as a thing that would make possible simple (optimistic) representation of an
emerging field to politicians and potential investors. As we noted earlier, at the
same time as a spatially organised depiction of progress from a real past to an
imagined future, the diagram also seemed to embed certain mechanisms for
differentiation and even exclusion, so that not all devices would travel equally
fast into the future.
Let us stay in the second meeting a little while longer. One of us was present
amongst those representing various public institutions and along with private
sector representatives who were helping to ‘bring innovation to market’. The
puzzle of our participation at that moment was about discerning exactly what
these people were in fact gathering around: how did they make sense of the
diagrammatic figurations presented to them?
The influence of the orthodox interpretation that pervaded the diagram’s
appearance in the room meant that while there was space for negotiation in the
meeting, it could only proceed within the fixed logic of the five steps implied
by the diagrammatic representation of stages. It was mutually and tacitly agreed
that this is how innovation happens. Man-made devices ride into the future on
arrows of progressive tinkering with heterogeneous things.
But then the next presenter steps forward. He is a developer who takes a rather
different approach than the consensus to the problem of classifying wave-energy
devices according to this vision of progress. A central part of his presentation is
a newspaper clipping of a huge Atlantic Ocean wave smashing onto the coast
of Portugal. A surfer is riding the wave and spectators are watching from the
shore. The presenter asks the wave-energy capture consortium audience: aren’t
we all looking for the perfect wave? The main point of his presentation is that
wave-energy models are different; alternative mechanical means of wave-energy
harvesting each carry their own requirements. Specifically, different models
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need waves with different physical characteristics, different locations for model
testing, and different funding schemes to bring the models to market. We paraphrase this timely (it seems to us) intervention by a member of the partnership
as ‘let us refuse the general account of progressive technological innovation the
diagram proposes; each of us is an individual inventor’.
Key to our argument here is that this inventor steps forward with an alternative understanding of what it is that diagrams do. As this inventor explained in a
subsequent interview, he was not opposing the logic of the innovation diagram
(he is not refusing its role in representing passage of a domain of innovation
from past to future) but seeking to add to it (interview Jan 2013). Of course
he was, in actuality, adding further words. In these further words the argument
goes in a different – and in some ways opposed – direction to the flow of words
within the text associated with the graphic when it appeared initially. In adding
further words to the graphic’s milieu (or to put it another way, adding another
distinct set of words to those already embedded within the graphic), this canny
inventor seeks to enhance the diagram’s institutional potency. He imagines the
diagram could be capable of supporting entrepreneurs in thinking about the
differences between their models while still accepting that they are all the same
in capturing kinetic energy and translating it to electrical energy.
However, it is clear in this meeting that he is failing in this endeavour since
nobody is picking up the invitation to respecify the innovation graphic. His
presentation does not have any impact in this or the subsequent meetings, and
is not referred to by others. Later, we are told that this may be a matter of trust.
We are told that people in the sector do not trust this man because of previous
business history. Nevertheless, regardless of his lack of success in infusing the
diagram with a new sort of potential through further linguistic means, we see his
attempt as pointing to the possibility of a generative tension around the diagram.
More precisely we see the possibility of adding more and different texts to the
graphics, and perhaps in consequence altering the spatial designs of the graphics.
This dissenting entrepreneur offers us the possibility of methodological
pause, and has given us opportunity to announce the device that we are following here. The device we have ‘locked onto’ and which we will simply name
as diagram, is a juncture: text-graphic/graphic-text as an ephemeral clot of
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material semiotic resources where words are embedded in graphics as much as
graphics are buried in words. In the account we have just given of meeting the
diagram of technological innovation in wave-energy capture during ethnographic
fieldwork, we noted that it appeared along with a normative iconography which
has the diagram as representing. And we told how subsequently a dissenting
entrepreneur attempted unsuccessfully to introduce ambiguity and even internal
contradictions into the diagram, by adding a further (contradictory) interpretation of what it depicted.

A N o r m at i v e I c o n o g r a p h y o f T e c h n o l o g i c a l
I n n ovat i o n
Following the diagram representing the stages of innovation and its accompanying text as it contributes to launching the national strategy for wave power
in Denmark, a means by which the inventors seek funding opportunities offers
a glimpse of how the complicatedness of innovation processes is managed in
practice politically. It also offers insight into how the authors of the strategy see
the management of innovation processes as a matter of controlling the relation
between a model energy capture device and various natural environments.
Embedded in the diagram as a representation of technological innovation
is the assumption that technological innovation in wave-energy capture begins
with physics as fundamental knowledge: the translation of kinetic energy to
electrical energy and the variables that influence the efficiency of that translation. Knowledge relating to environmental and social contextualisation of the
techniques described by physics, the constitution of environmental robustness,
and how social acceptability might be achieved, are identified by the diagram as
additives; that knowledge becomes relevant at later stages in the life of the model
asserted by the diagram. Negotiation and strategy reside outside the purview
of the diagram – in the realm of subjects – and thus cannot be represented.
Subjects, those who do the organising and the governing, do not belong to the
‘core’ that the diagram claims to represent (what it is that can be organised and
governed) and to do so truthfully.
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The diagram precisely represents actual specific organisational locations
which are at different geographical places. Yet in simultaneously rendering innovation as a general event of an unspecifiable future that is progressed towards,
the diagram also idealises the times and places of these affairs, and in a way that
does not allow the questioning of these sites as obligatory passage points for
innovation in wave energy. The diagram in its first appearance claims for itself a
capacity to realistically map a stable system, although as we noted in reporting
a revision subsequently offered by one of the members of the group, a revision
which attempted to open up the arena the diagram represents, to render it instead
as a complex and emergent system embedding ambiguity and contradiction,
that claim to be a realistic map can be contested. Nevertheless, embedded in
the diagram read through the normative iconography of technoscience, is a
cartography of stable entities and stable relations.
Lurking within this orthodox iconography of diagrams, as Isabelle Stengers
points out, is an epistemological map. It has a
‘tree’ shape, arising from a relatively simple but fundamental ‘law’ (or
‘laws’) to its application in increasingly complicated situations. The tree is
a hierarchical representation: passing from the fundamental ‘trunk’ to the
tiniest branch should ideally pose technically complicated questions but not
fundamental ones. In practice it goes without saying that knowledge of the
‘branches’ includes a conception of the trunk, or at least a way to pass from
the trunk to the branches…The finished operation, however, leaves few traces
of this. To understand is to understand how the trunk generates the branches,
and that is what is learnt and transmitted by specialists (Stengers 1997: 8).

Yet, as Stengers goes on to say, inevitably such a complicated rendering of the real
comes at a cost in technoscientific discourse. Along with the reassuring singular
technical story comes congress with another often unnoticed shadow domain –
an ideal zone. Stengers alerts us to ‘the gods and demons that populate physics’
(1997: 9) constituting the ideal zone that accompanies such representations.
We do not dispute the capacity of the diagram as representation, nor deny the
importance of such representation in the workings of the wave-energy capture
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inventors’ collective. But we also recognise that the inventor who reminded his
fellow members of their differences was correct that representation is not all
that this diagram does. We interpret the dissenting engineer as claiming that
the diagram could and perhaps should offer possibilities for members of the
partnership to each find their path within the general arena of innovation. Each
might be supported in finding what their wave is if the design of the diagram
were to be somewhat altered, or the words around it supplemented modifying
the diagram to depict other things or different flows. In short, we suggest that
he envisaged possibilities for diagrams to offer pilotage.
We will introduce the notion of pilotage shortly, but for the moment let
us just observe that this diagram contributes to collective way-finding in the
present, to going on together while recognising ‘our’ differences. In identifying this, a second insight emerges. Insisting, or assuming, that diagrams only
represent gets in the way of their capacity to offer pilotage. What is it about
the diagrams’ work in representing that gets in the way of pilotage? Stengers’
insights are helpful here.
What allows judgements to be made in the
complicated real with […] approximations that limit us […] [are only]
identified by reference to [the real’s] demonic alter ego […] a more or less
implicit dualism that entails the rejection and enclosure within the domain
of ‘nonscientific’ or ‘simply subjective’ of anything that cannot be reduced
to the canon of the ‘simple’ model (Stengers 1997: 9).

The diagram of orthodox iconography, the diagram as representation (Stengers’
‘simple model’) is generative: it produces what comes to count as ‘the real’, but
this constitution of reality happens on the basis of an unnoticed, implicit dualism.
In our view this is a very costly dualism. An unnoticed expectation of diagrams
understood in this way, as representations that come to function as the real, is
that diagrams can reach into the ideal zone: diagrams embed reference to the
ideal (this reference is essential to their functioning as reality), but dissemble
over the question of how they represent the ideal zone, over whether the ‘ideal’
is the real. This is why we as participants in this PPP strive to re-narrate what
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realities are made in the collective and how. And this sometimes means reframing and transporting the discussion somewhere else.
While privately many participants in the wave-energy community might
have reservations about the innovation diagram that we describe above and
which features in meetings and reports, the diagram, with its embedded reference to an ideal zone ‘of gods and demons’, does particular work. Participants
appreciate its social workings and for the most part do not feel that those
workings are something to disapprove of or disagree over. However, some get
upset about some of its doings. For example, some dislike the way it allocates
their position in a hierarchy, or they feel uncomfortable about how the model
seems to exclude some members of the partnership from funding opportunities without being transparent about this effect. Not all partners are equally at
risk of such exclusion. Those at risk of not making it to the future of harnessing
energy at the open sea are those inventors who have not been able to test their
wave-energy devices at the geographical locations specified by the model in the
order defined by the model.

A N ov e l A c c o u n t o f W h at D i a g r a m s D o a n d
h ow t h e y d o i t
In developing our argument about the work of ‘other than representing’ that
diagrams do in collectives, we learn from a recent analysis of the diagrams of
ancient Greek mathematics (Netz 1999) and an enthusiastic commentary on
this text by Latour (2008). Reviel Netz’s analysis proposes diagrams as offering
pilotage, opening up possibilities for particular forms of collective way-finding
in mathematical argument. In mathematical proof, of course, it is a way to be
certain that matters and, as Netz (1999: 6) argues, this is what combining the
graphics of the diagram with argument pursued with words was contrived to
achieve in making mathematical arguments. Netz reveals the origins of the diagram as a formalism in the rather banal practices of Greeks orally performing
arguments with words and visuals. As Latour points out, the move that Netz
is making here is quite a standard move in science studies (Latour 2008: 442).
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In fact, in a rather similar shift, one of us has previously revealed origins of the
formalisms of enumeration and the capacities of numbers to interpellate their
users, in routine, rather banal, practices involving words and gestures associated
with particular forms of life (Verran 2001: 99–107).
Of course, in the collectives we are involved with here – a twenty-first-century
PPP and the polity of a baroque elected monarchy – the ‘absolute certainty’ of
the mathematician is not desirable, but, as our dissenting entrepreneur pointed
out, support for collective way-finding, explicitly pursued in light of the profound
differences with which the partnership is necessarily riven, is something that
diagrams might be expected to offer.
Elaborating the unconventional understanding of diagrams that Netz offers
us, we will go on to juxtapose the diagram of technological innovation with the
baroque baldachin, comparing and contrasting their capacities in the dual functions of representation and pilotage. If we think of our paper as comedy, this
is the second move in the three steps – contriving a device that can precipitate
connection and attachment. We constitute a particular form of sameness between
diagrams in taking them both simultaneously as devices of representation and
of pilotage in collectives that are complex, emergent, open systems. This is a
sameness by which we strategically hinge them together as a diptych. We propose
that as organisational forms, neither the collective that is the twenty-first-century
Danish PPP, nor the collective that was a sixteenth-century northern European
polity governed as an elected monarchy, conform as stable closed systems. A
baroque sensibility would be equally appropriate in navigating the complexity
of the two administrations, attending to the internal differentiation in which all
the elements are subject to emergent rules.
Through juxtaposing the diagram of technological innovation and the baldachin, we develop the suggestion that the innovation diagram is inadequate to
the tasks it must perform. It promotes an organisational regime that proceeds
by conforming to standards of non-contradiction and non-equivocation in
its rhetoric. In contrast, the baldachin’s design explicitly recognises complexity, openness, and emergence as pervading the working of the sixteenth- to
seventeenth-century kingdom of Denmark and Norway within which it performs; the baldachin offers pilotage and representation in participating in an
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organisational regime that simultaneously abides by and evades these norms of
rhetoric, with its blatant equivocation over contradiction. We propose, then, that
the baldachin might serve as an object that inspires the cultivation of a baroque
sensibility in developing PPPs in emerging industries like Danish wave-energy
capture. In doing so it will promote a change in the way these PPPs understand
their organisational forms and culture.
Recognising that the model of meaning-making that diagrams initiate was
invented by ancient Greek mathematicians and appropriated by the politicians
of the ancient Greek polity within which this mathematical meaning-making
came to life, Netz insists that the graphics we call diagrams and texts that they
are embedded within should not be separated if we are to understand how
this model of meaning-making works (Netz 1999: 12). Diagrams and their
associated texts work tightly together in simultaneously naming distinct sets
of relations and relationally manipulating these distinct sets of relations. In
this model of meaning-making, one set of relations is worked spatially, and
the other set of relations is worked linguistically. While the grid of the diagram
maintains an order as originally proposed (and spatially imagined), flows in
the text accomplish shifts between the differentially (spatial versus linguistic)
articulated sets of relations (Ibid: 19). In working these two distinct sets of
relations, specified and worked in contrasting modes of thought (spatial and
linguistic), meaning-making in geometry proceeds in a particular way, a way
that generates deductive proof.
This is a model derived from oral performance, which works to make
meaning in a performance of words uttered and lines traced. These processes
are conducted strictly in tandem. Seen in this light of oral performance, the
standard understandings of those who routinely encounter diagrams as seemingly embedded within written texts, as graphics embedded within flows of
words, should be reconsidered. By contrast, oral performance diagrams and
their texts should be taken as words embedded within the graphically rendered
relations of diagrams (Netz 1999: 14). In the PPP meetings described above,
the graphics framed the words, while in the written reports of course the words
frame the graphics. But taking the PPP more vaguely, as a form of life, we can
begin to accept that sometimes relations graphically plotted frame the relations
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plotted in flows of words, and, alternatively, sometimes the situation can be
reversed. Diagrams – graphics and their texts – are highly labile in their forms
of participation in collectives.
Going on from his insights into the invention of a particularly efficacious
form of certainty-generating rhetoric by ancient Greek mathematicians, Netz
proposes that Greek politicians appropriated this particular model of argument
which the geometers had invented (Netz 1999: 276). One way to summarise
the significance of the argument made by Netz on the basis of recognising the
oral performance origins of meaning-making with diagrammatic devices, is to
contrast the rhetorical strategies of speaking from the graphic and speaking to
the figuration (Ibid: 293). In speaking from, words are imagined as embedded
within the graphic, and performers (and listeners) must attend to relations contracted in the present. Speaking to the diagram is a form of presentation where
the diagram presents a proposed ‘found’ past in an idealised future. Whereas
speaking from the graphic offers possibilities of pilotage of the emergent relations of an open and complex system emergent in the here and now, speaking
to the diagram proposes it as a realistic map of a given set of relations as they
pertain in a found, closed, stable system.
We find the work of Netz inspiring and suggestive, but still we wish to embellish it, to add a further layer of embroidery. As well as recognising the complexity
of manipulating sets of relations expressed graphically (and thought about spatially) with those expressed in wordy texts (and thought through linguistically),
in developing a contrast which offers possibilities for rhetorically distinguishing
between ‘speaking from’ and ‘speaking to’ – allowing for shifts which can effect
very significant moves in collective meaning-making – we want also to introduce
a third, little-noticed, aspect of the workings of diagrams, the device we propose
as capable of effecting useful connections between a twenty-first century PPP
and a baroque elected monarchy. A third capacity that diagrams have concerns
the rhetorical norms of non-contradiction and non-equivocation – norms
originating in Aristotelianism.
Seeing herself in much the same way that Netz seems to, in ‘displaying “our”
modern commonplaces out of the place they are coming from’, classics scholar
Barbara Cassin points out in her contribution in the catalogue that accompanied
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the Making Things Public exhibition put together by Bruno Latour and Peter
Weibel (2005) that
[Aristotle] still does constitute a huge part of our [modern] conscious and
less conscious background [to thought]. We are still Aristotelian, whether
we know it or not […] in our regulation of speech […] we live under the
regime of non-contradiction and of non-equivocation (Cassin 2005: 858).

In embroidering the fabric of Netz’s argument we offer a qualification to Cassin’s
assertion. We claim that – alert to possibilities for differentially manipulating
sets of relations specified in visuals and in words, and to possibilities for speaking to and from graphics – it is possible to cultivate possibilities for carefully
contriving the means to simultaneously abide by and escape the commonplace Aristotelianism that ties up public life in non-contradiction and nonequivocation. Mixing visuals and words in doing diagrams and texts felicitates
navigation of complexity. We point to the baroque as a source of inspiration in
doing so. In particular in our next section we will demonstrate how a Danish
baroque baldachin does just this.

A B a l da c h i n a n d i t s I c o n o g r a p h y
Beginning our archival search for a text that might offer inspiration for attending
to our disconcertment around the diagram of the innovation process, and its
participation in that partnership, we were led to a lavish publication from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, and Yale University Press: ‘Tapestry
in the Baroque: Threads of Splendor’. A large and heavy book with many
full-colour images, it celebrates an exhibition mounted by the museum from
2007–08, funded by a consortium of public and private institutions. The museum
wished to remind its patrons of the importance of tapestry as a traditional art
form ‘associated with the lifestyle of courts and churches ever since [Europe’s]
early Middle Ages […][that] during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
[…] continued to exercise its fascination for the grander and more visionary
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patrons’. Featured as part of the New York exhibition was a tapestry that had
travelled from Stockholm, a throne baldachin ‘of such quality that were it not
for the survival of its contract, one would think it had been made in one of the
major Flemish weaving centers’ (Campbell 2007: 28–35).7
In this section we display the baldachin by offering an interpretive iconography of its images. Our iconographic reading contests that of the curator of
the New York exhibition, who also authored the text that accompanies images
of the baldachin in the book assembled in association with the exhibition.
Perhaps echoing the dissenting inventor who unsuccessfully tried to introduce ambiguity into the diagram of technological innovation in wave-energy
capture, and so bring to the fore the ‘other than representation’ capacities we
discern as embedded within the baldachin, we find ambiguity and ambivalence
in the arrangements of the icons on the tapestry which hung, glittering, over
the Danish king and queen during banquets and other events of the court in
the 1560s. We propose that the contradictions and equivocations we recognise
in the design of the baldachin are not only an accurate representation of the
workings of the baroque Danish polity, but that they also enable the graphic
to offer pilotage.
Confiscated from Danish territory during 1657 by the forces of King Charles
X of Sweden, the baldachin entered the art collection of the Swedish monarchy.
Lent to the State Museum in 1887, it seems that its journey to New York in 2007
precipitated a determination that this item properly belongs to the Swedish State,
not the Swedish monarchy. Currently the item is lent to the Danish state (while
the Swedish state museum is renovated) to adorn the walls of Kronborg Castle
in Helsingør, which is a prominent tourist site. These are the walls for which
it, with nearly sixty further tapestries, was designed. It was woven in a tapestry
workshop established in Kronborg Castle in the peaceful and prosperous times
during which King Frederick II and his wife Sophie presided over the workings
of Denmark’s remarkable elected monarchy.
The baldachin culminates a series of twenty Old Testament tapestries, three
of which depict Danish hunting scenes, and forty of which picture one hundred
and eleven Danish monarchs, a series completed with a portrait of Frederick
II and his heir Christian.
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Fig. 7.3 A baldachin, or throne canopy, woven in a tapestry workshop established
with Flemish craftsmen in Helsingør, Denmark, in the late sixteenth century8

Designed specifically for the proportions of the Great Hall [of Kronborg
Castle], the tapestries covered all available wall space, even the sloping walls
on either side of the twenty-three window bays. This was an inspirational
moment of proto-Baroque theatre on the part of Frederick and his advisors:
in a room encircled by more than a hundred previous rulers in tapestry, the
centrepiece would be the actual ruler himself, living, breathing, and framed
against a tapestry surround (Campbell 2007: 33).

While we applaud the enthusiasm of the curator – he is clearly enthralled by the
tapestry – we think he has missed something here, and thus we contest his reading. For when we examine the image of the baldachin to discern what lies at its
centre, what strikes us is that it is not actually the ‘ruler himself, living, breathing
and framed’, but clearly the rulers themselves. While the monarchy lies near the
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centre it is not a single ruler nor is it a monarchy that lies at the centre. There
are two armorials situated side by side but not directly engaged: Frederick, the
King, and Sophie of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, a rich and learned woman who is,
if we are to believe this baldachin, clearly a force to be reckoned with.
In continuing his iconography and contradicting his assertion that the monarchy lies at the baldachin’s centre, the curator later notes that
[i]n the centre, the allegorical figure of Justice, sword and scales in hand,
is flanked by the coats of arms of Frederick II and of his wife Sophie of
Mecklenburg-Schwerin. Knieper [the cartoon artist and master weaver]
has wittily represented a canopy within this canopy, above Justice’s head,
its valence decorated with the device of an elephant repeated four times
[two pairs facing each other], alluding to Frederick II’s chivalric order of
the elephant. To the left of the royal armorials stands Temperance; to the
right, Fortitude (Campbell 2007: 39).

Fig. 7.4 Detail of the central panel of the baldachin9
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The sumptuousness of the Helsingør-woven baldachin could rival that of any
contemporary piece. The weaving contains so much gilt and silver-wrapped
thread that it shimmers. The effect during candlelit court festivities and banquets would have been breathtaking. When the baldachin was in use with King
Frederick and Queen Sophie seated beneath it, their subjects facing them would
enjoy the full effect of the crowned armorials above their monarchs’ heads.
We agree that it is the figure of Justice that lies at the centre of the baldachin,
presumably claiming that justice lies at the centre of the polity, but what we notice
is the tenseness of this figure. The curator-author-editor fails to make explicit
something that seems to us highly significant. This is the tense ambiguity of the
figure of Justice, in the one hand with scales held carefully in balance, and in the
other, with sword ready to smite.
The baldachin features an arranged combination of generic icons – copied
perhaps from baldachins previously designed and woven by Flemish weavers, and
known to those master craftsmen employed in the Helsingør tapestry workshop,
or from books like Regentenbuch (Sovereign’s Book) – and icons specific to
the two ruling houses of Denmark. The depictions on the tapestry build up in a
highly symmetrical fashion from the tension-ridden figure of Justice. Justice both
connects and separates the armorials. The cardinal virtues are equally tense with
contradiction. Temperance, depicted in the act of pouring wine from a vessel
into a bowl, is leaning backwards to balance herself as she does so. Fortitude
is clutching the column of Samson while gazing sagaciously on the world, her
virtue girded with helmet and shield. These virtues stand on the same level as
Justice, attending the armorials. The tensions created by these contradictory
figures travel to the four corners of the cloth seemingly held in check there by
a crowned FS monograph, which most commentators agree signals Frederick
and Sophie, as intertwined monarchs.
For anyone with even a passing familiarity with the history of the Danish
monarchy, it is significant that ambiguity and ambivalence lies at the centre of
this baldachin. Absolutism was not a feature of the Danish monarchy at the time
this baldachin did its work in the Kronborg Castle banquet hall. An unambiguous absolute monarch was foisted on the kingdom in 1660 in a vainglorious
move by the grandson of the pair, who would sit under the baldachin ‘living,
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breathing and framed against a tapestry surround’. In 1660, in what was (and
perhaps still is) seen by many Danes as Denmark’s shame, it led Europe in instituting absolute monarchy, abandoning elective monarchy, thus disempowering
nobles and those to whom they were in some degree accountable, and putting
an end to the complex, emergent baroque polity that had come into being some
thirty years previously.
In 1648 the aristocratic nobles had extracted high concessions in terms of
ceding powers, in electing King Frederik III. Subsequently, riding on a wave of
popular support arising from an interim victory in the war against Sweden (in
the course of which the baldachin was lost to Sweden), the monarch intervened
decisively in the force field between the Danish monarchy and the Danish
aristocracy, abolishing by fiat the elected monarchy and the vision expressed so
eloquently in the baldachin. A baroque sensibility was no longer salient in the
Danish monarchical context and the baldachin became war booty, no doubt
bundled up in a storeroom in some northern European fortress.
However, at the time the baldachin was woven to adorn the palace walls
at Helsingør, Denmark had emerged from the Middle Ages with a thoroughly
transformed aristocracy:
An era of upheaval […] characterized by religious-political crisis, existed
until 1533. With Christian III’s complete rule, the framing of the Lutheranmonarchical state began […] Frederik II culturally reaped the fruits of the
new age. Humanistic scholarship was consolidated; national self-assertion
promoted the study of the kingdom’s ancient history […] Simultaneously
Tycho Brahe engaged in both the conquest of the sky and the deciphering of the course of an individual’s life as expressed in the planets ( Jansen
1993: 91).

The baldachin was designed to perform within the tense shifting landscape of
partnerships associated with an aristocracy vigorously reorganising itself as it
emerged out of the crisis of the late medieval. There was a shift from ‘vertical
to horizontal social integration’ (Christianson 1981: 292), with a better-off
peasantry and a surge in the urban middle classes, and secular magnate families.
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Denmark became one of the most advanced countries in Europe in terms
of aristocratic development […] Sixteenth century Denmark offers a
prime example of a reconstructed early modern aristocracy in Scandinavia.
Denmark thus offers [an example of] the rare phenomena [sic] of a Protestant
country where the aristocracy was at its height during the sixteenth century,
when a tremendous redistribution of power and landed wealth occurred in
conjunction with the Reformation. In Denmark, the fruits of this redistribution came to be enjoyed by a wary but indomitable alliance of crown and
noble magnates (Ibid: 293).

The baldachin was a device that performed in a force field – ‘a wary but
indomitable alliance of crown and noble magnates’ (Christianson 1981: 293).
Understanding its working as a diagram in association with texts, the speech,
and bodily gesture of court events, we take the baldachin as displaying a baroque
sensibility.
So what is a baroque sensibility, and how is it revealed in the baldachin?
Imagining the baldachin in place in Kronborg at Helsingør in the second half
of the sixteenth century during the various proceedings of the court of King
Frederick and Queen Sophie, we see it as a diagram ambiguously and ambivalently spoken from and spoken to. In speaking to a vivid vision of a just polity,
the diagram that is the baldachin equivocates over how that vision might be
achieved. In speaking from the diagram that figures the baldachin’s surface in
proposing how a just society might be achieved, the figuration equivocates over
what a just society is. Just as a pudding is proved in eating, a baroque diagram’s
felicity is proved in its ability to assist collective passage through complexity.

Conclusion
In juxtaposing the baldachin and the diagram of technological innovation, we
name something that we feel characterises the different performances of the
baldachin and the model as material semiotic devices that intervene in the ‘happening of the real’ (Lury and Wakeford 2012; Winthereik and Verran 2012).
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With its single and contained set of specified relations the five-step innovation
model performs by eschewing contradiction and equivocation. In contrast,
the baldachin elaborately figures both equivocation and contradiction and
non-equivocation and non-contraction (it equivocates about contradiction).
Picking up Netz’ argument and making it our own, we identify diagrams as
capable of effecting dual rhetorical shifts. Diagrams – graphics and their associated texts – effect possibilities of moving between speaking from, and speaking
to, and equally open up (dramatic, shocking) possibilities for equivocating
over contradiction. We propose the baldachin as offering a model of meaningmaking with a baroque sensibility, seeing such sensibility as concerned with
collective way-finding through complexity while also representing truthfully
(and equivocating over what exactly is represented). Attending to innovation
model and baldachin as diagrams shows how representations are never stale;
they press upon others their presence as participating entities and offer pilotage
to innovation collectives in the sense that they open up a space for equivocation over contradictions (see Schick and Winthereik 2013). Attending to the
iconography of innovation as diagram opens up a space for asking the question:
‘what are we doing here together? What kind of pilotage does this diagram offer
and to whom?’
In baroque form we juxtapose an engineering object with an art object,
attending to them both as diagrams. This is a way of abandoning the idea that
these objects are essentially different. Ending the comedy that is our paper with
ritual, we give the final word to the historian of art Henri Focillon, who in 1934
published ‘Vie des forms’, sixty years later translated as the English text ‘The
Life of Forms in Art’:
In the life of forms baroque is certainly the freest, the most emancipated […]
either abandon[ing] or denatur[ing] that principle of intimate propriety,
an essential aspect of which is a careful respect for the limits of the frame.
[Baroque forms] live with passionate intensity, a life that is entirely their
own (Focillon 1992: 58).
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N ot e s
1 We use ‘comedy’ here in the technical sense of literary criticism (see Frye 1957: 163).
The action begins in difference and obstruction, and as the text proceeds, some device
precipitates a novel set of connections and associations. Often this is made obvious with
ritual – for example, a wedding.
2 <http://www.danwec.com/en/about_danwec/about_danwec.htm> [accessed 30
October 2015]
3 For more information on the research project visit <http://www.alienenergy.dk>
[accessed 30 October 2015]
4 The fieldwork spoken about in the text has been carried out in context of the Alien
Energy collective research project. Laura Watts and Brit Ross Winthereik are coinvestigators of the project. Whenever an ‘I’ figures in the text as part of excerpts from
field visits, it refers to the second author. The field notes in the text function as portals
aiming to transport readers back to times and places where the innovation diagram was
presented. The photos displaying geographical locations and the baldachin have similar
functions. In juxtaposing the devices as diagrams, two ethnographer-analysts in the flesh
have been translated into ethnographer-analysts in the text.
5 Translation of the Danish text – Step 1: Applied science, and model testing in test pool.
Step 2: Design optimisation and feasibility studies as well as supplementary model testing
at a larger scale. Step 3: Development and testing of components and materials as well as
small prototype tests. Step 4: Close to full-scale testing, e.g. at DanWEC in Hanstholm
connected to the grid. Step 5: Full-scale commercialisation of wave-energy devices placed
in offshore parks consisting of several units.
6 This diagram features in discussions as a follow-up to Fig. 7.1, adding to the sense of
certainty and optimism evoked in imagining innovation as a single progression, but also
precipitating disagreements over where exactly on the wave of progress any particular
entrepreneurial effort is located, since when the two diagrams are taken together they
seem to adjudicate funding possibilities and sources for a particular business.
7 This workshop was actually the result of importing a large team of Flemish weavers
into Denmark and paying them to source and import all the materials and technology.
The high quality of the tapestry is not a surprise; it was made in a Flemish weaving centre
that happened to be located in Denmark.
8 The tapestry was woven during the reign of Frederik II King of Denmark and Norway,
and Sophie of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, a German-speaking province of Denmark. It
adorned the main banquet hall of Kronborg Castle during a period when Denmark’s
elected monarchy thrived, and Helsingør expanded as a commercial centre. The tapestries
are part of the Swedish National Museum’s collections.
9 Shows the two reigning families joined (and separated) by Justice – the core figure of
the reign as affirmed by the presence of her personal baldachin in the image. She figures as
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a taut balance between discourse (scales) and physical violence (sword), and each of those
iconic features is itself a moment of balance, the scales ready to tip, the sword ready to sweep.
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LO NDON STONE RE DUX
Hugh Raffles

It’s a wet November evening and the only movie that tempts us is
Patrick Keiller’s London at the NFT. We take a crowded tube to Embankment
and with heads lowered against the sting of slanting rain, we brave the swaying
footpath on the Jubilee Bridge, dark outlines hurrying over the darker river.
When we reach the South Bank, the theatre, all drab concrete brutalism, is one
with the movie – all unforgiving camera and mournful voiceover.1

Fig. 8.1
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A distanced view of a distant world – London 1992 – the interminable
Thatcherite decline. Long, static takes of deserted streets and distracted
pedestrians, neglected monuments and vacant office buildings, roadworks,
traffic, swirling river water, and the two protagonists always off-camera:
Robinson, the disenchanted academic type, and the anonymous Narrator
with his doleful commentary; world-weary ex-lovers reconnecting on meandering walks through the dejected city. It takes forty-five minutes for Keiller
to get them to 111 Cannon Street, an undistinguished 1960s office building. And, there, jutting out to the sidewalk in its glassed-in ironwork cage,
is London Stone.
They stop and stare down. ‘This’, says Robinson,
is the airborne vessel on which the magician Bladud flew to London, where
he crashed on Ludgate Hill, the last stone of a circle that stood on the site
of St. Paul’s […] This is the stone that Jack Cade, the Kentish rebel, struck
with his staff when he took possession of the city.

The Narrator interjects that he thought the stone was a Roman milestone. But
Robinson, absorbed, inspired, declares the route of the Number 15 bus – which
runs along Cannon Street – to be a sacred route (Keiller 1994).
It’s a wet November night, and when we wake up the next morning, rain
still falls from a dark grey sky. We exit the Circle Line at Mansion House,
unfurl our umbrellas, and locate the stone on a helpful map outside the
station.
We take St. Swithin’s Lane to Cannon Street – the heart of the City,
London’s most ancient quarter – and stare down at the yellow-grey stone in
its glassed-in ironwork cage. Attached to the top is an embossed metal plaque
that reads:
This is a fragment of the original piece of limestone once securely fixed in
the ground now fronting Cannon Street Station.
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Fig. 8.2

And:
Removed in 1742 to the north side of the street, in 1798 it was built into the
south wall of the Church of St. Swithun London Stone which stood here
until demolished in 1962.

And:
Its origin and purpose are unknown but in 1188 there was a reference to
Henry, son of Eylwin of Londonstone, subsequently Lord Mayor of London.

Some dates, some history, a hint of mystery. A stone, a plaque, some insecure
facts. A few lines in a movie that don’t make much sense. It’s a familiar feeling:
we’re being reeled in, wet fish on a line.
Reeled in, winched back to 1188 and just beyond, to the tenth century, when
London Stone stood in front of a large building more or less where Cannon
Street rail station is located today – a building archaeologists think was the palace
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of the Roman governor. It was a prominent site and John Clark, a curator at
the Museum of London, who has written with more care and erudition about
this stone than anyone else, points out that placed here it was at the centre of
the grid laid down by Alfred the Great when he rebuilt the city in the late 800s
after it was sacked by Vikings (Clark 2010).2
St. Swithin’s Church was constructed in the thirteenth century and London
Stone stuck with it through good times and bad. The stone survived the Great Fire
of 1666 that destroyed the church and most of the City, and when St. Swithin’s
was rebuilt, the stone, albeit ‘much reduced’, was protected inside a specially
designed domed casing. When the church was bombed in the Blitz and finally
taken down in 1962, the stone was mounted in the wall of the building that
replaced it: 111 Cannon Street, then the headquarters of the Oversea-Chinese
Banking Corporation (Clark 2010: 40–41). After that, in the early 2000s, the
building’s ground floor was occupied by a sporting goods store and, after that,
by a WHSmith’s.
London Stone is a block of oolitic limestone and if you’re not sure what that is,
the best place to look is in John McPhee’s magisterial Annals of the Former World,
where he describes oolites forming in warm lakes like underwater raindrops
around tiny pieces of rock or seashell ‘so tiny that in wave-tossed water they
will stir up and move. They move, and settle, move, and settle’, he writes, and
they accumulate layer upon layer of calcium carbonate, ‘building something like
a pearl’. Sawn in half and viewed under a lens, you can see how they got their
name: ‘a stone egg, white and yolk – an oolite’ (McPhee 2002: 55).
Oolites show up early in McPhee’s sweeping account of North American
geology. ‘When a geologist finds oolites embedded in rock’, he writes, his skin
all puckered from bobbing on the surface of the Great Salt Lake in Utah, ‘the
Bahamas come to mind, and the Great Salt Lake, and, by inference, a shallow,
lime-rich Cambrian sea’ (Ibid.).
And, sure enough, one hundred and fifty million years ago, as the uncountable ooids were getting their start in the waning millennia of the late Jurassic,
the patch of land that would be England was floating somewhere between where
we now find Mallorca and Florida, growing its limestone in the shallows of a
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warm, salty sea. That was the dawn of the oolites. But it was only one of the
British Isles’ many transformative encounters with water. Three hundred and
fifty million years earlier, England, Scotland, and Wales were split into two and
separated by the width of the Iapetus Ocean – wider than the present-day North
Atlantic – sheared along a line that would parallel the route of Hadrian’s Wall,
a line that continued through Ireland and whose sole visible marker today is a
narrow white streak that runs diagonally up the cliff by the café parking lot at
Niarbyl on the Isle of Man.3
That Iapetus Ocean – ancient ocean of the southern hemisphere – was slowly,
very slowly, extremely slowly, maybe as slowly as three centimetres a year, slowly
but inexorably closing and, in its closing, setting up the monumental collision
of three seductively named microcontinents: Avalonia (which included most
of what would become England, Wales, and Ireland), Baltica (from which
Scandinavia and north-west Europe would emerge), and Laurentia (which
would form Scotland, as well as north-east North America).
A truly complex collision; a series of staggered and uneven concussions of
continents and terranes known as the Caledonian orogeny, one of the great
mountain-building episodes that shaped the landscape of Britain as well as much
of Scandinavia and Greenland; that pushed up a now-eroded Himalayan-scale
range where England and Scotland met; that gave us the Appalachians and the
Atlas mountains; that began around 485 million years ago and churned on in
many episodes at many points of contact for close to 100 million years, a definitive feature of that open ocean of time that spans the Lower Ordovician, the
Silurian, and Lower Devonian periods, and that ultimately led to the formation
of the supercontinent Pangaea, from which the continents we know today would
peel off to pursue their eternally entwined destinies.
The depth of deep time will ‘awe the imagination to the point of paralysis’,
says McPhee. The numbers are meaningless and mind-numbing (McPhee 2002:
16). But the immensity of the near-infinite doesn’t just awe us, it opens the past
to geopoetry and invites geological imaginations to populate the inconceivable
with elemental drama, with supercontinents unlike any we know today, with
mountain ranges that rise from nowhere and erode into anonymous rubble,
with temperatures fluctuating to their own scales, with immensely thick glaciers
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racing to blanket the land before sounding the retreat, and with oceans that
open in their vastness and close so completely that only a thin white line in a
cliff above a parking lot reminds us they were even there.4
We stand in the pouring rain at the entrance to 111 Cannon Street, wet fish,
reeled in, cold and damp, stalking that storied stone in its glassed-in cage. And
although the rain keeps falling from the lowering sky, when I press the buzzer
the clouds part, the sun breaks through, time hiccups, and we’re swimming
with the ooids, and the Romans, and Avalonia, and the dismal Tories, and the
magician Bladud, and WHSmith’s, and Alfred the Great in the balmy saltwater
shallows of the primeval Iapetus Ocean, and they’re telling us that time doesn’t
really run in the tidy linear chronologies of historical and geological narration
in which we’ve been dabbling so far but is probably more like the ‘real duration’
that the once-popular philosopher Henri Bergson described, a time of unreliable
dimension, uncertain direction, and insecure features, the elastic ungraspable
time that at times so estranges our senses, the time that Walter Benjamin was
aiming to capture when he wrote (in characteristically gnomic prose) to his
friend and fellow Jewish mystic Gershom Scholem in 1928 that the term ‘origin’
doesn’t refer to ‘the process of becoming of that [which has] emerged’ – as in,
say, ‘the origin of life’ – but to what ‘emerges out of the process of becoming
and disappearing’ – more like ‘the origin of species’, a continuous making and
unmaking, a circle of chewing-up and spitting-out that is also how the Earth’s
crust continually eats itself beneath the ocean, never growing old, and an insight
that the famous critic illustrated with an image almost perfect for an oolitic limestone that’s born in water and can’t keep still, an image of the origin as standing
‘in the flow of becoming as a whirlpool’, an image I remembered as we walked
back in the rain from seeing Keiller’s gloomy London at the NFT, back over the
flimsy Jubilee Bridge, back across the Strand and through the throngs of tipsy
tourists in Leicester Square, back past the Italian cafés and the crowded gay bars
on Old Compton Street and the shuttered market stalls on Brewer Street, back
though Oxford Circus and along Regent Street, walking north as the sidewalks
thinned and the streets emptied and we got chilled to the bone, the way you do
at night in London in November, but still letting the buses pass unremarked,
perhaps both feeling the connection with other nights many years before, these
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streets in this weather, still walking until we got home to the flat we’d rented for
just a week (a strange feeling of homelessness in a city we’d once lived in so fully
and for so long) on a quiet, somewhat desolate street, and, not wanting to sleep,
too unsettled by too many histories and too much feeling, we opened a laptop
and found ourselves watching the 1959 version of Jules Verne’s Journey to the
Centre of the Earth with James Mason as the curmudgeonly Edinburgh geologist who follows a mysterious stone to its origin on Snæfellsjökul, the mystical
glaciated volcano in western Iceland, and from there through the strangeness of
the Carlsbad Caverns to the lost city of Atlantis and the eruption of Stromboli
in the Tyrrhenian Sea, a frantically inventive madcap movie that upended our
melancholy – which, anyway, rarely lasted long – and reached a climax when
the scientific adventurers finally located the centre of the Earth in the middle
of an ancient ocean and discovered that the beginning and end of everything
is a ravenous whirlpool (a whirlpool in the flow of becoming) into which
their home-made craft is relentlessly, remorselessly, terrifyingly – though also
exhilaratingly – drawn (Bergson 1911, 1913; Benjamin in Buck-Morss 1991: 9).
So we’re still standing on Cannon Street – although now it’s 1450 and everyone knows it as Candlewick Street – and we’re outside St. Swithin’s and here
comes Jack Cade at the head of his peasant revolt against Henry VI, the last of
the Lancastrian kings.
Henry’s stock is low. He’s on the point of losing France in the Hundred
Years’ War and he’ll misplace his mind three years later. Finally, he’ll lose his
life in one of those murky backstairs corners of the Tower. Cade is a loyal but
frustrated subject. Like so many before and since, he resorts to arms because
he can’t think how else to achieve a more just and better-managed country
(Clark 2007, n.d.; Harvey 1991; Kaufman 2009). The rebels advance, the
king retreats. But soon the battle swings in Henry’s favour. His people negotiate a surrender that includes immunity for the insurgents and a hearing for
their grievances. But it’s a trick and Cade flees. The king’s troops corner him
near Lewes in Sussex and mortally wound him. They bring his corpse back to
London, draw and quarter it, and send parts out for display in what, for now,
remains Henry’s kingdom.
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Cade was an effective tactician. Early in the rising he defeated a royal army and
assembled a huge force at Blackheath, then outside London. In July, he entered
the capital. At Candlewick Street, he circled London Stone on horseback and
struck it emphatically with his sword (some people still see the gash), declaring
on pain of death that none of his men should rob or pillage the city. Then, off
he cantered – frantic metallic clippety-clops on the cobblestones – to behead
Henry’s despised Lord Treasurer, James Fiennes, Lord Saye, whose taxes had
done much to spur the revolt.
Cade was an effective tactician but an ineffective disciplinarian. And, soon,
the occupied city was robbed and pillaged. Roused to action, the city’s militia
saw off the rebels in a bloody battle on London Bridge. Then surrender, deception, and death in Sussex.
It was a brief but traumatic rebellion, and Jack Cade and London Stone
would form a lasting pair. The persisting image comes in Shakespeare’s Henry
VI, Part 2, a hundred and fifty years later. Cade is centre stage in act IV, seated
astride the stone like Al Pacino in Scarface, ‘lord of this city’. An erratic buffoon,
a plundered city, a looted stone throne. On strides Dick the Butcher with his
famous request: ‘The first thing we do, let’s kill all the lawyers’. And the rebel
commander with his reply: ‘Nay, that I mean to do’. No matter your view of
lawyers, it’s an unsympathetic portrait.5
Shakespeare’s play premiered in 1594. Eight years earlier, William Camden
published Britannia, the first detailed geographical survey of Britain and Ireland,
and a catalogue of the antiquities he encountered on his travels. Camden was the
most prominent of the early antiquarians, forerunners of today’s archaeologists
and empirical historians (Parry 2007; Sweet 2004; Vine 2010). They scoured
the landscape of the British Isles, looking for ancient objects and monuments,
seeking a newly historical sense of what it meant to be British; eager, as Camden
wrote in the opening lines of Britannia, to ‘restore antiquity to Britaine, and
Britaine to his antiquity’ (Camden 1806, I: ‘To the Reader’).
The antiquarians looked first to the much-admired classical civilisations of
Greece and Rome. But, as they stumbled over barrows and cairns and dug up
more and more pre-Roman artefacts, they were soon chasing a more stirring
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story, an earlier and more heroic Britain peopled by noble Celtic warrior tribes
led by cultured Druid priests standing resolutely against Roman invaders.
Britannia, a detailed gazetteer and a guidebook to national identity, quickly
became an ‘inspiration for all British antiquaries’ (Sweet 2004: 57).
Every ancient object had something to say. London Stone was impressive. It
was a ‘great stone […] fixed in the ground verie deepe, and bound with bars of
iron’ but it was also of unclear significance and unknown provenance; debtors
had paid their creditors there and it was considered to mark the centre of the
city (Stow 1908, I: 224). However, when Camden rode down Cannon Street
his mind was on the old city walls and the role of the Emperor Constantine in
their construction. The stone barely drew his attention. In passing, he suggested
it was a Roman mile marker (Camden 1806, II: 80).
A hundred years later, William Stukeley – whose tales of Druid rituals started
a craze for Stonehenge, Avebury, and the rest of Britain’s ancient monuments –
entered London from the east, passed the stone in his carriage and, as if stating
an established fact, noted it was ‘the lapis milliaris from which distances are
reckon’d’ (Stukeley 1724: 112). A hundred years after that, Charles Dickens
described the stone as not only the centre of the capital but ‘the theoretical
centre of Roman England’ (Dickens 1886: 210).
There were, though, other opinions. In 1720, John Strype, clergyman, historian,
and follower of Stukeley, suggested that the stone could be of ‘greater Antiquity
than the Times of the Romans’ – that it was, in fact, ‘an Object or Monument
of Heathen Worship’, a view dramatised not long after by William Blake in his
hallucinatory poems of the New Jerusalem rising from London’s ruins that figured London Stone as Druid Albion’s centre of Justice, a sacrificial altar for the
execution of the Satanic Moral Law (‘They groan’d aloud on London Stone’)
(Stow 1720, II: 194; Clark 2010: 43–44; Blake 1965: 171).6 Soon after, Thomas
Pennant, a Welsh zoologist and friend of Linnaeus who published popular,
illustrated antiquarian Tours of the British Isles and amassed a notable collection of rocks, minerals, and fossils, wrote that the stone was ‘preserved like the
Palladium of the city’, a comment mysterious today but not at all obscure then to
men and women of classical education who knew the Palladium as the wooden
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Fig. 8.3

statue of Athena, goddess of wisdom, that kept Troy safe until Odysseus and
Diomedes broke into the citadel and stole it, opening the city to the Greeks
(Pennant 1813: 5).
And then, in 1862, Richard Williams, an Anglican minister and activist in
the Celtic revival movement, elaborated Pennant’s remark of seventy years
earlier into an ‘ancient saying’ that he translated from the Welsh for the curious
gentlemen readers of Notes and Queries: ‘So long as the Stone of Brutus is safe,
so long will London flourish’ (Clark 2010: 45–53; Merrion 1862).7 Williams,
like all antiquarians, was not only familiar with the Palladium but also had read
and debated Geoffrey of Monmouth’s twelfth-century History of the Kings of
Britain, so knew the story of London’s founding as New Troy around 1100 BC
by Brutus, the great-grandson of Aeneas, who sailed north from fallen Troy
to slay the giants of Albion and establish Britain as his kingdom (Geoffrey of
Monmouth 1977: 73–74).
John Clark thinks talk of Druids and Brutus is nonsense. He’s in no doubt
that the stone arrived in London with the Romans, hauled into the newly
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Fig. 8.4

founded settlement along with blocks of Portland Stone, Bath Stone, and the
rest of the 150-million-year-old oolitic limestone from which the buildings and
monuments of Londinium were raised, creamy-coloured limestone cut from
quarries in Dorset, the Cotswolds, and other sites along the broad middleJurassic band that sweeps up in a north-easterly arc from England’s south coast
all the way to Yorkshire, a bed of limestone once topped with an ancient track
beside which, in the first half of the first century AD, as the Romans consolidated
their invasion, they built Fosse Way, the military border and supply route that
ran 230 miles from Exeter to Lincoln, separating the conquered east from the
recalcitrant Iron Age west.
But the Reverend Williams’ London Stone arrived by a different and deeper
route. His stone was the plinth of Athena’s Palladium, a gift to Brutus from
Aeneas after the fall of Troy, ferried proudly across the shiny Aegean Sea
through the uncertainties of the Mediterranean and out over the dark depths
of the Atlantic, blustering north to the uncivilised wildness of the British Isles
and installed as the altar in the Temple of Diana that Brutus raised on the site
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of what is now St. Paul’s Cathedral. It was on this stone that the ancient British
monarchs swore their coronation oaths, and it was this same stone – the plinth
taking on the powers of the statue it once bore – that cast its protective aura
over the modern city from its berth in the wall of St. Swithin’s. Antiquity to
Britain and Britain to his antiquity. If Pennant and Williams hadn’t come to
this so late it would explain why Jack Cade stopped at Candlewick Street to
proclaim his rule.
Because this is London Stone restored to the nation. More than a milestone,
more than a sacrifice-stone in a Druid temple, more than a pillar in a stone circle,
more than a Roman vanity, and more than just a forebear of the Stone of Scone,
Scotland’s Destiny Stone press-ganged into serving England’s rulers. This is
London Stone as the ur-stone that binds the nation to its long-discarded origins
deep in the foundational moments of Western civilisation; binds the present to
the time of heroes, gods, and giants; binds it fast to the prehistory of the nation,
the originary nation that only yesterday rose up in the salty eddies of the Iapetus
Ocean, that warm and shallow sea which disappeared so inexorably into the
monumental mountain-building collision known as the Caledonian orogeny.
It’s a cold and wet November morning and we’re still sheltering in the entrance
to 111 Cannon Street. It’s raining heavily, but when I press the buzzer the clouds
part and the sun breaks through. Waiting at the door, I remember a story from
2006 on the BBC website: 111 Cannon Street is scheduled for demolition and
Chris Cheek, the manager of the first-floor sporting goods store, has braced
himself between London Stone and a team of construction workers preparing
to attack it with sledgehammers.
‘Do you share the ancient belief that the stone really is London’s Palladium
and that the well-being of the city and its people depend on it?’ the reporter
asks. ‘Yes, I do, really’, Mr. Cheek replies. ‘I’m not into hocus-pocus but there is
something about this stone. For some reason it’s been kept, there’s something
special about it’ (Coughlan 2015).
We stand and shiver. It takes forever for someone to answer the door. The
building is again undergoing redevelopment, and when we get inside we discover
that the sports store is now the construction project-management room and
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Fig. 8.5

that the stone is hidden behind a presentation easel and upstaged by architects’
drawings, schedules, and floor plans. Outside, everyone hurries past without
glancing at it, just as they do in Keiller’s movie. But it’s still there, surviving great
fires, great wars, forgotten rebellions, public apathy, and official neglect, surviving
even when it was in the way, persisting where so many other stones have failed.
But there’s always room for doubt. John Aubrey, best remembered now for
his tart sketches of contemporaries in Brief Lives, was also a pioneering antiquarian. In 1666, he toured a charred, still-smouldering London with his friend, the
polymath experimenter Robert Hooke, recently and lucratively appointed as
one of three surveyors organising the reconstruction of the ruined metropolis
following the Great Fire. Among Aubrey’s notes are some brief entries on
London Stone. ‘London Stone was not a lapis milliaris as supposed’, he wrote.
‘It was rooted a matter of ten foot deep [and it] was a kind of Obelisque [that]
stands about the middle of London (i.e., between Ludgate and Aldgate). It was
so fast set with Roman mortar that Mr. Hooke was [obliged] to get a Derbyshire
miner to break it up, and he was 2 or 3 dayes before he could fetch up a little
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core. This was for the foundation of a Cellar. The stone remaynes still, but now
scarce peeps his head above ground’. Moreover, ‘the stone that stands there now’,
Aubrey continues, ‘is only a mock-stone; [and] I have known one or two worn
out in my time with carts’ (Aubrey 1980: 508–09).

Fig. 8.6

I download Keiller’s London and compulsively watch and rewatch the few
seconds starring London Stone. I’m looking for something but not sure what.
The more time I spend with Robinson, the more I feel for the Narrator. Then
I decide that, sour and misanthropic though they often are, these two enjoy
each other. Under leaden skies and drizzling rain, they fit with London’s mood,
shuffling though the city, sifting the suburbs for their secrets, contemporary
antiquarians tangling time at every turn. At first, I thought theirs was the kind
of history that turns the present into a rubbish tip. Then I realise there are other
ways of feeling this: for some people, these histories might one day send the
rubbish tip up in flames.
Because they’re not alone. London Stone sets off other anxious wanderers,
scouring the metropolis, upturning paving-stones in search of buried power.
‘The point about London Stone’, writes the novelist Iain Sinclair, ‘is that while
everyone agrees it is significant, nobody knows why’. Blake in his glorious madness took the stone, he says, as a ‘point from which to move the world’. Here’s
the revolutionary gesture: ‘Break the glass, strike the stone. If it is to be treated
as a trophy from a colonial war, encased like a fire extinguisher, it will demand
justice’ (Atkins and Sinclair 1999: 168).
You wonder what he knows. One man’s hocus pocus is another’s religion.
One person’s religion is another’s occult paranoia.8 Sinclair has a map in mind,
a speculative pre-Christian geography of the London encountered by Brutus.
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This is how E. O. Gordon, writing in 1914, saw the geometry of New Troy on
the Thames, a symbological force field ‘little less imposing than the London of
today’ (Gordon 2003: 8).
London was a ritual amphitheatre bounded by mounds and crowned by ‘the
mighty unhewn monoliths of the Druidic circle’ that Gordon – like Camden,
Williams, Robinson, and Sinclair, too – believed stood where St. Paul’s Cathedral
stands today. That circle was the fortified enclosure for the High Priest of New
Troy, an area that maps perfectly onto the square mile of today’s City, too
perfectly perhaps, neatly mapping the transmutation of religion into money.
Gordon’s England looks like a grey version of Mexico, Christian conquerors
raising flags on the ruins of indigenous temples, the faint pulse of pantheism
beneath the steely wheels of capital. All these topological traces – a mound, a
river, a stone – a national grid whose power is accessed now only by initiates
through arcane books and obscure websites. Silenced, hidden, skewed, wounded,
barely visible in its remains.

Fig. 8.7
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The mighty circle is long gone, its absence marked only by London Stone,
that ‘single obeliscal pillar’, as Gordon puts it, that ‘index stone, preserved behind
iron bars’, constant as the eternal flame at Delphi (2003: 13).
‘The new alignment hurts’, writes Sinclair. ‘It’s part of a process whereby all
the ritual markers of the original city have been shifted, not by much, by just
enough to do damage; to call up petty whirlwinds, small vortices of bad faith’
(Atkins and Sinclair 1999: 168).

N ot e s
1 My thanks to John Law, Evelyn Ruppert, Annemarie Mol, and the other participants
in the ‘When Authorities Meet’ workshop. An earlier, abbreviated version of this essay
was published in Cabinet 53 (Spring 2014).
2 Clark also discusses the view of prominent late nineteenth-century British folklorists
such as Laurence Gomme that London Stone was a ‘fetish stone’, the symbolic founding
stone of the original settlement and the site at which the most important village rituals
were performed. See also Clark (n.d.) for his most extended discussion.
3 There’s much debate on the precise location of the suture. See, for example, Todd,
Murphy, and Kennan (1991). A brief description of the complex features of the timing
and nature of the closure of the Iapetus Ocean can be found in Barclay et al. (2005:
13–16).
4 ‘Geopoetry’ is from Hess (1962).
5 The outline of Shakespeare’s portrayal can be found in some of the contemporary
chronicles discussed in Kaufman (2009). For a sharply contrasting view of Cade’s
organisational capacity and politics, see Bohna (2003).
6 For Blake, the Druids were the codifiers of custom into Law and punishment who
tolled the death knell of the original Jerusalem and, therefore, as Beer (1969: 182) points
out, London Stone was ‘a true rock of anti-vision since it marked the point from which
all distances were measured and was thus a point of reference for the world of abstract
calculation’.
7 On the invented traditions of Welsh patriots in the period just prior to Williams’
generation, see Morgan (1983).
8 The phrase is from Coverley (2006: 123).
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C LAFO UTIS A S A CO M P O SI TE :
O N HANGING TOG E THE R
FELICITOUSLY
Annemarie Mol

In the year 2011, on a rainy day in May, I happened to make a clafoutis. It turned out very well. As I was happily eating it, it dawned on me how
I might tackle the question of baroque coherence that I was hoping to explore for
the workshop that would lead to the present book.1 This specific clafoutis, in
all its modest glory, would allow me to address a few urgent so-called theoretical questions (questions that are not directly about the world, but about how
to frame, articulate, and imagine the world) while avoiding abstraction. More
particularly, by using clafoutis as a case I would be able to ground an exploration of what it is to hang together in empirical materials. Hence, these materials
are granted a peculiar role in this text. While social scientists often announce
that they will use this or that theory in order to talk about their materials, here
I do the converse. I use clafoutis-materials to talk theory.2 My hope is that these
materials will give a new twist to theoretical questions about what it is to hang
together. For issues to do with coherence have mostly been addressed with the
icon of logical coherence in the background. In propositional logic coherence
is marked by the absence of contradiction: if A happens to be true, then not-A
cannot be true at the same time. One of them must be discarded in order to
avoid incoherence. If a combination of propositions adds up to A, it cannot at
the same time suggest not-A. Logical coherence is friction-free. As it is grounded
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in supposedly timeless abstractions, such as A and not-A, it is also enduring. It
has a timeless soul. All of which makes it ill-suited for thinking about complex
cases where tensions abound and transformations are ongoing, but where there
is still a difference between ‘hanging together’ and ‘falling apart’. Clafoutis is a
case in point.
But what is clafoutis? The question ‘what makes a clafoutis indeed “a clafoutis”’ is crucially at stake in this text. Hence I will not provide you with a conclusive
definition. However, to give you at least an indication, here is a recipe, one of
many possible variants. Preheat an oven to 150°C. Mix flour, milk, eggs, and a
pinch of salt into a smooth batter. Coat an oven dish with butter. Pour half of the
batter into the dish and put it in the oven for five minutes. Take it out again and
carefully add fruit with a pronounced taste. Cherries are ideal. Plums are good as
well, but as these are slightly sour, you may want to add some sugar. Cover the
fruit with the rest of the batter, and then you may sprinkle some sugar on top.
Put the dish back in the oven. After around forty-five minutes your clafoutis is
ready. It may be eaten hot, lukewarm, or cold.

A Composite
How does a clafoutis hang together? If you were to follow the recipe that I just
provided, you would end up taking a dish out of the oven with an appearance of
congealed solidity. There it is: a single, steaming tart and a single word – clafoutis – is enough to refer to it. But a little analysis quickly reveals that within this
singularity a lot of realms, registers, regimes (what should we call them?) are
being drawn together. A clafoutis is composed out of (let’s call them) different
worlds. Here, I will roughly unpack the composite.
A clafoutis, to start with, is made from ingredients. These have different
provenances. Take the flour, a result of grinding wheat. If you were to make
your clafoutis in the Netherlands (the geographical focal point of this text) your
wheat would most likely come from France or Germany.3 While this is not so far
away, the wheat market reaches out a lot further. The price of wheat in Western
Europe moves up and down as harvests in the US or China grow or fall in size.
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Relevant as well is the extent to which wheat in Russia is plagued by stem rust
in any given year. Recently this problem has grown due to the late sowing in
response to the excessively warm weather due to climate change.4 All of which is
just a fraction of what may be said about the wheat. What about the milk? If you
bought it in a local shop, it comes from a large number of cows. This may sound
surprising, as any single clafoutis contains a lot less milk than the 25-litre daily
yield of an average Dutch dairy cow. However, farmers pour the ‘output’ of their
animals together, and then factories combine the milk from different farms. The
eggs, in turn, bear a little stamp that states their provenance. Since 2012, EU law
has stipulated that the chickens that lay these eggs should have a living space of
at least 750 square centimetres, including a perch to sit on.5 Allow me to leave
out the salt.6 More on the fruit below. You get the picture. A clafoutis includes a
variety of ingredients that each have their own intricate history and specificity.
Putting all these disparate ingredients together is a remarkable compositional
achievement in and of itself. At the same time they all stem from what we may
call an agricultural world. The first composite on my list.
Now for the second. A clafoutis may be composed out of ingredients, but
ingredients alone are not enough to make a clafoutis. Its preparation also
depends on techniques. Where do these techniques come from and how do
they circulate? Cookbooks and recipe sites on the internet written in Dutch or
in English tell us that the original recipes for clafoutis are French. If they give a
regional specification, it is the Limousin. However, the recipe that my mother
taught me comes from the Alsace. How French is that, or how long has it been
French? In German this region is called Elzaß. Boundary contestations hide in
many dishes.7 And so, too, do diverse modes of boundary-making. During the
very period that France was becoming a gastronomic nation, a country with a
cuisine, Paris installed itself as the measure of everything French. This makes it
doubtful whether in France a dish from the Limousin, let alone from the Alsace,
might readily qualify as a part of French cuisine.8 Other histories are at work
as well. I was taught how to prepare a clafoutis by my mother, but she, in turn,
learnt it from a cookbook. This might be glossed as a personal coincidence, but
as with most personal coincidences, it is historically situated. In her generation
(my mother was born in 1924) educated Dutch women (my mother studied
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geography in university) who were kept out of the labour market (with formal
rules as well as the ethos of motherhood) invested their energy in such things as
travelling to France (guided by the Guide Michelin) and using interesting cook
books (her clafoutis came out of a widely applauded specimen written by the
Dutch travel journalist and poet, Werumeus Buning).9 Cooking techniques also
tie up with histories of eating: as recipes lay out clafoutis as a dessert for four
people or more, it indexes the family meal. Relevant as well are the availability
of an oven and heat-resistant oven dishes. A fascinating curiosity at this point
is the metal instrument that makes it possible to take the pits out of cherries
(though Limousin recipes recommend that you leave them in for their enticing, bitter taste). Again there is no end to the details, but the point has been
made. The techniques of making clafoutis brim with historical, geographical,
and culinary specificities. How to put this well? Allow me to stretch the French
term: a clafoutis is not just a part of, but also contains, a cuisine.
And then a clafoutis feeds. All along, clafoutis has most likely been prepared and eaten, among other things, for the nourishment it provides. These
days such nourishment is more and more widely talked about in the language
of nutritional science. As a response to the rising incidence of ‘overweight’ in
the population, people in the Netherlands (and elsewhere) are encouraged
to make ‘rational and responsible choices’ and to take full calculative control
over what they eat.10 As a part of this, all food packaging in Europe (and in
many other places) is legally obliged to specify and quantify its contents in the
terms of nutritional science. Thus, if you wished to do so, you could calculate
how much energy and nutrients your clafoutis contains. Just add the numbers
printed on the packages of flour, milk, sugar, and butter that you use, first
the kilocalories (for the energy), and then the protein, carbohydrate, and fat
content (for the nutrients). These are all specified per hundred grams, so take
account of that. The eggs may pose a problem as their provenance stamp is
not a full-blown label and they come in different sizes, but there are tables on
the internet that allow you to make an informed guess. You may even put the
fruit into the equation. But while public health advisors of various kinds may
encourage you to engage in such calculative efforts, they cannot force you to
do so. What is more, there are contrasting voices out there that warn you that
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maybe you shouldn’t. For investing so much in accounting might well stop you
from appreciating clafoutis’ nourishing qualities with your senses. Maybe it is
wiser to concentrate on feeling its capacity to feed in your grateful mouth and
your satisfied stomach.11
Is your clafoutis finished? Sit down quietly with a bowl or a plate with a serving of this enticing dish in front of you. Do you prefer to eat it with a spoon or
a fork? Take a bite. Allow yourself to be surprised by the crunchiness of the top
layer, the crust. Beneath it you will find a softer layer of cooked batter, for which
the English language has no separate word; it uses ‘crust’ again. Then, beneath
that, the juicy layer of warm, enticing fruit. Textures and tastes vary. The crust
is modest, the fruit, by contrast, comes out as strong (this is why, according to
Werumeus Buning, clafoutis should not be made with, say, apples: their taste
is not pronounced enough). Visually, too, the soft brown of the surface and the
pale yellow of the layer beneath it nicely contrast with the vaguely red and purple
(plums) or the stark, dark red (cherries) of the fruit. The smells waft around
seductively. Though some recipes suggest eating it cold and others lukewarm,
I recommend it hot. Once chewed and swallowed, clafoutis, neither too sweet
nor too fat, tends to please the stomach. It is filling but light. All in all, clafoutis
is gratifying – which is not say that it contains its gratifications within it, for
these only happen if they are brought out. If indeed you sit down quietly. And
attend to your food.12
Pleasure is a shared achievement that stretches out in time. Over the years
clafoutis has been adapted to the tastes of those who eat it, while clafoutis-lovers
(from the Limousin to way further north) have learnt to appreciate its specific
textures, flavours, warmth, and stomach sensations. This is co-constitution.13 The
sensitivities of clafoutis aficionados are already there, absent/present within the
dish that seeks to sensually appeal to them. A clafoutis, then, is not just multiple.
It does not simply juxtapose elements drawn from the agricultural world (where
it is a dish made of locally sourced ingredients); the world of cuisine (where it is
a French dessert); the world of nutrition (where it is rich in carbohydrates and
proteins); and the world of sensuousness (where it is tasty and gratifying).14
A clafoutis is also composed. The diverse worlds in which it figures, are, in their
turn, absent/present within it.15 It is the character of this composition that
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forms the topic of the present text. How do the worlds of agriculture, cuisine,
nutrition, and sensuousness hang together in a clafoutis? Not romantically. For
romantic coherence inherits from logical coherence the dream of a friction-free
whole. Since the way in which a clafoutis hangs together is full of tensions, it
is baroque.16 This is not to say that if one of its elements were called A, any of
the others would be non-A. They would more likely fit other symbols (think
of @ or आ). That is to say, the diverse worlds that a clafoutis contains do not
jointly fit into a shared Euclidian space. The X- and Y-axes against which they
might be projected, do not map onto each other. Accordingly, the qualifications
relevant to them are not commensurable either. In an agricultural world clafoutis
may be valued in terms of how and where its ingredients grow, how much they
cost, and how perishable they are. In a world of cuisine what counts for more
are such things as its layered flavours, the social ties it fosters, the memories
it evokes, and its ease of preparation. In a world of nutrition, clafoutis may be
valued by measuring the kilocalories, proteins, carbohydrates, and fats that it
contains; or by appreciating its contribution to a person’s overall sustenance.
And in a sensual world, finally, a clafoutis is good if it looks good, smells good,
tastes good, and gives the eater a wonderful stomach sensation.17 All in all, it is
quite an achievement that the fascinatingly heterogeneous worlds that meet in
a clafoutis hang together in it in such a felicitous way.

C o a g u l at i o n
Baroque coherence emerges from the encounter of diverse worlds in a composite
figure, such as a clafoutis. However, this does not mean that any encounter qualifies. If worlds come together the result may as well be incoherent. Which raises
the question of what ‘coherence’ and ‘incoherence’ mean in a composite that
brings together such diverse figures as an A, an @, and an आ. Here we may draw
inspiration from baroque composites that so far have attracted more attention
than clafoutis. Take a baroque church: putting saintly statues together erratically
is not enough to evoke the almightiness of God. The gathering of images and
imaginations in a church requires a certain strength to be evocative – it needs to
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be just so. Likewise with music: combining three or four random voices doesn’t
produce a polyphonic devotional song that calls up the Spirit and moves the
listeners to tears. Rather this depends on a compelling harmonic interdependence as well as striking counterpoints between the different voices. Even camp
only works its wonders if what it draws together titillates and transgresses in a
tantalising combination.18 What, in the light of these analogies, makes a clafoutis
cohere in a felicitous manner, just so?
Interestingly, a clafoutis is not just a composite object in which worlds come
together. It also offers a model for what it may be to coagulate.19 For as you prepare a clafoutis, you mix flour, milk, eggs, and a pinch of salt and, once you have
done this, it is impossible to retrieve the separate ingredients. A new entity, a
batter, has come into being. Half of this batter goes into a dish made non-sticky
with butter. When this dish is put into the oven for five minutes, the batter will
solidify just a bit. If you carefully add the fruit, the second half of the batter will
stay separate from the first. Thus, after the suggested forty-five minutes in the
oven, the clafoutis that emerges has contrasting layers. A crusty upper layer,
‘nicely browned with slightly puffed edges’ as one of the recipes puts it, a soft
doughy layer, a juicy fruit layer, and finally another soft doughy layer below.20
At the sides, where the batter has mixed with the butter coating the dish, there
is more crust. The fruit has gone mellow and its sweetness has become more
pronounced (if you are using prunes, the additional sugar has melted and mixed
with the fruit). Thus, the clafoutis that comes out of the oven has irreversibly
coagulated while it is also full of contrasts within.
Its composite character seduces me into calling clafoutis’ coherence ‘baroque’,
even though whenever it may have been cooked up for the first time, clafoutis
only spread through France in the course of the nineteenth century and the term
first made its way into a dictionary in 1864.21 But the contrasts within a clafoutis are striking enough: between the hard crust and the mellow fruit; between
the modest dough and the stark fruity flavours. And then there are contrasts
in time. In its classic versions, logical coherence was timeless: if A contradicts
not-A, it does so forever. In a clafoutis, however, there is change. It goes into
the oven in a viscous mode and by the time it comes out it has coagulated into
a soft solidity. I would like to mobilise that as a model for how, historically, the
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worlds of agriculture, cuisine, nutrition, and sensuousness came to cohere in
a clafoutis. This opens up various questions about the possible endings as well
as the tenacity of this dish.
Without going into too much detail, it is relatively easy to see how (to start
with these two) the worlds of agriculture and cuisine came together in clafoutis.
For a long time, wheat was deemed to be the most attractive grain in France,
but as it was difficult to grow it was expensive. More modest grains such as rye,
buckwheat, and oats, were more widely eaten. In the nineteenth century, as
growing techniques altered, wheat became affordable for all but the very poor.
Hence the flour. Milk was widely available all over France (there were cows),
while many people had their own chickens to provide them with eggs.22 North
of a line dividing Europe, the ideal fat was butter, derived from churning milk;
south of that line, it was olive oil. The Alsace and even the Limousin are above
the divide, which fits with butter being used to coat the pot. When fruit was ripe
it was abundant, which made it worthwhile concocting a variety of ways of serving it. What is more, as clafoutis goes into the oven you may use preserves. Fresh
fruit is not required. Ovens, in turn, were in widespread use in the nineteenth
century in rural areas as well as in towns (although, again, not in the houses of
the poor). All in all, then, the world of agriculture and that of cuisine were not
randomly juxtaposed in a clafoutis, but formed a marvellous fit. In the twentieth
century this coagulation endured while spreading out geographically. This is
indexed by the situation of my mother, who, in the 1960s, living a few hundred
kilometres north of France, had enough money and skills to run a comfortable
household. The necessary ingredients were easy to procure. Fresh cherries
were rare, but preserved cherries were for sale in the grocery store in town. In
August we had plums from a tree in our garden. My mother would preserve
these for the winter, first in large glass jars and later in a newly bought freezer.
Our kitchen was equipped with an oven and our family would eat family meals
every evening, usually with a dessert. In this way, time and again, clafoutis got
made and remade.23
There are also stories to tell about the ways in which the nutrition world
and that of a clafoutis’ sensuousness readily join up, even if such stories are more
speculative. It is likely that its specific combination of nutrients helps to ensure
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that after you have eaten clafoutis you feel satisfied and filled but not heavy.
The dish is sweet thanks to the fruit and (if need be) the added sugar, but not
oversweet – which is enticing for many French (and Dutch!) adults.24 As a
clafoutis contains more protein and less fat and sugar than most other tasty hot
desserts that she served (apple crumble, rhubarb pie, hot semolina pudding,
and so on), my mother used to stress that this dessert was healthy. And – let
me add some cuisine to nutrition and sensuousness here – a clafoutis holds
a certain appeal for those invested in vegetarian (though not vegan) cooking.
With its flour, milk, and eggs it nicely complements, say, a lentil soup. Being a
grain, the wheat of the tart works together with the pulses of the soup to assure
an optimal uptake of their joint proteins, while the eggs add yet more proteins.
And it is not just the nutrients that are complementary: so, too, are the tastes.
I dished up quite a few lentil soup and clafoutis meals when I was a student
and my friends and I would take turns cooking for each other. It fitted with our
vegetarian habits and we also liked it. What more to desire than a protein-rich,
soul-warming dish that pleases the stomach, is interesting to chew, smells delicious, and tastes good?
Thus, while the different worlds that come together in a clafoutis are made
up of disparate entities, fit within different scales, and are open to diverse evaluations, they successfully came together here. Nothing highbrow is going on; we
are not talking perfection and evoking the presence of God, or the Spirit may
well be asking too much of a clafoutis. Nevertheless, it has a certain blessed
propitiousness. As different worlds got together in this dish, they came to cohere
there. They held each other in place since the way the elements emerged from
one world happened to accord with the way they made up another. The story
may be told starting out from the cuisine. Then it becomes a heroic tale about
the recipe for clafoutis that helped to transform locally available agricultural
products into a nourishing dish capable of satisfying the senses of those who
learnt to like it. It is also possible to start with the agricultural world and its
cultivars; with the task of cooking for and feeding a family or another gathering;
or with the senses that readily learnt to appreciate this particular grain, milk,
egg, and fruit combination (don’t forget the pinch of salt). But whichever way
the story is told, somehow the worlds of agriculture, cuisine, nourishment, and
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sensuousness came to coagulate strikingly well in clafoutis. Hence, clafoutis is
not just an arbitrary juxtaposition, but a composite that hangs together in a
felicitous way.25

D i s i n t e g r at i o n
But however impressive the coagulation of different worlds into a clafoutis
may be, they do not necessarily continue to hold. After all, shifts and changes
of just a single element may lead to the gradual or sudden disintegration of its
composite. Since I am shamelessly engaging in self-ethnography all along, let me
give you an example that involves my bowels. At some point, and without me
immediately realising what was going on, wheat started to disagree with them.
Meals including pasta, bread, or indeed clafoutis, would invariably be followed
by bowel pain. But since the average Dutch person would include wheat in her
meals almost every single day – I certainly did – it was not a disagreement I found
out about right away. It took me a few years of bowel pain (and an undermining
list of other symptoms) to realise what was going on. Or rather (after those years
of dwindling health) it took me a few experimental days. During those days I
avoided eating wheat altogether. All of a sudden my bowel pain stopped and it
was a revelation. Since that time I have abstained from wheat.26 Exit clafoutis.
Thus, the failure of just a single element may be enough for a composite to
disintegrate. This tells us that there are many ways in which ‘clafoutis’ may fall
apart.27 Who still has a garden with cherry trees? If you don’t, cooking with
cherries may feel wasteful. They tend to be so expensive that it is enough of a
treat to eat them fresh. You may eat a handful of cherries a few days in a row, or
lots of cherries in a big splash, but either way none are left for baking tarts. The
instrument to take out cherry pits is still sporadically available, but the patience
to use it has suffered somewhere along the way. At the same time, having to
deal with pits in your mouth does not quite fit with most present-day (French?
Dutch?) standards of what it is to be delicious (in fact a similar sensitivity may
have given rise to the invention of the de-pitting tool a long time ago. As Paris
became the standard for French cuisine, the clafoutis might have disintegrated
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had it not been for this instrument, for, as a culinary historian put it, ‘locals from
the Limousin might accept the cherry pits in a clafoutis, but not Parisian travellers accustomed to a higher degree of culinary refinement’).28 And then there
is the preparation. Who musters the energy necessary for preparing a clafoutis
after a full day of paid work? My mother’s investment in cooking was linked to
the fact that she, like other women of her generation, in the Netherlands even
more than in nearby countries, was forcibly kept out of the labour market.
Married women had to care for their families. My mother went into local politics
as well, but it was only in the seventies (when there was a severe shortage of
geography teachers) that a local secondary school sought her out to do a paid
job. From the Guide Michelin and her collection of cookbooks, she turned to
geography teaching materials. That may seem an altogether different story – or
another that is merely personal – but it was part of a wider trend, one that feeds
fairly directly into the conditions of possibility of a clafoutis. That since the early
seventies (tediously slowly at first, slightly faster in my generation, and almost
completely only recently) women began to participate in the labour market
while men, by and large, did not pick up equal amounts of care work at home,
makes these conditions of possibility falter.29
Then there are other dissonances that may spoil clafoutis’ tune, such as
assaults from the nutrition sciences. Traditionally clafoutis was a dessert. But
who needs nourishing desserts in an era when overweight has become an enemy
of the state? My mother may have praised clafoutis’ healthiness, but if you were
to meticulously keep account of your ‘food intake’, you would be likely to find
that you no longer need its calories at the end of your mostly sedentary day.
Not after your so-called main course. The potential endurance of clafoutis,
then, may depend on a shift in what is considered a proper meal, notably the
willingness to let go of the main course.30 Those who are prepared to skip this
may combine soup and clafoutis, as I used to do as a lentil-soup-eating student.
In my subsequent role as a mother in my turn, I tried something similar, using
other soups. Though for a long time resistant to lentil soup, my children used
to love clafoutis. This had to do with one of its particularly strong points: its
sensuous qualities. Are these impressive enough to consolidate this dish? That
remains to be seen. Maybe clafoutis’ sensuous gratifications are not enough
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to withstand considerations to do with nutrition, that may, in their turn, shift
from limiting calories to limiting carbohydrates (of which, thanks to the flour
and the fruit, a clafoutis has ample quantities). Or maybe sensuousness will stay
relevant, but food preferences will move in another direction (to spicy stuff?
to rougher textures?). There are endless contingencies relevant to what will
become of clafoutis in the future.
This is the lesson: baroque coherence may be temporary. It does not necessarily endure. Worlds that get together in felicitous ways in some site, for some
while, may stop doing so elsewhere, or a little later. In this way clafoutis might
easily disintegrate. How to think about this: what to mobilise as a model for
disintegration? It is tempting to call upon the process of eating here. For once
it has been chewed, a clafoutis is no longer the same. It has lost its enticing
looks. In this state it may be swallowed and provide a satisfying sensation to
the stomach. But digestive systems go on to break clafoutis down. Once it is
absorbed, your clafoutis’ nutrients still leave a trace: they may give you a sugar
rush or a sense of vitality. But after a short while it is all over. Your clafoutis has
thoroughly fallen apart. It has helped to build and fuel you. Mixed with other
indigestible stuff, some of its remnants are propelled by your bowels to your
colon, from where they are excreted as faeces.31 Its molecules don’t miraculously vanish, but even so your clafoutis is no more. Eating, then, provides
a fascinating model of disintegration. But there is a problem with drawing
upon this model here, in the context of the question of how worlds may first
cohere, and then, after a while, stop cohering in a dish. Which is that eating is
an irreversible process. The disintegration of what has been eaten cannot be
undone. This is not necessarily the case for the disintegration of the composite
figure of clafoutis.

T r a n s f o r m at i o n
Eating may not provide a suitable model for clafoutis’ disintegration, but for an
exploration of clafoutis’ endurance, it is highly relevant that it is eaten. For the
destruction implied in eating tells us that the figure of a clafoutis only endures if
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new clafoutises are prepared again and again at one site or another. Once they
are cast in stone, churches (baroque or otherwise) tend to last for quite a while.
They obviously need maintenance, lightning may strike, or a fire may consume
them. But just a little travelling through France with a Guide Michelin reveals
that many still stand strong long after God left them. Music is more ephemeral.
If it is to last, a concerto or a sonata has to be performed over and over again.
The event in which listeners attune to sounds is never quite the same. And what
music is and does may alter over time. A polyphonic fugue that started out as
a vehicle of Bach’s humble devotion to God may change to become an expression of Bach’s genius.32
What might all of this mean for clafoutis? No single clafoutis lasts. Like
music, food has to be ‘performed’ afresh over and over again, but unlike
music, food cannot be recorded. Listening to it variously in different ways
is simply not possible. Instead, for clafoutis to endure its ingredients have
to be grown, harvested, and traded from one year to another and someone
has to put effort into preparing the dish in some well-equipped kitchen. So
clafoutis is ephemeral. It substantiates for just a few hours (or, if there are
leftovers, for at most a day or two) along with its material instantiation. And
then it vanishes again. This implies that there are endless possibilities for the
worlds that coagulate in a clafoutis to fail to come together ever again. But
at the same time clafoutis is resilient, quite like churches and music. It just
has different tactics.
This is where we hit upon issues to do with transformation. For while the
resilience of a church is in the stubborn strength of its stones, that of clafoutis is in its remarkable adaptability. Early in this text I presented you with
a clafoutis recipe. It is a simplified version of the recipe from my mother’s
cookbook. It lacks precise quantifiers. It doesn’t even include the personally
tailored kitchen measurements that tend to serve kitchens better than standard
metrics. ‘One manages to make one’s clafoutis, this personal dish that one
still calls clafoutis, by using so many spoonfuls of flour (that personal spoon,
highly laden) and of sugar (the same spoon, but flattened off). And if the
utensils disappear, the conversion of the personal unities to abstract unities
is not always easy’.33
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Clafoutis, like many other dishes, gets adapted as it gets made. It comes to fit
local idiosyncrasies, household tools, and eating habits. Its ingredients are not
necessarily quantified in abstract units that easily transport between sites. But
all this intractable variability does not prevent anyone from ‘still calling their
dish clafoutis’. This surprised me as a child. I remember the day that I stayed
over at a friend’s house. In the afternoon, while drinking our lemonade, we
were presented with what his mother called clafoutis. But it was far flatter than
my mother’s, its texture was smoother, and its taste sweeter. How could such a
different dish still bear the same name?
Clafoutis comes in varieties. Cooks freely tinker with it, and written recipes
are diverse, too. Leaf through a few cookbooks, or look up ‘clafoutis’ on the
internet, and you will be faced with endless variations.34 Some recipes suggest
adding ground almonds, others crushed vanilla, yet others cherry liqueur. Some
want you to use sugar in the batter (I found an English website saying that this
is what the French do). Some turn up the oven and reduce the cooking time.
And there are even recipes for savoury dishes to be served as a main course that
are still called ‘clafoutis’ (i.e. ‘Clafoutis with red bell pepper and goat cheese’).35
What all these recipes have in common is that they mix together flour, eggs,
milk, and a pinch of salt. Are these ingredients, then, the defining characteristic
of the dish? Do they index what has to be included for a clafoutis to cohere as
‘a clafoutis’ and not some other dish? The answer is: no.
It is at this point that I would like to explain how in May 2011, having
abstained from wheat for almost a decade, I still ate a clafoutis. It was the result
of an experiment. Home alone and seeking to eat something that would suit
me, I improvised. I made a batter that contained milk and eggs, but instead of
wheat flour I used fonio flour. Fonio is not a grain that is readily grown in France
or Germany. Instead, fonio – ‘the most tasty of all grains’36 – originates in West
Africa. Mine was imported from Burkina Faso. Since fonio requires a lot of labour
it fell out of fashion in the course of the twentieth century. However, early in
the twenty-first century, French aid projects began supporting farmers to grow
fonio again because it contains more protein and fibre than wheat and withstands
drought a lot better. They thought that besides being good local food, it might
also be a good cash crop for export, as it is gluten free. Hopes were high that
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the likes of me would be pleased with it. So I used fonio, along with the milk,
eggs, and pinch of salt. What prompted my experiment was that I had rhubarb
that urgently needed to be eaten before it would rot. I heated the rhubarb, and
to spice it up and counter its sour taste I added some ginger and syrup from a
jar of ginger in syrup. To make my dish non-sticky I used olive oil. So all in all, it
was only the eggs, the milk, and the salt that came down from the clafoutis my
mother had taught me to make forty years before. And still somehow my dish
cohered in a felicitous way.37 This was it. As I ate the gratifying dish I joyfully
realised that I was eating clafoutis.
While there are many ways for clafoutis to disintegrate, then, there are also
many ways for it to endure – and here endurance does not necessarily mean staying the same. A certain coherence may re-emerge in a quite different composite.
Along with the Alsace, suddenly Burkina Faso finds itself absent/present in my
dish. In this way, while eating, I do not just relate to French nation-building
within Europe, but also to French colonial history. At the same time, using
fonio engenders the ambivalences that come with eating food that has been
grown in an African country for the European market. On the package and
their website, the aid organisation suggests that the fonio-growing farmers are
pleased that my money allows them to earn a living. But then again, the nutrients from Burkina Faso’s soil that I ingest will not feed someone living there.38
The rhubarb comes from a Dutch organic farm that, while not able to save the
world, still offers some hope. It combines so well with the Chinese ginger in
its sugary syrup that they jointly outdid prunes (though not cherries: that is a
leap). My experimental clafoutis was small, made just for me. This might well
index the crisis of the family meal or even the collective meal. Together all these
variations result, or so it might seem, in a quite different composite. Not even
its taste safeguarded the category: this particular clafoutis tasted quite unlike
any other I had eaten before. But still, somehow, it was a clafoutis. Was this
the case just for me, given my particular layered history with this dish? I don’t
know. Had I been able to share it, my table companions, or at least some of
them, might have agreed. But I could never have convinced them with words.
And while writing, I likewise fail to find the words that might express what
made clafoutis’ soul so obviously present in my food. Even so, I am sure that
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out of the somewhat erratic ingredients that I used, I had made a clafoutis.
This was it. What endured in my dish – or rather what re-emerged in it – was a
striking just so. A remarkable composite with an inarticulable but unmistakably
baroque coherence.39

Conclusion
Like other cases, that of clafoutis is a tale in its own right. But at the same time
it is possible to draw out some of the lessons about coherence that it provides
and articulate these in the form of theory. That is to say, it is possible to partially
disentangle lessons from the specificities of this case and articulate these in a
way that might inspire analysis in other cases – pertinent to other sites and situations. These will come with their own specificities. The lessons they generate
are likely to fit partially with what we learnt from clafoutis but will also, in turn,
add to, shift, or even radically transform our collective understanding of what it
is to cohere. As we work in this way, by unravelling specific cases, disentangling
lessons, and moving on to further cases, theory provides neither an overview,
nor a fixed set of solid handholds. Instead, it is a repository of sensibilities, a
lexicon of verbal tools, a repertoire that allows the articulation of varied concerns and gets enriched in unfolding conversations. As it happens (but this is
no coincidence), the implication is that the coherence of the theory emerging
in this way is actually quite like that of clafoutis.
What kind of coherence is this? Classic propositional logic worked with
entities that had the potential to contradict each other, as they met on a level
plane. They were homogeneous: A versus not-A. The entities that hang together
in a baroque ensemble are different. They do not necessarily fit in the same
lexicon or sign system at all. I suggested as an analogue the way A relates
to @ and आ. And then I translated this analogue into clafoutis-terms: this
dish contains elements pertaining to worlds as diverse as agriculture, cuisine,
nutrition, and sensuousness. In a coherent composite such worlds are not
juxtaposed in a random way, but hang together. For instance, as clafoutis got
concocted, an emerging cuisine drew on available ingredients to cook up a
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dish that established itself as being both nourishing and tasty. An achievement
indeed. At the same time, tensions loom. Cherry pits may give clafoutis an
enticingly bitter taste, but outside the Limousin people may dislike having
to deal with pits in their mouth. Clafoutis may be nutritious, but in contexts
where overeating becomes a problem this strength may turn into a weakness.
And so on. A composite that hangs together in a baroque way does not have
an eternal soul; its soul dies along with the mortal body that it inspires. There
are ever so many elements implied in it and a change in just about any of
these may be enough for the assemblage to collapse. Calorie-counting, wheat
allergies, cherries becoming expensive, women working in paid jobs while
men dread the kitchen: all these contingencies and many more may lead on
to clafoutis’ demise.
However, while the baroque heterogeneity of a clafoutis makes its coherence
precarious, it also makes it robust. For if there is no obligatory passage point,
if no single element is essential, there are many possibilities for modulation.
Cherries may be pitted, prunes may be appreciated, fonio may replace wheat.
Overfeeding may be avoided by leaving out the so-called ‘main dish’ from a meal,
or by transforming clafoutis itself from a dessert into a main dish. And so on. But
that all but endless adaptations are possible does not mean that anything goes.
And here we come to the core of baroque coherence. This core is a speechless
moment. A mysterious revelation. This is it. Churches may evoke the presence
of God, but may also fail to do so. Music may move listeners to tears, or rather
leave them cold. Analogously, clafoutis, too, may either be a gratifying dish or
fall apart. Whatever it is that makes the difference between a random juxtaposition and a felicitous composite, I cannot put into words. This may be my failure,
but articulating the mystery of baroque coherence may as well be too much to
ask of words.40 For words may do a lot: they may describe a situation, express a
concern, call up a memory, convey an order, encourage a sensation, seduce an
acquaintance, substitute for a sigh, and so on – but at some point they hit their
limits. Here is one such point. My clafoutis was soothingly warm, surprisingly
tasty, pleasantly textured, and caringly filling. But that it was a true clafoutis
depends on more than these qualities alone. It eludes articulation. It was just so.
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2 The empirical philosophy that I engage in here finds among its ancestors Foucault (who,
for example, theorised power by comparing kings with therapists), Deleuze and Guattari
(who drew entangled rhizomes into theory to counter unidirectional roots), and Serres
(who, for example, modelled relations on cloth, clouds, rivers, and other ‘things’ that are
not solid boxes). See respectively Foucault (1975), Deleuze and Guattari (1980), and
Serres (1979).
3 This geographical localisation of the ingredients fits with the investment in what is
being eaten. For the argument that this is a Euro-American preoccupation see Strathern
(2012), who argues that in Melanesia the question is rather who feeds whom.
4 These details come from a website written for investors concerned with the price of wheat:
<http://www.debeurs.nl/debeurs/discussies/onderwerp.aspx?Id=1249924#lastpost>
[accessed May 2011].
5 Obviously there is a lot more to say, e.g. about the quest for better living conditions
for chickens; about salmonella harboured in eggs; or about infections of chicken with
‘bird flu’; see for instance Hinchliffe et al. (2013). The geographic tropes articulated there
resonate with those that I try to work with in the present text.
6 Even though salt is utterly fascinating; see Kurlansky (2002).
7 Annelies Moors brought to my attention the case of falafel, that is famously claimed
as a national dish by both Palestinians and Israelis; see Raviv (2003).
8 See for the emergence of French cuisine Parkhurst Ferguson (2000).
9 See Werumeus Buning (1939), which was reprinted for decades. Its title translates into
English as 100 Adventures with a Ladle. This beautifully indexes what kinds of adventures
its users best aim for in life. The author mobilised his impressive writing skills to make
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these adventures sound thrilling and full of wonders.
10 The persistent use of the term ‘choice’ in (Dutch) health advice that at the same time
tells you what you should do, is striking. It fits with the general overinvestment in ‘choice’
that I tried to counter in Mol (2008).
11 For an analysis of Dutch dieting advice see Mol (2013); for alternatives that encourage
food pleasures, Vogel and Mol 2014; and for the idea that tasting may stretch out from
fingers to the sensations in one’s stomach, Mann et al. (2011). Counting nutrients,
meanwhile, is not only done in the context of watching one’s weight. All kinds of specific
health problems come with their own calculative repertoires (e.g. people with diabetes
may learn to monitor their carbohydrate balance; people with kidney problems may
variously keep track of their protein and mineral intake). But that is another story.
12 As Teil and Hennion (2004) tell us, taste is neither in the food nor in the person
who eats it. Instead, it is a performance: tasting has to be achieved again and again. This
achievement depends on the tasters’ investment, but also on the contexts in which they
taste. For the latter, see Mann (2015).
13 A lot of writing effort has been spent on moving beyond the liberal fantasy that entities
are first given and then relate, so as to bring out instead how entities make each other be.
This was one of the points of early actor-network theory that took De Saussure’s model of
the ways in which words inform each other and transpose it to things (see Akrich (1993),
and Mol (2010)). There are various other models of co-constitution around: for example,
Darwinian ones of how species make each other be (see Pollan 2001 for the great example
of how apples seduced humans into giving them their current shape). The present article
participates in outlining the relational constituting of a heterogeneous ‘composite’ out of
varied kinds of elements.
14 Multiplicity is not plurality since it tends to come with intricate interdependencies
between the varied versions of entities; see for this Mol (2002), Moreira (2006), and
Akrich and Pasveer (2000).
15 Those familiar with Aircraft Stories will have noticed the striking similarity between the
way in which I analyse my clafoutis here and the way John Law, in the chapter ‘Hidden
Heterogeneities’ of that book, unpacks a formula for the form and the size of the wings
of a war plane, the TSR2 (Law 2002). This is how theory, while never abstracted, may
yet travel between different cases.
16 Here I draw inspiration from the contrast between romantic and baroque combinatory
logics as presented in Kwa (2002).
17 For a more extensive analysis of the way foods may be qualified with the case of ‘good
tomatoes’, see Heuts and Mol (2013).
18 For baroque churches, see the introduction to this book; for music, see Hennion
(2015); and for an analysis of camp as baroque, see Van de Port (2011). Once the present
text was all but finished, I learnt that the notion of ‘baroque food’ has been used in a quite
different way by Michel Onfray for chocolate, an alleged stimulant and aphrodisiac. See
Onfray (1995).
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19 What I need here is a term for getting to hang together irreversibly. There is a Dutch
word, stollen, that I would prefer to use. It translates as solidify, or coagulate. In English
coagulation tends to be used for the way proteins come to hang together as they are cooled
(blood) or heated (eggs). Even if a clafoutis contains no blood and is composed out of
more than eggs alone, I venture to use this term as it better indexes transformation than
the alternative ‘solidify’. Verran (2009) uses the term ‘clotting’ for the way entities assemble
together out of heterogeneous elements. But this evokes blood even more directly and
hence does not quite fit with the case of clafoutis.
20 <http://www.joyofbaking.com/breakfast/CherryClafoutis.html> [accessed November
2013]
21 <http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clafoutis#mw-head> [accessed November 2013]
22 The story of milk differs even between adjacent countries. For example, in France in
the twentieth century, people got used to sterilised milk, while in the Netherlands and
the UK the investment is in fresh milk. It would be worthwhile to try to write milk’s
comparative history, but see for France: Vatin (1990), for Britain: Atkins (2012), and
for the fascinating travels of milk to India and China (where most adults cannot digest
it): Wiley (2011).
23 There is a lot of food literature that relates how local ingredients and local cuisines make
(or used to make) each other be. For a good argument against ‘naturalising’ the first while
‘culturalising’ the latter, see Yates-Doerr (2015), which asks whether meat comes from
animals, and Yates-Doerr and Mol (2012), which makes a contrast between versions of
meat.
24 What is enticing to whom obviously differs. The question of how to specify such
differences is one of the contentious issues in the interdisciplinary field of food studies.
Is it bodily needs, bodily sensitivities, cultural priming, cultural pride, another ‘variable’,
or any combination of these that goes into taste preferences? Overall, the ideal is one of
addition (see Wilk (2012)). The holism implied in that ideal is, in terms of the present
text, romantic in kind. This raises the question of what baroque explorations of eating
practices would bring to bear, a question that the present text does not answer but helps
to open up.
25 As my investment is in the form of clafoutis’ baroque coherence, I have not even begun
to write a proper history of exactly how and why clafoutis coagulated and travelled. This
would be a daunting task. It is no accident that many compelling histories have been
written of individual foodstuffs (to give just a few good examples: sugar (Minz 1986);
the potato (Zuckerman 1998); corn/maize (McCann 2005), but hardly any of composed
dishes). As De Certeau, Giard, and Mayol put it, ‘[e]very alimentary custom makes up a
minuscule crossroad of histories’ (1998: 171). Hence, to unravel an ‘alimentary custom’
requires an exploration of all the histories that meet within it. For a widely cast and still
fascinating history, not of a single dish but of ‘food’, see Jones (2007).
26 This happened in the early 2000s. Interestingly, wheat aversions have grown impressively
since that time (even if, for instance, in the Netherlands a lot more slowly than in a
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hotspot like Seattle). It is quite puzzling what is going on with this grain that a few decades
ago did not seem to pose any problems, except for people with a deviant gene and the
concomitant diagnosis of coeliac disease. Quite a few commentators suspect a fad. See
Raffaetà (2011) for an analysis that proposes that people ‘claiming’ to be sensitive to gluten
engage in ‘medicalisation from below’. The generalised critical term ‘medicalisation’ was
problematic when applied to professionals to begin with, but when shifted to ‘ordinary
people’ it becomes strangely moralising. My own and other people’s (literal) gut feelings
deserve a more subtle and complex analysis.
27 This resonates with the stories that Madeleine Akrich (1993) told a long time ago about
technologies that stop working because a single element goes missing or falls apart. See
also the wonderful exploration of the array of explanations for why the transport system
Aramis failed in Latour (1996).
28 This quote stems from an article that wonders whether Paris is (a part of?) France. Or
not. See Parkhurst Ferguson (2000: 1061).
29 This is obviously a simplified abbreviation of the many complexities involved. For
an analysis of one of these, notably the gendering of using ovens, see Silva (2000). And
I won’t even start on the way clafoutis is affected by postmodern family life, restaurant
eating (clafoutis may be on their menu), and so on.
30 Mary Douglas’ family, or so she noted, was not prepared to settle for soup and pudding.
It became the starting point for her famous deciphering of a meal; see Douglas (1972).
31 Social science work on defecation and faeces is relatively sparse. But for further examples
see van der Geest (2007); Abrahamsson (2014).
32 These insights I borrow from Antoine Hennion’s long-term investigations into the ways
bodies/people learn to be affected. See Hennion (2007), and Hennion (this volume).
33 This is a quote from one of the rare articles that I found when putting Google Scholar
to work on ‘clafoutis’. See Weber (1996: 13), my translation.
34 This fluid adaptability ties up with that other of other figures, from anaemia (Mol and
Law 1994) and the water pump (De Laet and Mol 2000) through to a German ambulance
that became a collective taxi in Ghana (Beisel and Scheider 2012). However, the links
between clafoutis versions are not all fluid in kind; sometimes they resemble more what
Strathern (2004) called partial connections.
35 Not everyone so forgivingly allows for transformations! On the French Wikipedia
page on clafoutis I learn that even substituting cherries with plums is, for those who
are serious about this, enough to drop the name. With plums the dish is to be called
flaugnarde. See <http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clafoutis#mw-head> [accessed November
2013]
36 This is a translated quote from the site: <http://www.fonio.nl/index.php> [accessed
May 2011; no longer accessible in November 2013]. For an English language site see:
<http://www.agriculturalproductsindia.com/cereals-pulses/cereals-fonio.html>
[accessed November 2013]. Fonio is also sold in the kernel, to use in a way one might
use rice or quinoa for a ‘main dish’.
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37 The ingredients inform the cuisine. It is among the assets of gluten that it helps foods
to physically hang together: bread, pie, or quiche made without gluten easily fall apart.
Clafoutis made with other grains than wheat may still cohere, though, thanks to the eggs.
See, for the chemistry involved, McGee (2004).
38 In this respect, fonio is like other kinds of food transported around the globe. See for
questions around their transportation, the contributions by Goodman and Watts (1997),
and Inglis and Gimlin (2009). And for the general state of food inequalities and externalities,
see Carolan (2011).
39 Since that May day of 2011, I have continued to experiment. As I am tinkering with the
last version of the present text, I lunch on a clafoutis made with equal, small amounts of
quinoa flour and rice flour, an egg, milk, a pinch of salt, and de-pitted fresh apricots. There
were fresh apricots in my favourite version of the open fruit pies (made with bread dough)
that were the specialty of Limburg, the region where I grew up. Fond memories of those
pies happily resonate in the gratification provided by this particular version of clafoutis.
See for the memories resonating in the dishes of his Greek informants, Sutton (2001).
40 For further explorations of words affecting bodily engagements with foods, see Mol
(2014), Van de Port and Mol (2015). The first traces the Dutch word lekker while the
second differentiates between chupar and comer fruits in Bahia, Brazil.
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